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Summary
The objective of this work was to show that removal of alkali from aluminium melts by
means of filtration is feasible. Therefore, a chemically active filter based on a packed
bed of AlF3 grains was designed and built. Varying parameters like contact area,
impurity level, residence time and temperature, pure aluminium melts as well as two
different AlMg–alloys containing different levels of Na or Ca were filtered to reveal the
kinetics of the AlF3 filter material. Filtration experiments performed on a laboratory
scale using AlF3 filter grains in a packed bed gave high removal rates for alkali metals
such as Na and Ca following first order kinetics. Removal was between ~50% and
~95% for a dimensionless contact area A* increasing from ~1 to ~2, respectively. An
empirical expression for the total mass transfer coefficient to be expected for the
removal of Ca at a certain velocity of pure molten aluminium was determined. Further it
could be shown that the elements removed are retained in the AlF3 filter.
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Nomenclature
A

Cross sectional area of filter bed

m2

'A

Area of contact of inclusion attached to filter wall

m2

A*

Dimensionless contact area

a

Average distance between atoms of melt and inclusion

a AlF3

Activity of AlF3

Am

Surface area per unit volume of packing

asolute

Activity of surface active element

av

Specific surface area of the filter grains

m2 m-3

'a vi

Standard deviation in specific surface area of the filter grains

m2 m-3

C

Empirical factor correcting for the porous medium

c

Concentration at distance z away from filter inlet

ppm

c0

Inlet concentration

ppm

ci

Concentrations of species i in bulk

ppm

Concentrations of species i at the melt/filter interface

ppm

ciin

Inlet concentration of species i

ppm

ciout

Outlet concentration of species i

ppm

cin

Number of inclusions per unit volume entering the filter,

c

*
i

m

m2 m-3

or inlet concentration

cout

Number of inclusions per unit volume leaving the filter,
or outlet concentration

ppm

CD

Drag coefficient

D

Capillary slot width,

m

or diffusion coefficient

m2 s-1

DNa

Diffusion coefficient for sodium

m2 s-1

DCa

Diffusion coefficient for calcium

m2 s-1

DMg

Diffusion coefficient for magnesium

m2 s-1

d

2 times the metallic radius of the solvent atom

m
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Dp

Effective particle diameter

E

Removal efficiency

E

Average efficiency for all measurements of an experiment

Ei

Single value of E determined during an experiment

FD

Drag force exerted on inclusion

N

FSL

Force necessary to separate the liquid from the solid body

N

G

Total free energy of the system
or the mass velocity

'G

Gibbs energy of formation

'GStripping

Change in Gibbs free energy for stripping
an oxide layer of area S

m

kJ mol-1
kg s-1
kJ mol-1
kJ mol-1

g

Gravity

m s-2

H

Height of liquid in a vertical capillary,

m

or height of the filter bed

m

HF

Height of the filter bed

m

HM

Metal head

m

jM

Colburn j-factor for mass

K

Equilibrium constant

k

Boltzmann constant

J K-1

kc

Mass transfer coefficient

m s-1

'kc

Standard deviation of mass transfer coefficient

m s-1

L

Velocity of a liquid along a horizontal slot,

m s-1

or length of outlet tube

m

LA

Sum of perimeters

m

Mass flow

m1

Atomic weight of solvent

m2

Atomic weight of solute

mAl

Atomic weight of aluminium

mNa

Atomic weight of sodium

mCa

Atomic weight of calcium

mMg

Atomic weight of magnesium
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Pm Pm-2
kg s-1

N

Number of data points xi and yi

ni

Number of moles of component i

n i

Flux of species i across melt boundary layer

'P

Pressure drop

N m-2

'p

Pressure drop

N m-2

p

Capillary pressure

Pa

p AlF3

Vapour pressure above solid AlF3

bar

Pe

Dimensionless Peclet number

R

Gas constant,

mol
kmoles s-1 m-2

J mol-1 K-1

or radius of filter bed

m

R

Correlation coefficient

1

R0

Inner radius of outlet tube

m

r

Radius of inclusion,

m

or the capillary radius

m

2

Re

Dimensionless Reynolds number

'Rei

Standard deviation in Re for one experiment

Rep

Particle Reynolds number

S

Area of stripped oxide layer

m2

Si

Projected surface area of an inclusion

m2

Sp

Surface area of particle

m2

SV

Surface area per unit volume

m2 m-3

Sc

Dimensionless Schmidt number

Sh

Dimensionless Sherwood number

T

Absolute temperature

K

TFurnace

Furnace temperature

°C

t

Residence time of the melt in the filter

s

't

Standard deviation in residence time

s

u

Relative velocity

m s-1

u0

Superficial velocity

m s-1

V

Volume of inclusion

m3

v

Volume of liquid L,

m3
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or the molten aluminium flow velocity relative to the particle

m s-1

V

Volume flow

m3 s-1

Vp

Volume of particle

m3

VV0

Voids fraction

%

Wa

Work of adhesion

Nm

Wc

Work of cohesion

Nm

WSL

Adhesion strength of the liquid and the solid body

N m-1

x

Independent variable in regression analysis

xi

Independent variable for measurement i

XA

Mole fraction of pure component A

XB

Mole fraction of pure component B

y

Function of C and xi

yi

Efficiency determined for measurement i

z

Height of filter bed

m

Greek letters

F2

Figure-of-merit-function

1

G

Boundary layer thickness

m

H

Void fraction (porosity)

'Hi

Standard deviation in the void fraction (porosity)

I

Interaction coefficient given by the ratio ( WaSL / WcS WcL )

*XS

Excess surface coverage of surface active element

mol m-2

P

Dynamic viscosity

Pa s

PAl

Dynamic viscosity of aluminium

Pa s

P iS

Chemical potential of component i in the solid phase

J mol-1

P iL

Chemical potential of component i in the liquid phase

J mol-1

JA

Surface tension of pure component A

N m-1

JB

Surface tension of pure component B

N m-1

JLV

Surface tension of a liquid L in contact with a vapour V

N m-1

JSV

Surface tension of a solid S in contact with a vapour V

N m-1

x

JSL

Interfacial tension of a solid S in contact with a liquid L

N m-1

Jmetal/flux

Interfacial tension between molten metal and flux

N m-1

Joxide/flux

Interfacial tension between oxide and flux

N m-1

Jmetal/oxide

Interfacial tension between molten metal and oxide

N m-1

K

Dynamic viscosity

Pa s

T

Wetting angle

°

TSL

Wetting angle of a liquid wetting a solid

°

Tmetal/oxide

Contact angle for metal/oxide when in contact with flux/filter

°

U

Density of liquid in a vertical capillary

kg m-3

Ui

Inclusion density

kg m-3

UAl

Density of aluminum melt

kg m3

VLV

Surface energy of a liquid L in contact with a vapour V

J m-2

VSV

Surface energy of a solid S in contact with a vapour V

J m-2

VSL

Interfacial energy of a solid S in contact with a liquid L

J m-2

V i2

Total error in measurement I

Vx

i

Vy

i

W

Error in independent variable for a single measurement
Error in E of measurement i
Time,

s

or residence time

s

X

Kinematic viscosity

m2 s

:

Additional surface area created

m2

Abbreviations
AlSCAN

Analyzer for hydrogen in liquid aluminum

BACO

British Aluminium Corporation

CFF

Ceramic Foam Filter

CHAPEL

Direct measurement of partial pressure of hydrogen in aluminium melt

COSMA

Controlled Addition of Sodium Modifiers to Aluminium Alloys

DC

Direct Current

EDS

Energy Dispersive Spectrometer

xi

EPMA

Electron Probe Microanalyzer

GWP

Global Warming Potential

IBT

Initial Bubble Test

LAIS

Liquid Aluminum Inclusion Sampler

LARS™

Liquid Aluminum Refining System

LiMCA

Liquid Metal Cleanliness Analyzer

MTS

Metal Treatment Station

NTNU

Norwegian University of Science and Technology

OEM

Optical Emission Spectroscopy

PODFA

Porous Disk Filtration Apparatus

Prefil

Pressure Filtration Melt Cleanliness Analyzer

ppm

Parts per million (by mass)

RAM

Removal of Alkali Metal

RPT

Reduced Pressure Test

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscope

SPC

Statistic Process Control

TAC

Treatment of Aluminium in Crucibles

UBC

Used Beverage Cans

USFIRALS Ultrasonic melt treatment - degassing, filtration, and grain refinement
XRD

xii

X-Ray Diffraction
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The expanding use of aluminium alloys for high end applications in castings,
extrusion, rolling etc. will never let improving melt quality efforts become
unfashionable. Thus more companies will have to catch up to current state of the art.
Also there is a strong drive from the downstream industries for further improvements
and new developments.
The intention of chapter 1 is to provide a theoretical and practical basis for
discussing impurities in aluminium and their removal by filtration. Also present trends
regarding melt quality in primary/secondary smelting and foundry industry are
presented.
This work aims especially at the treatment of scrap. In the handling of primary
metal removal of sodium from the Hall-Heroult cell plays an important role. For
secondary metal there is no such step. Levels of sodium can be acceptable. However,
calcium levels may be high so that Ca must be removed. Filtration to remove inclusions
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is required. Therefore it is tempting to combine removal of Ca and inclusions by
filtration.
A general term “quality” is introduced and applied to molten metal to find a
measure of melt quality. Impurities in the melt are identified to be the main reason for
product failure both during production and use. Thus, melt cleanliness becomes a
measure of melt quality. Two major types of impurities can be distinguished, (1)
dissolved elements, and (2) suspended particles. Sources of impurities can be traced
back to the raw metal, various melt processing operations, and the molten metal
interactions with the refractory and the environment. Essentially, melt quality can be
controlled by the removal of alkali trace elements, H, and inclusions [1], [2]. Various
techniques, such as in-line spinning nozzle units, furnace fluxing and packed bed, rigid
media and ceramic foam filters are used to control impurity levels. To make sure melt
quality standards are met, these processes must be monitored to allow statistical control
[1]. Therefore appropriate detection methods are reviewed. Also the problem of melt
quality specifications is addressed here.

1.1

Introducing “Melt Quality”
The German Institute of Standardisation has given the following definition of

quality: “Quality is a measure of the ability to fulfill defined and presumed demands.”
These demands may be regarding a product or a supply of services, and they can be
those of the customer, the producer or the society [3]. Refering to the definition given
above, quality can therefore never be an absolute measure. It will always be a relative
one that is changing with increasing demands. This terminology, also often referred to
as “Fitness for Use”, applies to molten metal quality as well.
Aluminium from reduction cells is not a high purity product. For most products,
this establishes the lower composition limit for non-reactive elements [4]. Quality
compromising contaminants are broadly classified as dissolved and suspended
impurities [5]. Their sources range from the charge material, the refractory and its melt
interactions, melting, handling and holding methods, temperature control, alloying,
modification and grain refinement to the H content due to moisture [6]. Impurities are
even introduced by melt cleaning operations.
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The extent to which any contaminant renders a particular alloy “unfit for use” is
situational, and a function of the processing techniques employed, specific chemistry,
and product application. For example in aluminum ingot extrusions Na and Ca
concentrations significantly in excess of 10 ppm are usually allowable whereas for some
qualities of rolled aluminum products Na levels below 1 ppm are required to prevent
edge cracks [5], [7].
A lot of money, time and effort goes into controlling the melt impurity levels,
i.e., H, alkali metals, and inclusions, in companies producing aluminium alloys and
shaped castings. However, there is a problem with melt quality control; there is often a
lack of specifications. A specification is a guarantee that a certain product attribute is
within certain limits [1]. For example, it is normal for customers to specify the chemical
composition of their ingot products since the relationship between composition, product
performance and final properties has generally been recognised [8]. The chemical
composition of products is specified for every batch and, in most cases, controlled to
within the required limits. If the composition is outside the limit, then the product is
scrapped [1]. As soon as we move away from chemical composition, the picture is not
as clear regarding the exact relationship between H and inclusion content on the product
performance and final properties. In general, we know when the levels of H or
inclusions are too high due to complaints for blisters, porosity, tear-offs, splits, holes,
etc. The dilemma is in fixing appropriate specifications for hydrogen and inclusion
content for any given product [8]. Most companies aim for internal melt quality limits,
but since not every batch is routinely measured for H and inclusions (and sometimes
Na), there is no guarantee the product is within those limits [1].
Deriving useful melt quality specifications can be somewhat difficult. A
specification should be based on product performance in some logical way, which
means that the effect of contaminants on properties must be specified. For many semifinished products, the number of inclusions is not of critical importance, rather the
maximum size [9]. Therefore the relationship between the defects and the impurities
needs to be known not only qualitatively but also quantitatively, to know to what extent
the impurity needs to be controlled. In practice, this is sometimes difficult to establish.
Sometimes only by monitoring the product and the customer’s experience can the
critical parameters of impurity be established. There have been few attempts to predict
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defect rates from first principles. In some cases the degree of effort spent on melt
quality control may be excessive for certain products [1], resulting in a too expensive
and thus not very competitive product.

Generally the number of defects in the product increases as the level of impurity in the
melt increases. Melt quality can be quantified by the composition and level of impurity,
as well as particle size and number size distribution of the inclusions.

1.1.1

Dissolved Elements
Dissolved impurities include alkali elements and gas. Na, Ca and Li are typical

examples of the former, while H2 is the only known gas with appreciable solubility in
molten aluminum [5]. Elements such as Na and H are also regarded as volatile elements
due to their high vapour pressure. Impurities as Ca and Li, but also Ti for instance, can
be removed by adding a variety of chemicals to the melt, and therefore they are referred
to as reactive elements. Examples of non-reactive elements are Fe and Si, which are
very difficult to remove from aluminium by ordinary processes. One way of refining is
to use three-layer electrolysis where the impurities are absorbed in another liquid. A
second method of separation is zone refining utilizing fractional melting/solidification.
This aluminium product has a very low content of non-reactive impurities, namely less
than 10 ppm [7]. To produce a relatively clean metal in the industry, high purity metal
has to be added or metal from reduction cells must be selected to lower the contents in
Fe and Si [4]. For this reason particular attention must be paid to prevent additional Fe
contamination during melt operations. Fe is usually found in intermetallic precipitates
which form during solidification. In one case, the shape of an Fe containing Al-Si phase
often poses problems. This particular precipitate often embrittles, or otherwise causes
deleterious mechanical properties. Fatigue strength, ductility, and impact strength are
compromised when this phase is either needle-like or blocky in shape. However, the
morphology of this phase can be modified by “balancing” the Fe content with Mn in the
ratio of 1Fe:0.5Mn. In this way, the shape of the microstructural constituent is changed
to a more acceptable “Chinese Script” appearance. Another case which mainly occurs in
pressure die-casting alloys is commonly known as “sludge”. This is an intermetallic
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compound consisting of Fe, Cr, and Mn elemental constituents in an Al-Si matrix. For
high pressure die-casting, management of such impurities has given rise to an
expression called the “sludge factor” [10]:

Fe + 2Mn + 3Cr = 1.8

(1.1)

If the concentrations of the above elements exceed 1.8 by mass, then, as a general rule,
sludge formation is likely to occur. Sludge formation is both temperature and
composition dependent. Sludge is very detrimental as this phase is extremely hard,
creating tool wear, breakage, and machining inconsistency when producing precision
machined castings.
Na and Li can cause edge cracking during hot rolling by creating low melting
point phases at the grain boundaries. For most products Na levels are kept below 10
ppm. For Al-Mg alloys which are more sensitive, levels are kept in the 0 – 5 ppm range.
Additions of Si in Al-Mg alloys of more than 1000 ppm suppress the high temperature
embrittlement caused by Na, and also Sr. Such additions may compensate for
concentrations of up to 2 ppm Na or Sr [11]. Also extrusion defects are linked to certain
Na levels. Whereas the author of Reference [5] sees no concern in Na levels
significantly in excess of 10 ppm for common alloy extrusions, Reference [12] reports a
50% decrease of extrusion speed for an increase in Na from 7 to 17 ppm. In the
production of shaped castings, Na is commonly added deliberately in order to promote
the plate-to-fibrous transition for eutectic Si (modification). In such products, a stable
Na content is crucial for the mechanical properties of the end product. Alternatively, Ca
may be added to facilitate the eutectic modification. However, it has a somewhat
weaker effect compared to Sr, but the Ca additions keep their level easily unlike Na. If
Sr is used as the eutectic modifier, then any Ca present will act as an impurity impairing
the positive effect of Sr. All these modifiers (Sr, Na, Ca) increase porosity in castings
[13]. H2 causes porosity as it comes out of solution during solidification. The porosity
can cause blisters in extrusions or during hot rolling of sheet metal. As the inclusion
content increases and cooling rate decreases, the formation of pores increases [14], since
the impurities act as nucleation sites for hydrogen pores to form. Also interdendritic
regions are more spacious due to the coarser dendritic network at lower cooling rates,
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giving the pores more room to grow. In general, values below 0.2 ppm and preferably
less than 0.1 ppm H are aimed for [1]. Below about 0.03 ppm no porosity is found [14].
Some foundries aim at stabilizing the H content at about 0.15 ppm rather than to
minimize it, as this results in a better distribution of porosity and thus a reduced reject
rate. Such stabilizing can be obtained by degassing the melt with a mixture of argon and
5-10% hydrogen [15].

1.1.2

Suspended Particles
Suspended impurities are physically distinct and mechanically separable phases

referred to as inclusions [5]. Inclusion particle sizes in unprocessed aluminum melts
range from MgO and Al4C3 dispersoids of a few microns in size to Al2O3 and MgAl2O4
films and clusters that extend several millimeters [2]. Concentrations are in the range of
part-per-million levels to fractional percentages [5]. For example, a dirty aluminum melt
from a melting furnace may have on average about 10,000 inclusions equal to or larger
than 15Pm in diameter per kilogram prior to settling in a holding furnace. As expected,
the number of inclusions greatly increases for small particle sizes of about 1-5Pm [16].
Inclusions can be solids, immiscible liquids (e.g., halide salts), or combinations thereof.
The former usually consists of oxides, but can include carbides, nitrides, borides, and
intermetallic compounds [5]. The intermetallic phases are chemically more active than
most of the non-metallic inclusions as they can go partly or totally into solid solution
during annealing of the metal at high temperature [7].
The presence of non-metallic inclusions, which can affect mechanical properties,
machinability, porosity, corrosion resistance, electrical conductivity and even cosmetic
appearance, is one of the most serious problems not only in aluminum castings but also
during hot rolling (pinholes in foil and beverage cans) and extrusion [17]. As for melts
of Al and Mg alloys actively interacting with H and O, these inclusions consist of,
mainly, their oxides, i.e., stable chemical compounds with a low degree of thermal
dissociation. It is well known, that these dispersive particles are not wetted by melts and
do not take part in the solidification process [18]. Investigations, reported in References
[19]-[21], thoroughly deal with the manifestation of different casting defects and their
ways of formation. Oxide skins and intermetallic phases have been identified to be the
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primary casting defects of capital importance which again have secondary effects like
the blocking of interdendritic feeding or a decrease in fluidity. The authors observe an
increase in intermetallics with increasing cooling rate. Thereby positive effects from a
high cooling rate and short dendrite arm spacings (DAS) on elongation after fracture
will be impaired. On the other hand, these dispersive non-metallic impurities are perfect
nuclei for degassing of the melt [18].

1.2

Sources of Impurities

1.2.1

Bulk Metal
Molten aluminum comes from two sources:
x

Virgin or primary metal from electrolytic reduction of alumina (dissolved
and reduced in cryolite) in the Hall-Heroult electrolytic cell.

x

Recycled aluminum products (Secondary metal) remelted

Impurity levels of metal deriving from single electrolysis are compared with
those which are possible to attain using three layer electrolysis in Table 1.1. The
chemistry of recycled aluminum products from a remelt furnace operation is quite
different from smelter metal as can be seen by the comparison provided in Table 1.2 [4].
But the source of the elements does not matter as long as they are within the specified
compositional range. The difficulty with a scrap-based alloy is in avoiding the elements
you do not want. Almost any alloy can be made from a scrap base. A competent
secondary processor can meet the challenge of hitting the compositional target through
scrap purchasing, blending programs, and processing techniques. The crucial factor on
choosing a metal source should be the economics of using scrap versus prime metal and
alloying agents coupled with the manufacturing costs associated with the different feed
materials. If compositional concerns are taken care of, then the next level of concern for
a foundry or cast house is the contaminants [22].
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Table 1.1:

Typical impurity levels from pot-line versus three layer electrolysis [4].
Typical Concentrations (ppm)

Table 1.2:

Impurity

Smelter

3-Layer Electrolysis

Mg
Na
Ca
Li
Si
Ti
V
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
(Oxides)
(Borides)
(Nitrides)

10 - 40
30 - 50
2-5
0 - 20
300 - 700
30 - 50
100 - 200
500 - 2000
10 - 30
5 - 30
20 - 200
80 - 180
0 - 60
0 - 60
0 - 60

<1
<1
<1
<1
1-5
<1
<1
<1

Typical melt chemistry from smelter and remelt operations [4]
Molten Metal Source
Characteristics

Composition
Dissolved Hydrogen
Alkalis
Na
Ca
Li
Inclusions

Smelter
Primary metal unalloyed
0.1 - 0.2 ppm
30 - 50 ppm
2 - 5 ppm
0 - 20 ppm
2
t.0 mm /kg Al4C3
or (15 - 40 ppm Al4C3)

8

Remelt
Alloyed at or close
to final composition
0.2 - 0.4 ppm
dppm
dppm
dppm
2
tdmm /kg
Al2O3, MgO, TiB2,
Al4C3, MgAl2O4

Introduction

As seen, dissolved H2 is usually present at levels of one tenth of 1 ppm or more,
while recycled metal is generally higher (e.g. double). By contrast, inclusion levels from
smelter stock run higher, at t 1mm2/kg (15 – 40 ppm Al4C3) versus levels ranging
between 0.1 and 1mm2/kg for remelt. The units of mm2/kg derive from the PODFA
method of cleanliness assessment where the mm2 area of inclusions trapped is rated
versus the amount of metal passed. Finally, smelter metal is associated with a higher
level of dissolved alkalis (Na, Ca, Li), totalling 20 – 100 ppm [4].
The metal from the reduction cells contains commonly 100 ppm Na before [7]
and 0.3-0.6 ppm H2 after it has been siphoned to the transfer crucible. There it is further
reduced in H2 and Na content when the melt is poured into the mixing furnace. The
rapid reduction in both contaminants is caused by the drop in melt temperature and by a
rapid evaporation of those elements. The metal from the reduction cells seems to
approach the equilibrium H2 value dictated by local humidity and melt temperature,
whereas the Na level fades with time [4].
The origin of the dissolved alkalis derives from the presence of fluoride salts;
NaF, CaF2, and LiF, in the electrolyte. Additionally, the smelter metal supply is
generally contaminated with “bath” (electrolyte) material during metal transfer from the
Hall-Heroult cell. Further reaction with aluminum alloys containing Mg can take place.
During this reaction Na goes into solution and the insoluble salt MgF2 is accumulated as
a product [4].
Remeltet scrap such as used beverage cans (UBC) or swarf often contains
hydrocarbon surface contaminants like paint, oil or residual lubricants which will
pyrolyze at melt temperatures. Although hydrocarbon pyrolysis products can not be
considered directly as potential inclusions, the reaction of aluminum with carbon does
yield aluminum carbide, Al4C3 [5]. Furthermore, if “cracking”of hydrocarbons
immersed in molten metal resulted in 1 bar partial pressure of H2, at equilibrium at
700°C this would give around 1 ppm dissolved hydrogen. This is much higher than
about 0.2 ppm found in primary aluminium [23] and higher than the value shown in
Table 1.2. Aluminum carbide is also frequently found in primary ingot; originating from
anode reactions in the aluminum reduction cell. Unless agglomerated, however, this
form of aluminum carbide is generally innocuous in most extrusions due to the small
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particle size ( 5 microns). Oxygen present in silicone-based lubricants (e.g.,
dimethylpolysiloxane) also can potentially form inclusions [5]. Secondary metal, which
commonly has moisture on the surface, can also be a source of H, if there is no
preheating of the secondary metal prior to submersion in the melt. Secondary metals
contribution of oxides will be proportional to its ratio of surface area to volume [4]. In
general scrap metal should be conditioned before charging the furnace. Processing can
include controlled crushing, cleaning and compacting depending on the quality of the
secondary metal [24]. Light gauge scrap should be meltet submerged in a stream of
molten metal and not in a direct fired melter [25]. Resurfacing of immersed scrap,
enhancing oxidation has to be prevented.

1.2.2

Melting, Holding and Transfer
H2 pick-up and oxide generation present the main problems in melt/furnace and

melt/environment interactions. Selecting the correct furnace for melting and holding is
of prime importance. The layout of aluminium foundries depends on the through-put of
molten metal required. A wide range of furnaces are available, for example: crucible,
reverberatory, shaft, electric resistance radiant roof, and barrel furnaces [26]. There is
also a number of methods especially used to melt secondary scrap such as Reverb Dry
Hearth Melter, Side-bay Hearth Melter, Stack Melter, Rotary Furnace or Induction
Furnace. Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses such as impact on final
oxide content of metal which are examined in [22]. What is important is that whichever
furnace is selected, accurate temperature control is used during all stages of melting and
holding. High gas absorption and dross levels can all be traced back to the furnace
design/operation (open charging or not, wet well or dry hearth, melt surface area
exposed, volume of metal, melting time and temperature, etc.) [26] and overheating of
the melt. In some cases some of the alloying elements in the aluminium alloys are lost,
especially alloys containing Mg. Equally, an alloy too low in temperature can cause the
formation of sludge. This problem mainly arises in high pressure foundries. There it is
common practice to use the aluminium at the lowest possible temperature which can be
cast. We must take into account the size and type of foundries ranging from the jobbing
foundry which uses many different alloys to the larger single or two alloy foundries.
The latter uses separate bulk melting furnaces and later transfers the molten aluminium
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to separate holding furnaces. In contrast, the jobbing foundries tend to melt and hold in
the same furnace, and these are usually the crucible type [6]. Tilak et al. [27]
demonstrate that by using LARS™ system (Liquid Aluminum Refining System), a plant
can successfully eliminate the requirement of a holding furnace in the typical cast house
set-up. Crucial for the economic success of a smelter or remelter is to minimize metal
losses by oxidation during storage, transport and handling, in particular while melting,
holding and casting [24]. In study [26] it was important to note that the melt loss had a
stronger economic impact than the fuel costs. New furnaces energy consumption was
decreased to about 50 per cent of its original value.
Water vapor in the surroundings, either from humidity or as a product of
combustion in gas-fired reverberatory furnaces, is a prevalent H source and is readily
chemically reduced by aluminum to produce an oxide (Al2O3) and nascent H. H in this
form is monatomic and rapidly assimilated by the melt [5]. With time and temperature,
adsorption of H results in increased dissolved H up to an equilibrium value for the
specific melt, temperature and the current level of humidity. Also, with time and
increased temperature, oxidation of the melt proceeds causing an increase in oxides and
inclusions in the melt. Al2O3 unless disturbed is a protective oxide and the quantity of
oxide formed will therefore be limited. There can be traces of N, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn, Na, K
and fluorides contained in the films. With increasing temperatures (!700°C) the J-Al2O3
layer transforms to D- Al2O3 (corundum), which occurs with some delay in time and is
accompagnied by a decrease in volume. Thereby cracks are caused, and hence oxygen
can enter more easily, favouring further oxidation. Alloying elements influence the
amount of oxide generated and also the structure and composition of the oxide layer.
This is especially true for elements like Ca, Na, Se, Sr, Li and Mg which have a higher
affinity for O2 than aluminium and, therefore, will be lost due to selective oxidation
[28].
Also Cu, Fe, Si, Mn and Zn come into play in the given order at increased
temperatures around 800°C, instead of 700°C. For example, alloys containing Mg in
excess of 0,08 wt% produce unprotective oxides (MgO, MgAl2O4) and hence oxidation
losses. The formation of complex oxides as the MgAl2O4 spinel may not be self
limiting. Mg contents exceeding 3 wt% will generate spinel only. An Al-Mg alloy’s rate
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of oxidation does not appear to occur in a logical fashion. In some cases, it is almost
non-existent. In other cases, the molten bath surface is completely covered with a thick
insulating oxide coating, and the bath cannot be heated to the temperature for casting or
transferring to downstream processes. This phenomenon known as “breakaway”
oxidation had been identified in the 1950’s in industrial melt furnaces. An early
reference to this phenomenon is found in the paper by W. Thiele [28] published in 1962.
Continued heating without melting the remaining solid, can result in thermiting of the
dross present leading to extremely high melt loss for the batch. Oxidation of Na in pure
aluminium melts is additionally enhanced by the evaporation of Na, which is suspected
to destroy the dense and protective Al2O3 layer. Be additions, inhibiting atmospheres of
non-reactive gases (dry nitrogen and argon), SF6, CO2, and low melt holding
temperature significantly reduce the formation of oxides. But due to the toxicity of Be
its applications are limited. A collateral benefit of gas covers is that hydrogen and its
sources are also excluded. [2], [5], [24], [25], [29].
Chlorides (NaCl, KCl) and fluorides partly stem from salt fluxes added to
separate surface attached impurities, to enhance coagulation of drops of melt, and to
protect the bath surface against oxidation. Thus the fluxes serve to release aluminium
from the dross layer that contains 60-90% Al droplets. The term dross refers to any
solid or liquid scum floating on top of a metal bath that comprises metal oxides,
sulphides, halides, metallic compounds and so on [7], [24]. Dross must be skimmed off
from time to time. Appropriate dross treatment processes can recover a major portion of
the metal content of the dross. Typically, 65-75 % of the dross weight is returned by
dross processors as recovered aluminium metal. Further improvement may be envisaged
as the metal content of dross on removal from direct fired melt furnaces can attain 90
+%. Improvement in metal recovery by dross processors is at least partly due to the
development of better controlled processes, including improved rotary salt furnace
operations and the rotary plasma dross furnace process [30]. In the casthouse, more care
is taken to maintain the metal values in the dross removed from furnaces, through the
use of appropriate dross cooling techniques. The dross removed from the furnaces must
be handled, cooled, delivered to the treatment facility and treated. The recovered
metallic content is shipped back to the plant where it still must be remelted. The cost for
this treatment has been evaluated to a $250/tonne. This number is highly variable site-
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to-site and many factors are involved that will determine a given plant’s actual cost.
Note that the metal content of the dross is reduced if fluxing is carried out in the melting
furnace [25]. Excessive temperatures during melting accelerates the oxidation of
aluminum, especially when fluxes are used. If the flux material is not removed properly
at the correct temperature, separation of the salts occur, resulting in contamination of
the melt and in salt-wetted oxide inclusions [2].
Many of the refractory materials that are successfully used in molten aluminium
processing are not thermodynamically stable [31]-[33]. Rather they owe their usefulness
to poor wetting by the pool of molten alloy under the given set of process conditions
[34]. A good example is the well known agressiveness of aluminium alloys containing
magnesium [35]. Elements like Mg alter the structure of the oxide film and promote
penetration of refractories by aluminium [36]. Oxides, H, Na, and Ca originate from the
interaction between the melt and the refractory linings in the furnace. Maintaining the
minimum practical melt superheat discourages refractory wetting and chemical
deterioration by molten halide salts. The wetting characteristics and reactivity of molten
halides increases significantly above 718-732°C. The refractory material itself and its
degradation products such as silicates (CaSiO3), aluminates (CaAl2O4), and carbides
(SiC) are sources of inclusions [2], [5], [24].
Inclusions accumulate in the furnace heel and can reach high levels with time.
Thus, if more than 90-95% is decanted off a holding furnace, it can be expected that the
last part of the cast material has a high inclusion content [4].
Melt agitation and turbulence disrupt normally coherent and protective oxide
layers. A continuously renewed nascent metal surface is thus generated, substantially
increasing the overall oxidation rate [5]. Turbulence creates a high melt-surface-area-tovolume ratio and intimately mixes the surface oxide films with metal to become
inclusions [5]. Metal transfer turbulence is the most common form of melt agitation.
From melting to casting the melt has to be transferred several times either by ladle
tapping or through a launder system, since there are different types of furnaces involved
for melting, mixing, holding and casting. Inclusion levels increase while transfering the
melt. This is more apparent for ladle tapping since the maximum drop level of the melt
usually exceeds the critical fall height (0.01 m). Above 0.01 m the melt surface has
enough energy and velocity (! 0.5 m/s) to overcome surface tension and continuously
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expose fresh layers of melt to the atmosphere. At exceedingly high drop levels this not
only excessively creates oxides throughout the melt, but also entrains further moisture
and air during the splashes [17]. The same can be observed in casting machines where
the higher gas level of the melt is due to the turbulent filling process [17].

1.2.3

Alloy Additions
Alloy additions to metals such as aluminium or magnesium often belong to the

class II category. For class II alloys the melting range lies above the bath temperature.
They dissolve into the melt by diffusion which is usually a slow process. Depending on
their density relative to the melt, they may float up to the surface or settle to the bottom.
In the first case there may be considerable losses due to oxidation or evaporation which
are potential sources of impurity. In the second case dissolution rates may be
prohibitively low, and the yields may vary from charge to charge. The most important
methods to tackle these problems include: (1) bulk additions to a furnace or to the ladle
during tapping; (2) powder injection by dense or dilute phase transport to the ladle; and
(3) wire feeding to the ladle or the tundish and even in some cases to the casting mould.
Usually stirring is an advantage, either process-inherent or provided in addition. But it
may become a problem if top slag or dross is entrained.
These methods can be supplemented by the use of ingots or waffles, held
immersed in the melt with baskets or cages in the case of bulk additions. A different
approach is feeding of master alloys. They contain at least 50 per cent aluminium
besides the alloying elements. The rod of master alloy is best added where turbulent
mixing occurs, in order to speed up the dissolution of the aluminium matrix and to
disperse the alloying elements. This is also common practice for adding grain refiners
(Ti, B) and Na or Sr for eutectic modification. Clustering of the TiB2 particles caused by
turbulent stirring may be a problem [7]. The interaction of modifiers must be
considered, especially in remelt operations. Modifier interactions usually compromise
performance, as intermetallic compound formation between competing modifiers
removes the modifier elements from solution, reducing their ability to function as
proper nucleants [10]. At certain levels P mainly present as AlP detracts the
modification effect of Na in Al-Si melts. In hypereutectic Al-Si alloys P is added to
initiate the crystallization of silicon first before aluminium. Therefore contents both in
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Na and P have to be adjusted to attain an optimal modification of the eutectic structure.
The so called COSMA – Process, described in [37] and [38], can help to optimize the
addition of Na when preparing aluminium melts. Sb has a negative impact as well,
especially in the presence of Sr and in magnesium containing alloys [24].
Another source of impurity while alloying are the alloying elements themselves.
For instance, an alloy addition which is rather impure is commercial Si. It contains
commonly 0.1-1% Al, 0.1-1% Fe, 0.1-0.5% Ca, |0.1% Ti, and |0.1% C. Aluminium
alloys produced from one or several of these alloy additions may form intermetallic
phases or carbides during solidification. An example is particles of Al3Fe and D-AlFeSi
and other phases in aluminium [7]. Alloy additions can also be a major source of H2.
Mg contains from 0-5 ppm H to 8 ppm H depending upon the metal treatment and the
production. Other metals such as Ti, Mn and Fe contain H2 as well. Finally most alloy
additions contain oxides and other inclusions. Magnesium is reported to contain 10-40
ppm oxides, 15-60 ppm nitrides, 1.5-7 ppm Al4C3 [4] and without careful submersion
can give insidious quality consequences. The cause is a submicron particulate
dispersoid of MgO that gets distributed throughout the melt and which is difficult to
remove [5]. Also MgF2 and MgS particulates have been observed to form when “dirty”
magnesium is added to the melt [39]. As mentioned previously Al-Mg melts can oxidize
rapidly when the alloying is carried out above 760°C or held for a long time. After
alloying and stirring of the melt the dross must be removed, otherwise it will be re
entrained during further operations [4]. Many of the alloying elements of commercial
aluminum alloys (Ca, Li, Mg, Zn) are volatile and therefore change the nature of the
oxide film, which contributes to dross formation, refractory corrosion and inclusion
generation, and cast surface quality [40]. For example, Ca exceeding concentrations of
a20ppm in Al foundry alloys deteriorates the castability of these alloys. Hence, higher
reject rates are a consequence [41].

1.2.4

Salts
Liquid salts like CaCl2, NaCl, KCl or MgCl2 in the presence of Mg, but also

halides (AlCl3) arise from the use of Cl2 during gas purging to remove class I and II
elements from aluminium. These salts may also contain fine solids such as NaF, AlF3,
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and CaF2 originating from furnace additives or potroom metal [42]. These liquid phase
inclusions affect interfacial energies of the system; for example, borides which are used
as grain refiners agglomerate when coated with liquid salt phases [43]. The salts are
implicated in collateral reactions, such as spinel and aluminum carbide formation. These
molten and solid chloride salts are particularly difficult to remove from the melt. Liquid
inclusions must physically wet the filter in order to lower their interfacial energy in the
melt (increase the work of adhesion to the filter). The effectiveness of ceramic foam
filters can be significantly reduced by the presence of fluxing salts [44]. Molten salts,
such as MgCl2 and eutectic mixtures thereof, promote contact and ion exchange with
carbon sources. It is important to minimize the use of Cl2 in the fluxing of magnesium
containing alloys to concentrations usually under 10-volume-percent of the total fluxing
gas [5], [7]. As a similar but less severe side effect nitrides (AlN) occur when
employing N2 as a purge gas [24]. The presence of MgCl2 also introduced by salt
fluxing for melt cleaning purposes can produce MgO through a hydrolysis reaction [5].
Gas and salt fluxes may be also a potential H2 source if not dry [24].

1.3

Melt Cleaning
As previously stated, the control of alkali trace elements, H2 reduction, and

inclusion removal are the critical “tasks” during molten metal processing since they
determine the final metal quality [2]. Refining of molten aluminium typically involves
fluxing out dissolved alkali impurities using Cl2 or salts of Cl2 or F, Ar degassing for H2
removal and, finally, flotation/settling/filtration operations for the removal of inclusions
[4]. Alkali metal salts typically pose the strongest challenge to any refining system. This
is due to their high fluidity, non-wetting surface and similar density to liquid aluminum
[27]. An article by Fielding and Kavanaugh [45] has provided an overview of degassing
and filtration technologies. The various in-line fluxing degassing technologies, when
operated correctly, basically all provide roughly equivalent metal treatment
performance. Refining systems with high vortexing tendency and insufficient gas
bubble dispersion fall short of removing alkali and alkaline earth metal salts [27].
However, the choice of which unit to install will depend mainly on the capital cost,
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operating cost, floor space requirements and ease of alloy change with the chosen
technology [8].
In-line degassing/fluxing processes are proportional in nature and as such, will
remove a relatively constant fraction of the incoming impurity [46]. Optimization of
these units to achieve the maximum efficiency with respect to H2 and inclusions
removal can only be achieved via properly designed experiments and accurate
measurements of the inlet and outlet impurity values. It is known that rotor speed, gas
and metal flowrates, % Cl2, etc., all affect the metallurgical efficiency of these units [8].
LARS™ (Liquid Aluminum Refining System) which is designed around three novel
concepts; viz, in-situ preheating of inert process gas, attrition mixing of gas in liquid
metal and prevention of bubble coalescence, takes also thermal expansion of the gas,
volume expansion of the ascending bubbles due to reduced metallostatic pressure and
the vortex forming tendency of the rotor into account [27].
If one can not measure the efficiencies, then one can not truly control the process
or improve it. You must then be content to take the manufacturer’s word that the
equipment is doing its job.
The proportional nature of the inclusion removal efficiency of in-line
degassing/fluxing units has put the emphasis back on proper furnace practices [8]. For
certain end products, the metal cleanliness of the melt exiting the furnace after a
holding/settling period is acceptable if the furnace practices ensure a consistently low
level of inclusions from batch to batch. With a fixed furnace practice, low H2 levels can
not be guaranteed due to hydrogen absorption from the atmosphere and variability of
temperature [47].
There has been a strong demand for the development of highly efficient compact
in-line degassing and filtration systems combined with maximum operational flexibility.
One of the driving forces is that many of todays aluminium cast houses were
constructed before the 1980's with casting centres which have insufficient space for
elaborate in-line treatment systems. Also, traditional in-line treatment systems such as
the spinning nozzle degassers combined with either bed or rigid media filtration require
a significant quantity of metal to be held between casts. The metal retention in these
systems is a serious economic limitation for multi-alloy casting centres due to the costs
of draining the units for each alloy change [48].
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In 1993 so called rotary flux injection machines became generally available. The
so called MTS (Metal Treatment Station) is an example for joining together previously
separate treatment steps [37]. These machines combine rotary degassing with the ability
to inject a measured amount of specially developed flux into the melt. They increased
the efficiency of flux treatment by up to tenfolds in terms of flux usage, with significant
improvements in oxide removal, the environment and reduction in treatment times as a
consequence. Since that time, new treatment technology has evolved with the
introduction of combined melt treatments such as sodium modification and phosphorus
refinement, calcium removal and grain refinement [49].

1.3.1 Removal of Dissolved Impurities
Basically for removal of dissolved impurities three principles or combinations
thereof are utilized industrially, neglecting here methods of less importance such as
three-layer electrolysis and fractional melting/solidification: (1) An impurity can be
transferred to another phase where it has a high solubility. This second phase is not
soluble in the molten metal. (2) Also possible is the reaction of an impurity with a
second phase that may be solid, molten or gaseous. For instance, due to its high vapour
pressure Na can be removed from molten aluminium by burning with O2 in the air at the
bath surface. Although this may be an effective way of removal and is inevitable during
melt processing, it is rather not desired due to the increase of the amount of dross, and
hence, metal losses. (3) And again, an impurity may as well react with another element
(added to the melt). The reaction product whether solid, liquid, or gaseous has to be
removed from the melt. This removal may be achieved by the effect of gravity or
buoyancy forces, inertial forces, or forces generated by stirring the melt, hence flotation,
settling and filtration operations [7]. Based on the melt processing temperatures
involved (|660-770°C), contaminants such as Na, but also H2 and Zn become volatile
[4]. But now, what determines the final levels of an impurity in the melt? Is it the
equilibrium between the impurity content in the metal and in the extracting phase and
hence thermodynamics? Or is it mass transfer, a mechanism that is ruled by kinetics?
This is one of the main problems that we are adressing here. Whatever the case, some
impurity will remain. If the equilibrium is controlling, the chemical activity of the
impurity element is the same in the two phases. Which means even at a very low
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activity coefficient in the extracting phase, some residue of the impurity must remain in
the metal due to equilibrium. If removal is determined by mass transfer, the removal
rates are governed by the driving force. With decreasing concentration the time required
for removal may increase exponentially, and the cost of attaining low impurity levels
becomes prohibitive [7].
Mixing, if producing heat, can accelerate the purification of molten metals. It has
a positive impact due to temperature and composition homogenization as well as an
improvement of flux – metal bath reaction rates. One also speaks of complete mixing
when the impurities become evenly distributed throughout the melt. This can usually be
taken as an assumption when doing calculations. Mixing may be performed by the use
of mechanical stirrers, gas stirring, electromagnetic stirring, pouring from one ladle to
another (Perrin process) or pumps (mechanical or vacuum) [7], [50].

1.3.1.1 Degassing
It is common to remove H from aluminum by gas purging or vacuum treatment.
In both cases also suspended particles will be partly removed by flotation. Argon and N2
are the main components in the gas [51]. Degassing is accomplished by inert gas alone
or together with small amounts of halogen gases like Cl2 or SF6. However, SF6 has a
global warming potential (GWP) of 23000 compared to CO2 (GWP = 1). Studies have
shown, that if the purge gas bubble is sufficiently small (usually 5mm or less) then
degassing efficiency is relatively unaltered by adding the surface-active reactive
halogen gases. Rather, the latter serve mainly to de-wet solid inclusions from the melt,
and thereby contribute more to melt cleanliness than to H removal per se. Choice of
purge gas also affects resultant dross formation during the degassing process. Argon
creates a drier (less metallic content) dross than N2. N2 plus SF6 produces a relatively
wet (metal rich) dross [10]. Where degassing with N2 is carried out continuously, as in
some large holding furnaces, and where the alloy contains some Mg (which is often the
case), there is an additional danger from the build-up of nitrides in the liquid. They can
become so prolific that the melt takes on the appearance of a slurry such as porridge or
cement. The mechanical properties of the resulting castings are lamentably low because
of the embrittling effect of the large concentration of nitrides. The only way to avoid
such problems when attempting to degas continuously is to use a truly inert gas such as
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Ar [52]. An important criteria regarding the quality of the purge gas is its content of
water vapour [24]. If trace amounts of oxygen and moisture which are found in
commercial grades of nitrogen and argon are not removed (they can virtually never be
removed to the levels required to be non-oxidizing), an alumina film can form along the
bubble/melt interface that hinders mass transport. Chlorine can also be added to the
inert gas since the violence of its reaction to form chlorides disrupts the oxide film [40].
There are different ways of injecting the purge gas, for example with lances,
nozzles, porous or cone plugs, and rotors. Rotor- or impeller-units incorporated in batch
or continuous back-mix reactors (“in-line”) are broadly used for this purpose, since they
are able to generate gas bubbles with radii in a range of 2-5 mm [53]. The rotary
technique typically reduces H to very low levels in only 10 minutes [52]. The smaller
the gas bubbles, the larger the specific bubble surface area per volume gas and hence
mass transfer. In a back-mix tank, the driving force for transport of hydrogen to the
purge gas is reduced because untreated aluminum mixes with purged melt. This is
compensated to some extent by the use of two or more tanks in series. A more efficient
way of removing hydrogen is to use bubble columns run either co-current or countercurrent, where mixing of treated and untreated melt is reduced and, therefore, the
driving force is retained. Some advantages of these bubble columns are simplicity in
structure, no mechanically moving parts and good mass transfer properties [53].
Reference [24] gives a schematic survey over different commercial gas purging systems
available.
The physical-chemical process of hydrogen removal (gas purging) is based on
the shift of the solubility equilibrium towards the gas phase. Driving force of the
reaction is then the gradient of hydrogen concentration between the melt and the gas
phase. The pressure of H2 is so low in the gas bubbles that the dissolved monoatomic
hydrogen H leaves the melt and enters the bubble or vacuum phase. The transport
process may be separated into four steps [24]:
1. Transport of H by convection and diffusion to the vicinity of an inert gas
bubble.
2. Diffusion of H through a thin laminary melt boundary layer into the bubble.
3. Reaction at the melt-bubble-interface to molecular H and desorption into the
gas phase.
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4. Rise of the gas bubble to the melt surface while the absorption of H is
continued.

Step 2 is probably the slowest one – at least for gas purging - and will be
regarded as rate controlling for H removal [54]. Bertherat et al. [55] state that the metal
to bubble H transfer is not diffusion limited as proposed by Sigworth [56] but is mainly
controlled by an interfacial reaction.
Degassing processes can affect the behaviour of modification and grain refining
response. Increased degassing treatment times, and higher gas flows tend to
compromise modification/grain refinement results achieved prior to degassing.
Consequently, degassing is usually employed first [10].
Vacuum melting and vacuum degassing are rapid and effective ways of
removing gases from metals. Vacuum degassing differs from vacuum melting only in
that the metal is melted in air and subsequently exposed to vacuum. For best efficiency,
it is desirable that bubbles form within the melt, not just that the gas diffuses out of the
top exposed melt surface. To form these bubbles it is important to reduce the
metallostatic head on the metal. This can be done by stream degassing (pouring metal
through a vacuum), by processes which repeatedly draw a small amount of metal out of
a large bath and expose it to vacuum, and by vigorous stirring of the melt (to bring the
gas-containing liquid to the melt surface) [57]. An extreme type of stream degassing is
the recently proposed spray degassing method [58]. There, melt is sprayed into a tank
containing argon gas which gives a maximum in contact area. Treatment times and
consumption of argon are much reduced in comparison to the established spinning
nozzle degasser. Further benefits are the recovery and reuse of the purge gas as well as
preventing the pick up of “ambient” hydrogen due to the closed nature of the system.

1.3.1.2 Fluxing
The term fluxing as addressed here refers to the use of salts and reactive gases
for melt protection, and melt cleaning operations removing alkali elements and Mg, but
also for the recovery of metal from dross or slag.
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Major application for salt fluxing is in remelt operations to process feedstock of
contaminated aluminium and to maximize the rate of yield. During remelting the salt
has to fulfil several tasks: (1) Detach surface attached oxides and impurities, which then
will be absorbed in the molten salt. Thereby (2) enabling coagulation of drops of melt.
And finally (3) protection of the melt against further oxidation by the covering molten
salt. Therefore suitable salt fluxes must have the following properties when they are in
the molten state at operating temperature: (1) thermochemical stability towards molten
aluminium; (2) high thermal stability, meaning high resistance against dissociation and
evaporation; (3) sufficiently lower density compared to aluminium alloy melts; (4) low
viscosity; (5) optimal interfacial tension towards Al2O3 and molten aluminium; (6) high
capacity for absorbtion of non-metallic impurities, in particular Al2O3; (7) no reaction
with refractory linings. In any case, the yield of metal will never be 100 percent. In
principle, metal losses during remelting of aluminium using salt fluxes can be caused
by: (1) the solubility of metal in the molten salt, and subsequent oxidation of the
dissolved metal due to exposure to the atmosphere, (2) chemical reaction of aluminium
and alloying elements with components of the fluxes as well as (3) retention of
suspended metal drops in the salt phase, which is the main problem [24]. Point one is
negligible due to the low solubility of aluminium and its alloying elements in NaClKCl-melts [59]. The relevance of point two is limited to Mg containing scrap and
contaminated salt fluxes. In the presence of F additions the thermodynamic stability of
the salt compared to MgF2 is of main interest. Only CaF2 is more stable [60]. Metal
losses due to contaminated salt fluxes, containing water from reprocessing or CaSO4
from a natural salt source, can be considerable. In Germany commonly a mixture of 65
to 75 wt% NaCl and 25 to 30 wt% KCl with additions of 2 to 5 wt% CaF2 is in use for
salt fluxing. In Canada and the USA they mix 40 to 60 wt% KCl together with 40 to 60
wt% NaCl and supplements of up to 5 wt% cryolite and/or alkali fluorides. Salt
additions range from 0.4 – 0.8 times the amount of non-metallic fraction in the scrap
(for strongly oxidized feedstock, especially dross), giving a dry cake of salt, to 0.8 – 1.2
times the amount of non-metallic fraction in the scrap, forming a thin molten layer of
slag. Even though the use of salts for fluxing offers indisputable technological and
economical advantages, energy consumption, use of raw materials and residue
reprocessing present an expenditure that can not be neglected. An optimization
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according to the amount and the composition of the salt fluxes is therefore indicated
[24].
The treatment of aluminium melts with inert purge gasses only to some extent
removes Li and Na by evaporation and oxidation [24]. This is due to the low vapour
pressure of alkalis at low concentrations in the bath. Such a practice would therefore
require very large quantities of Ar for effective removal [4]. An effective removal of
dissolved alkali/alkaline earth impurities and Sr, but often also Mg can be achieved only
by the use of AlF3 additions or reactive gases like Cl2 or mixtures thereof with inert
gases such as Ar [24]. Due to the high chemical affinity of Cl2 for Sr, but also its time
depending fading behaviour, Sr modification should be carried out after gas fluxing
prior to casting.
In the process of producing foundry/die cast specification Al-Si alloy ingot, it is
often necessary to remove Mg from recycled melts. This is also referred to as demagging. The initially high Mg content results from scrap blends, and better availability
of higher Mg content materials in the scrap stream. Mg can be removed from aluminum
favorably by a reaction with Cl2 to first AlCl3 and subsequently MgCl2. Unlike other
melt

treatment

processes,

economically

effective

de-magging

requires

high

concentrations of Cl2, e.g. 90 per cent, which far surpasses the concentrations used for
degassing (3-5% Cl2) [5] or alkali removal (Cl2 <15%) [24]. In the secondary smelting
industry, the application of the gas injection pump has become the most cost effective
technology for de-magging [61], [62]. The gas injection pump provides forced
convectional heat transfer and great metal mixing capability, and the rotating impeller
of the pump creates a very high degree of bubble shear. This results in excellent mixing
of metal with process gas and efficient reaction kinetics, respectively, even at low
concentrations of Mg. In previous studies, the gas injection pump has been shown to be
near-perfect in de-magging efficiency (Cl2 utilization versus theoretical amount
required). No free Cl2 was observed in this study, when sought by a variety of analytical
effluent capture techniques [61], [63]. Another promising just recently reported [64] demagging technique under development removes Mg from molten aluminum alloys by
using submerged powders injection of SiO2 particles. The main attraction of such a
process is the non-pollutant nature of the reagents employed. The main reaction product
is MgAl2O4, a so-called spinel. On a laboratory scale removal efficiencies close to 90%
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together with low inclusion contents could be achieved. A validation on an industrial
level gave somewhat lower removal efficiencies.

1.3.2

Removal of Suspended Particles
The removal of non-metallic and intermetallic particulate suspensions present

the most significant challenge in molten metal treatment. The solid inclusions, present
in molten metal prior to casting, are an inevitable feature of the process of manufacture.
Inclusion removal and separation from aluminum melts can be carried out by
sedimentation/settling while holding the melt, flotation using small bubbles, and
filtration employing deep-bed or rigid media filters. There are at least three participants
in the removal process: the inclusions, the molten metal, and a collector (filter medium,
or purge gas). The solid or liquid inclusions are described by their size distribution,
composition, density, and shape. The properties of the fluid depend on alloy
composition, kinematic viscosity, and density [7]. Non-metallic inclusion removal
techniques depend on body force driven separation methods and on screening. As a
result, each of the melt treatment systems is suitable for removing a specific type and
size range of inclusions. Most characteristic for the performance of such a system is the
removal efficiency, E:
E

1

co
cin

(1.2)

co – number of inclusions per unit volume leaving
cin – number per unit volume entering the filter
Fifty to ninety five percent reduction in the oxide content has been reported
when filtration, flotation or a combination of these methods has been used [2], [4]. One
has to be aware of that in case the oxide content is reduced by 95% but the H content is
reduced only by 75%, then roughly 25% of the remaining gas precipitates on 5% of the
remaining nucleation sites. In general porosity in the casting is reduced, but it may be 5
times worse in areas to be formed [52]. From industrial observation it has been reported
that the majority of the particles, which are deleterious to product quality, lie in the
range of 1-30 microns and are dilutely suspended [66], [67]. Sometimes only one single
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particle larger than a critical size can cause a product to fail. Most notably this example
refers to the fracture of mechanical parts.

1.3.2.1 Sedimentation/Settling
Inclusions may be lighter than the molten metal or they may be heavier than the
melt. The inclusions that float up are collected by a slag or dross phase while heavy
inclusions accumulate as a slurry in the lower parts of the furnace (a holding or settling
furnace). In either case the removal mechanism is gravity coupled with the density
difference (negative or positive) between the particle and the surrounding melt. The
term `settling´ is used both when particles sink or float up [7]. The fundamental
equation governing the rising, or settling, of a small inclusion in a melt is Stokes Law.
Stokes Law is valid at low Reynolds numbers such that viscous forces far exceed
inertial forces. The drag force experienced by a sphere is 6 S rPU in a fluid extending in
all directions, while the buoyancy force is (Ui-UAl)gV, where [4]:
P

= Viscosity of aluminum melt

r

= Radius of inclusion

V

= Volume of inclusion

g

= Gravity

Ui = Inclusion density
UAl = Density of aluminum melt
A balance between drag forces and buoyancy forces then gives [4]:
6SrPU

U i  U Al g 4 3 Sr 3

(1.3)

Gravity sedimentation methods are practically limited to relatively large
inclusion sizes, due to the high drag forces encountered and the inordinately low particle
terminal velocities [2]. [68] reports that sedimentation as a practically viable separation
method is limited to inclusion diameters greater than 90Pm, for those operations limited
to interval separation times of 30 minutes or less. Further reduction of the level of small
inclusions requires extra holding time, which will result in a reduction of furnace
productivity [69].
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Particles may be removed not only by gravity effects but also by various other
mechanisms: Brownian diffusion, inertial and turbulent removal to walls, and so-called
hydrodynamic effects [7]. Stirring and moderate turbulence stimulates particle
agglomeration and thus may enhance sedimentation efficiency [70], [71]. Particle
removal at a free surface occurs in the flow separation region which is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. The rate of agglomeration is generally higher than the overall rate of
removal. The overall rate of particle removal is dictated by both particle entrapment
within the flow and the kinetics of particle removal at the flow separation region. The
nature of the particles has a significant influence on the removal and agglomeration
kinetics of inclusions [69]. Studies of the level of turbulence necessary to optimize
inclusion agglomeration and subsequent separation have been carried out at the Metal
Processing Institute [72], [73]. The molten metal bath may be stirred mechanically [74],
[75], by bubbling [76], [77], [78] or electromagnetically [79], [80], [81]. Also
temperature gradients, owing to heat losses throughout the holding vessels side walls, or
concentration gradients can induce convection [7], [4]. Another technique that could
enhance sedimentation is the application of an electromagnetic force upon the melt.
Responding to this externally applied force, the inclusions move opposite to this force –
as a result of Newton’s third law – and are thus separated. In laboratory-scale
experiments, large force densities can be achieved. For a spinel particle, an
electromagnetic force value of about 30 times greater than the gravitational force can be
accomplished. This allows sedimentation of smaller particles to take place [16]. It must
be pointed out that large force densities in large volumes are difficult to achieve, mainly
due to the complexity of producing strong, highly homogeneous magnetic fields. For
this reason, separation efficiencies are quite low when the inclusion size is below 50Pm
[65]. This is probably why electromagnetic separation has not been widely utilized. The
use of high DC magnetic fields generated by modern superconducting coils can
considerably improve the separation efficiency and move the size limit towards smaller
particles [82]-[84]. For large force densities the main problem remains the homogenity
of the force distribution through the volume. If the force field is not uniform, very
strong electromagnetically driven fluid motion and turbulence may appear, thus creating
an uncontrollable situation [16].
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Fig. 1.1:

Computed velocity field in an aluminum levitated spherical droplet [69]

1.3.2.2 Flotation
As mentioned previously, gas purging of aluminium melts not only decreases the
levels of dissolved hydrogen and alkali but also is the cause of reduction in content of
suspended particles [24]. If a gas is bubbled through the melt, the particles may come
into contact with the bubbles. Furthermore, if these particles or inclusion are wetted by
the bubbles but not by the melt, there is a high probability that particles remain trapped
at the bubble-melt interface. They are then carried by the bubbles up to the dross layer.
This is a process referred to as flotation [7]. Particle flotation mechanisms have been
extensively investigated by Szekely [85]. Flotation is found to be a result of three
elementary capture operations: inertial impaction, peripheral interception and gravity
forces. If attachment to the bubble occurs and viscous shear forces do not cause
detachment, the inclusion is separated from the melt by flotation. Inertial impaction
occurs when the inertia of an inclusion particle exceeds that of a local fluid volume
element, resulting in departure from fluid flow streamlines around a rising gas bubble.
This mechanism results in the impaction of an inclusion on the gas bubble surface.
Since inertial impaction is gas bubble and inclusion diameter dependent, Szekely
concludes that particles larger than 80Pm can be removed by inertial effects with bubble
diameters as great as 10 mm. [68] shows that inclusions greater than 30-40Pm may be
reliably separated from the melt by flotation. The second mechanism of particle
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flotation, peripheral interception, depends on equatorial contact of an inclusion and a
rising gas bubble [2]. The inclusions elude capture by the bubbles, if the bubbles are
significantly larger in size relative to the inclusions. Even bubbles of 1-10 mm in
diameter are not sufficiently small to trap inclusions in size of a few microns ( 10 Pm)
[24].
Flotation properties of non-metallic inclusions in aluminium melts in the case of
inert gas purging are influenced by the wetting conditions between inclusion, melt and
purge gas, i.e. the wetting angle T [24]. Practically all non-metallic inclusions that have
a wetting angle larger than 90° in relation to the melt should be removable by inert gas
purging. Thus an Ar purge is capable of removing oxides but rather less nitrides,
carbides and borides [86]. Chlorine can increase the wetting angle between oxides and
melt [87]. Therefore it is valuable as a reactive gas for inclusion removal, skim control,
and in certain instances, degassing. Three- to five-volume-percent chlorine is
appropriate for enhancing inclusion flotation and producing an acceptably dry skim.
Efficient phase contactors should also be used for chlorine fluxing [5]. Mattocks and
Frank [88] consider amounts of chlorine of already less than 0.5% of the process gas as
sufficient to separate non-wetted, non-metallic inclusions from aluminium.

1.3.2.3 Filtration
Removal of non-metallic inclusions may be accomplished by filtration [66],
[67]. The filter material is characterized by its geometrical dimensions: the size of the
structural units, their distribution and arrangement in the filter, and by their porosity [7].
Liquid metal filtration processes are inevitably transient in nature. That is to say,
the filtration processes as well as the parameters pertaining to them, change with time.
This is because the particles captured inside the filter alter the filter’s properties – a
process that has been referred to as `filter aging´. By definition, a filter starts aging as
soon as particles start to accumulate within it or on it. The most important issues of
interest during the aging period are changes in filtration efficiency, E, and pressure
drop, 'p, as a function of time. The efficiency, E, directly concerns the quality of the
filtered metal, while the latter determines whether a filtration process remains operable.
In that period, the filters internal structure changes. These changes cause some of the
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independent variables on which the filtration efficiency depends, to change. The most
obvious is filter porosity, which decreases with time. The specific surface area, or
equivalent filter web diameter, also changes [89]. Filter capacity is defined as the
quantity of deposited particles (usually expressed in grams or kilograms) which the
filter is capable of accumulating before reaching a certain pressure drop (loss of
metallostatic head). The filter capacity clearly depends on the type and size of the
particles [7]. But all these parameters do not tell how effectively each particle size is
captured by the filter. To be on the safe side one could choose a filter pore size that is
just below the critical particle size. But this is only a solution when the appearance of
large particles is an exception and not the rule in the casting process.
Basically two different types of filtration have gained a wide scale of industrial
application: deep-bed and cake filtration [2]. The two filter mechanisms are illustrated
in Figure 1.2.

Fig. 1.2:

Mechanisms of filtration: deep-bed (a) and cake filtration (b)

A deep bed filter relies on the tortuous path the melt must flow through [66].
Filter efficiency is inversely proportional to the size of the filter grains and directly
proportional to the depth of the filter bed [90]. The inclusions deposit both onto the
grains and in the voids between the filter medium. Also they may become dispersed
through a part or all of the filter volume [2]. The filter thus has the advantage of having
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a large surface area for inclusion capture and can trap particles much smaller in size
than the pores of the filter bed. Additionally, the head loss over the filter is only in the
order of a few psi or roughly 0.1 bar [66]. Mechanical entrapment has been observed to
be responsible for filtration of inclusions larger than 30Pm, whereas it is believed that
surface forces are responsible for the retention of inclusions smaller than 30Pm.
Therefore, the filtration process here is not only one of physical separation as in
screening and separation, but rather melt filtration is a two step serial transport process.
First, as a result of bulk fluid flow the inclusions are transported to the filter surface. In
the second step inclusion capture occurs due to interfacial or surface forces. Figure 1.3
shows a schematic representation of the inclusion size with respect to the average filter
pore diameter. It is quite evident that physical separation is not the only mode of
capture.
In general as for removal by flotation, particle removal in filters can arise from
impingement, interception, sedimentation, diffusion, and hydrodynamic effects. Particle
attachment can be a result of forces developed through pressure, chemical, or Van der
Waal effects. The relative dominance of each mechanism is a function of particulate
type and size, fluid approach velocity, as well as temperature and filter media
characteristics. The inclusion removal efficiency can be improved by either increasing
filter length or by decreasing melt velocity [2]. As previously mentioned, particles
accumulate (or porosity decreases), flow resistance increases, causing pressure drops to
rise and, in turn, interstitial velocities increase, if the flow rate is to be maintained
constant. As a result, drag forces exerted on either contacting particles or particles
already captured will increase. This can lead to lower adhesion efficiencies since
particles may not be able to adhere to the filter surface due to increased drag, even if
they are able to make a contact with them. Similarly, increased drag forces may
dislodge previously captured particles if the forces of adhesion are overcome. The
particles scoured from one location may be recaptured downstream, within the filter, or,
in the worst scenario, be released into filtered liquid metal [89]. This release can occur
during a continuous flow or during a flow interruption which is the case for aluminium
filtration during cast stop/start periods. During the re-start, a significant quantity of
inclusions may be released [91]. The inclusions released may as well originate from the
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filter or other melt cleaning equipment. X. Wang [92] describes several inclusions
found in D & I can stock that originated from interactions with cone plugs and glass
cloth materials.

Fig. 1.3:

Schematic representation of the inclusion size with respect to the filter
pore diameter [2]

In cake filtration there are two scenarios that can be distinguished. Either the
inclusions are deposited at the upper surface of the filter and hence, the size of the filter
pores must be smaller than that of the impurities [66], or the cake evolves out of a
transition from deep bed to cake filtration where an inordinately high solid fraction of
inclusions smaller than the pore size gradually clogs the filter and leads to an
unacceptably rapid filter head build-up, respectively. The latter warrants pre-treatment
clarification methods such as sedimentation and flotation. In either case the aggregate of
inclusions acts as a “second” filter, rendering an additional resistance to flow and thus
causing separation of the particulates from the melt. Particle capture is almost
exclusively determined by the nature of the cake formed. Generally the occurrence of
the cake mode is not appreciated throughout the aluminium manufacturing industry.
This is because the production is slowed down considerably due to the large flow
resistance experienced by the metal and the subsequent necessity of filter change.
Therefore cake filtration is limited to occasions in aluminum melt clarification when (1)
the inclusion concentration is high and/or (2) cast shop floor space is limited. Filter
cakes can be broadly classified into two types: incompressible and compressible.
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Qualitatively, an incompressible cake is one in which the void fraction, H, of the cake is
essentially time invariant within the filtration pressure limits. Changes in metal flow
resistance imparted by the incompressible cake is caused principally by increases in
cake thickness. The particular form of D’Arcy’s Law describing flow in incompressible
cakes can be represented as a function of processed metal volume. One expects hard,
nondeformable inclusions of relatively narrow size distribution and similar shape to
form incompressible cakes. On the other hand, compressible cakes typically develop
when the separated solids are highly deformable and represent a broad size distribution.
Thick cakes may also exhibit compressibility over a broad range of operating pressure.
Cake mode filtration is a dynamic process resulting in an increasing cake thickness as
filtration progresses. Hence, the cake length will be expressed as some function of time
in a model. Knowledge of this functional relationship is important to investigators
because it characterizes filter performance and associated pressure drops. Since in metal
systems, the cake thickness is believed to be in the order of 10-1 to 10-2 cm, it is
impossible to measure it directly. Alternatively, this functionality can be obtained
through mathematical relationships and experimental data, as presented by the authors
[2].
At present, there are five major types of filters which are used for aluminum
filtration [93]. These are: (1) woven glass or ceramic fiber screens; (2) packed bed of
unbonded tabular or spherical alumina particulates; (3) ceramic foam filters; (4) bonded
alumina particulates in various shapes; and (5) extruded ceramic monoliths [66]. One
can destinguish between single use filters (1, 3, 4, 5) and multiple use filters (2, porous
tube filters, heated single use filters) [8]. Bed filters and porous tube filters tend to be
used for high volume, single alloy (or family) of inclusion critical products such as can
body, can-end and thin foil. While being suited to these applications, they are not cost
effective where many alloy changes are required or where floor space is greatly limited.
The single use filter has filled the needs for moderate filtration efficiency, ease of alloy
changes and a small footprint [8]. Filtration with ceramic foam, developed by SELEE in
1974 [94], is a process that is complementary to existing metal treatment practices and
is extensively used both in ingot making as well as for shaped castings. For the latter,
placed in the runner, it does not only hold back inclusions but also promotes smooth,
non-turbulent mould filling, so that reoxidation and dross formation does not occur
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down-stream of the filter [29]. The ceramic foam filter (CFF) consists of a sheet of open
pore ceramic foam of varying thickness and cross-sectional area. Typically it would
have 85% volume fraction of inter-connected voids [2]. Filters are made in various
grades of fineness, usually 10, 20 and 30 ppi (pores per linear inch) with a trend to finer
pores (50, 60 ,80 ppi). The filtration efficiency (E) together with the reliability of the
filtration systems, i.e. smaller standard deviations of E, is reported [9] to increase with
finer pore sizes. Another interesting observation filtering very clean metal, was a poor
performance of the filter regarding small particle sizes (15-30 Pm) compared to
particles in a range of 30 to 60 Pm. In this particular case the filters did not face the
usually high inclusion loadings that occur in the initial stages of a casting. The results
might to some extent be due to an increase of the relative error of the LiMCA
measurements with low inclusion levels and the greater impact of electrical noise
disturbing the LiMCA [9], [29]. The results correspond well with water model tests.
There it was found that for coarse sand filtration efficiency increases with flow rate,
filter size and low porosity, while for fine sand efficiency increases when flow rate
decreases [95]. Figure 1.4 shows schematically the flow pattern in a ceramic foam filter.
In the interstitial channels particles also get captured in so-called “backwaters” under
conditions of quiescent flow. There the inclusions may form lightly cohering, loosely
packed suspended masses and stay without any effect of adhesion so long as the metal
flow is not unduly disturbed [96]. A reason for particle release can be a change in flow
velocity or vibrations. Therefore, particle capture may be controllable only to a certain
extent in the range of 1-30 microns, and re-entrainment of already captured particles can
not be excluded. This uncertainty may explain the harmfulness of these particles rather
than their size. A ceramic foam filter can be installed prior to the casting station with
minimal capital expenditure. However, it only has a limited life because with use the
inclusions form a filter cake, which increases the flow resistance. Thus, ceramic foam is
a good example of a filter medium which at the onset operates as a depth filter and at
the end of its “useful life” operates as a cake filter [2]. In [48] the authors report the
development of a compact dual stage ceramic foam filtration system, utilising two
standard ceramic foam filters in series, which offers significantly higher filtration
efficiency, while maintaining all the well known advantages of normal CFF systems.
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These systems are used in a wide range of casting processes (rolling slab, extrusion
billet, continuous casting, rod casters) and for a wide range of end products (rigid and
flexible packaging, automotive condenser tubing, copier drum and wire rod). The paper
also discusses the design requirements for a compact filtration system, equipment
development and the results of LiMCA evaluations.

Fig. 1.4:

Schematic representation of the flow in a ceramic foam filter [29]

Filtration in an acoustic cavitation field employing a 3-5 layer filter from 0.4 x
0.4 mm cell fibre glass, which is placed in the runner, provides not only melt degassing
but also a high degree of melt refining for hard inclusions due to the sound-capillary
effect [97]. The USFIRALS-process which is based on this principle allows a very
effective refining of dispersive particles down to 1-3 Pm by a multi-layer filter. It allows
production of high quality blanks for magnetic disks from 5xxx alloys, fine foils, sheets
and other semis from 6061-type alloys sensitive to impurities. Fine filtration according
to the “USFIRALS-process” technique results in an improvement of service-life
performance in the short transverse direction. According to the data, fracture toughness
in the short-transverse direction and durability at LCF (160 Mpa) of D16ch (2324) alloy
extruded strip of 65 x 200 mm in cross-section were increased from 29 to 39 Mpa.m1/2
and from 162 to 259 kilocycles respectively [18].
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Recently interesting results are reported in the literature [98] and [99] regarding socalled “Active Filtration” where active coatings form an adhesive layer on the filter
substrate. The coatings consist of NaBr or a mixture of KCl-NaCl and small quantities
of F, CO3, SO4, for example. Alternatively, coatings may consist of glassy enamels. The
filtration efficiency is much higher compared to uncoated filter material. However, the
content of trace impurity elements such as alkali is not reported to be affected by this
filtration mechanism.

1.4

Measuring Melt Cleanliness
The use of quantitative measurement techniques is at the heart of gaining

understanding and improving metal treatment processes [8]. To describe conditions in
an aluminium melt, a set of different melt parameters including temperature and
chemical composition of the melt, the gasses dissolved in the melt (mostly hydrogen)
and the inclusions should be measured [100]. For the measurement techniques one must
distinguish between on-line and off-line modes. The former enable the foundry staff to
attain real-time measurements directly by implementing the measuring device into the
process chain. In the latter case it is a process of first sampling and a subsequent
analysis of the samples taken, which often is rather time consuming.

1.4.1 Chemical Composition and Trace Elements (Alkali)
It would be hard to imagine an ingot producer that is not equiped with
instruments to analyze the chemical composition of the melt. Since its development in
the early nineteen twenties, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) has become the
industrial standard for measuring alloy chemical composition at the level of alloy
element additions, as well as at the ppm level of trace elements. Automated sample
preparation and automated, stable OES instruments have allowed the transfer of these
instruments from laboratories to the shop floor. The analyses are not yet truly on-line
but the time delay between sampling and results is so short that chemical analysis seems
to be “on-line” [8]. The setup of a spectroscope principally consists of a light source
(argon, hydrogen, xenon or discharge lamps etc., laser), a probe container, a dispersive
media or monochromator, respectively, to disperse radiation as well as a detection
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system with an attached data processing unit. Emission of radiation can be observed
when excited particles like atoms, ions or molecules fall back to a lower energy level
thereby releasing the excess energy as photo-electrons. The state of excitement can be
attained in many ways, for example by absorption of radiation, thermic in flames or
plasma as well as through ion or electron bombardment. Optical emission spectroscopy
is not limited to the visible spectrum but also includes the spectra of the ultra violet and
infra-red range [101].

1.5

Resume
The intention of this chapter was to survey the literature to shed light on

different aspects concerning “melt quality”. The general term “quality” was introduced
and applied to molten metals. Impurities in the melt were identified to be the main
reason for product failure both during production and use. Thus, melt cleanliness
becomes a measure of melt quality.
Sources of impurities can be traced back to the bulk metal, various melt
processing operations, and the molten metal interactions with the refractory and the
environment. Especially sources of dissolved elements are tried to be identified.
Refining methods such as degassing, fluxing, settling and filtration are reviewed with
emphasis on possibilities for removal of dissolved elements. However, melt cleaning
procedures, especially fluxing represent a potential source of impurity. Finally the
typical measuring technique for dissolved elements is commented.
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Chapter 2

PREVIOUS WORK - THERMODYNAMICS
2.1

Introduction
The problems industries are facing today are twofold: present technologies are

restricted by tighter environmental, health and safety regulations as well as the
economical margins. At the same time there is a strong drive from the downstream
industries to meet demands from the expanding use of aluminium alloys for high end
applications in castings, extrusion, rolling and so on. Optimization of todays refining
techniques to achieve high removal rates with respect to H, alkali and inclusion removal
is therefore indicated. The consumption of refining agents, which strongly depends on
thermodynamics and kinetics, has to be optimized. Besides the cost of the refining agent
and its environmental impact, any excess of it will be involved in collateral reactions.
Reaction products may act as impurities which have to be removed later. All this leads
to an increasing demand for the development of highly efficient, compact in-line

Previous work - Thermodynamics

degassing and filtration systems with maximum operational flexibility combining
previously separate treatment steps [1].
Today, powdery and granular refining agents are increasingly injected for both
the removal of dissolved impurities and suspended particles, giving better pollution
control than the gaseous chlorination processes. Granular fluxes are superior compared
to powders with respect to particulate and fluoride emissions, also giving reduced
addition rates. For the removal of suspended particles smaller than 30Pm, where surface
forces are believed to play a decisive role, “passive” filter materials prevail in industrial
filtration technology with packed bed, rigid media and ceramic foam filters. A final
break through of “sticky” filter material to increase surface forces and, hence, removal
of suspended particles have not be reported, even though filter material based on or
coated with chloride or fluoride salt fluxes has been in operation. Currently, research is
carried out on adhesive coatings like NaBr or glassy enamels which are viscous at
molten metal temperatures. For the removal of dissolved impurities such as alkali and
magnesium it has been proposed to intercalate them temporarily into a host material,
from which the elements could subsequently be recovered, mimicking what happens in
the lithium ion battery [2].
However, refining aluminum with respect to dissolved elements and suspended
particles still involves a multi-stage approach. Fluxes, both Ar-Cl2 gases and salts,
injected into molten metal readily float up, and the residence time is short. Thus, these
fluxes do not effectively react with the molten metal [3].
Merging established fluxing techniques with known filtration technologies such
as packed bed, rigid media or ceramic foam filters could circumvent such kinetic
deficits as short contact times and small contact areas. A bed filter containing for
example AlF3 as a filter media could actively remove alkali from the melt and at the
same time retain the reaction products. Some of these products such as NaF or KF act as
surfactants [4]. By decreasing the surface tension at the melt/filter surface interface they
may enhance alkali removal and particle capture. Based on the literature [5]-[10],
”active” filtration can be looked at as an enhanced removal of dissolved
impurities/suspended particles in filters due to chemical reaction/adhesion, absorption
and adsorption phenomena occuring at the filter media’s surface. In addition to alkali
and Mg, AlF3 is also reported to remove H, Sr and Sb.
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Contact between a metal melt and the surface of a solid high melting substance
or material plays a role in many physical phenomena and some important technological
processes. They include the processes of crystal nucleation and growth from the metal
melt, various metallurgical processes – melting, casting, moulding of steel and alloys,
soldering and welding, processes of powder metallurgy mineral production by liquidphase sintering or impregnation of a porous high-melting framework by a liquid-metal
binder. Mutual interaction between a solid and a liquid via an interphase is also
important in contact systems where for example metallic liquids act as transport media
in heat exchangers, or nuclear fuel systems where the active substance is distributed as a
stable, finely dispersed suspension in the liquid metal. Thus, the study of contact and
capillary properties of metal melts, the processes of wetting solid bodies surfaces, and
metal adhesion to the solid surface constitutes one of the most important aspects of
modern metallurgy, physics and physical chemistry of solid substances and metallic
liquids. Solid body wettability by molten metals at high temperatures poses a number of
purely specific features and presents an independent problem [11]. This importance has
been stressed recently by D.A. Weirauch Jr. [12] who identified areas for improved
understanding of wetting, spreading, infiltration, and Marangoni flow behaviour by
drawing examples from the aluminum industry. There, capillary phenomena are at play
in all of the process steps.
In essence, this chapter aims to determine the physicochemical mechanisms in
developments having efficient impurity removal in mind. Removal of dissolved
impurities and suspended particles is treated separately, even though the removal of one
type often causes the removal of the other also. Relevant fluxing techniques as well as
recent and historical trends are presented in chapter 3.
The reader interested in fundamentals of fluid flow and mass transfer
phenomena applicable to this work is recommended to study chemical engineering text
books, for example [13], [14], [15]. Also one may refer to previous work by Engh [16],
Frisvold [17] and Syvertsen [18].
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2.2

Removal of Dissolved Impurities - Thermodynamics
When studying the literature a cursory glance at the Gibbs energy of formation,

'G, of several sulfides, oxides, chlorides and fluorides in Fig. 2.1 [19] can give an idea
about potential refining agents. The thermodynamic stability of a compound increases
with an increasing negative value of the Gibbs energy of formation. For instance metal
chlorides that have a standard Gibbs energy value more negative than AlCl3 are more
stable than AlCl3. When Cl2 is injected into aluminium containing various metallic
elements, the chlorine will for kinetic reasons first react with Al and subsequently with
these metallic impurities. The same applies to fluorides. Li, Na, K, Mg and Ba all form
more stable chlorides and fluorides than aluminium and can, therefore, be removed by
Cl2, F2, or SF6 injection.
The equilibrium constant for reactions such as Al + 3MeX = 3Me + AlX3, X =
Cl or F, and Me = Li, Na, K and Al + 1,5MeX2 = 1,5Me + AlX3, X = Cl or F and Me =
Ca, Mg, Ba, Sr is shown in Fig. 2.2 [19] for various metals. An equilibrium constant
much greater than one implies that the reaction is shifted to the right, while a value
much less than one indicates that at equilibrium the reaction is shifted to the left.
Therefore, an alkali or alkali-earth chloride electrolyte has no tendency to react with
aluminium. Corresponding metal-fluoride electrolytes are slightly more reactive, what
turns them into effective additions to chloride salt based fluxes. There, they act as
surfactants improving the stripping and removal of oxides from the melt. A chloride and
fluoride electrolyte is, therefore, suitable for refining aluminium since it will promote
the removal of alkali/alkali-earth metal impurities [20].
The application of F2 gas would be advantageous for thermodynamic and
physical-chemical reasons, since the same efficiency as for Cl2 gas could be achieved
already at a lower partial pressure. The generation and treatment of off-gases, and the
generation of dross and the de-drossing would be influenced positively. But because of
the higher toxicity compared to Cl2 and the difficulty in producing it, the use of F2 gas is
abandoned [21]. AlF3 in its solid state can be utilized instead. The holder of U.S. Patent
3,620,716 claims cost advantages of about 50 % of KAlF3 over AlF3 for Mg removal
from aluminium melts. Potassium aluminum fluoride offers further advantages in
decreased melt loss and greatly decreased fume generation during fluxing [22].
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However, in the industrial production of aluminum metal it mainly serves as a
component of the electrolyte that decreases the freezing point of the cryolite melt [23].
But even if thermochemical calculations tell whether a reaction may occur or
not, kinetic considerations also have to be taken into account. They can give insight into
the reaction to be expected. In pyrometallurgy with its various consecutive and parallel
reactions it is of primary interest to determine the rate-limiting step of the overall
reaction. Only by influencing this step can the rate of the total reaction be changed. Rate
limiting, for example, might be diffusive mass transfer at the boundary layer, heat
transfer (metal destillation), nucleation and growth or bubble growth respectively
(degassing) [21]. Reference is made to chemical engineering text books [24] for
mathematical tools and kinetic models.

Fig. 2.1:

Standard Gibbs energy of formation of several sulfides, oxides, chlorides,
and fluorides. The data are given at 723°C per mole of S, O, Cl2, and F2,
respectively [19].
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Fig. 2.2:

Exchange equilibrium between Al and metal chlorides and fluorides at
723°C based on the reactions Al + 3MeX = AlX3 + 3Me and Al +
1.5MeX2 = AlX3 + 1.5Me.

From Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 it is apparent that the decision whether to use a
chlorine or fluorine containing refining agent must be rather for practical (handling,
price etc.) than for thermodynamic reasons. This is supported by the fact that the main
kinetic factors (contact area and contact time) apply in both cases.
Chlorine gas and chloride salts are popular and approved industrial refining
agents because of their low market price and good availability. Nevertheless, there are
some drawbacks to deal with. In particular when treating Al-Mg alloys the use of these
fluxes results in liquid reaction products which are more difficult to separate from a
melt than solids [25]. This in fact may constrain the degree of melt cleanliness
attainable. Again, some companies just do not like the handling of a gas despite the high
removal rates with chlorine gas. Concerns are the elusive nature of chlorine gas
affecting working environment for both workers and facilities. This may require
precautions which are more elaborate than for solid refing agents or induce other
additional costs (maintenance etc.). However, several authors [4], [25]-[27] claim the
feasibility of employing “zero” emission chlorine gas fluxing units when properly
designed. At the same time, Mg levels in Al-Mg alloys remain relatively unaltered.
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As already mentioned, AlF3 is an alternative source of fluorine. It does not
contaminate the melt. Also, AlF3 is not hygroscopic in contrast to MgCl2 for example
[28]. Furthermore, there is industrial evidence that spent AlF3 may be returned to the
pot-lines [10]. Industrially today, AlF3 powder is added in a batch process either by
stirring or injection. Alkali removal efficiencies in the order of 80% to 95% have been
achieved. The process also has been proven to remove Al4C3 inclusions by a convection
flotation mechanism

[29]. Application of AlF3 in industrial refining of liquid

aluminium shows that it is economically advantageous versus chlorine gas and chloride
salts in spite of its higher market price. Analysing the powder batch process with respect
to kinetics one may find that AlF3 is not utilized in an efficient way. Both contact time
as well as contact area per kilogram melt exposed to AlF3 should be considerably
increased in a bed filter. A bed filter containing agglomerated AlF3 as a filter media
could actively remove alkali from the melt and at the same time retain the reaction
products.
In the literature early reference is made to a process using fluorinated alumina
pellets in a bed filter which will be referred to in section 3.3 [10], [30]. With the eutectic
temperature for binary and ternary products with AlF3 being relatively low [31], it is
reasonable to expect that solid-liquid mixtures will be present at temperatures around
800°C. Precautions have to be taken to prevent a carry over of these mixtures into the
melt. Thermodynamically some of the following reaction products can be expected to
form: KF, NaF, LiF, CaF2, MgF2, Li3AlF6, Na3AlF6, Na5Al3F14. Reported products of
melt treatment operations [10], [32] regarding Na, Li, Ca are CaF2, LiF, Na3AlF6,
Na5Al3F14, Li3Na3Al2F12. Some of these products such as CaF2 [33], Na3AlF6, NaF or
KF [34] act as surfactants. By decreasing the surface tension at the melt/filter surface
interface they possibly enhance alkali and hydrogen removal and/or particle capture.
The mechanisms and effects that apply have been reported by Silny and Utigard [34].
These facts indicate that a batch reactor could be replaced by a continuous one,
simplifying proceedures and superseding the skimming procedure at the end of melt
treatment.
As mentioned earlier in this text, an effective removal of dissolved
alkali/alkaline earth impurities and Sr, often also Mg can be achieved only by the use of
AlF3 additions or reactive gases like Cl2 or mixtures thereof with inert gases such as Ar
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for instance [21]. In an extensive series of experiments in a 0.75 tonne furnace
simulating industrial fluxing operations, D. Doutre and C. Celik [35] revealed a
sequence of events as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The elements to be removed react
indirectly with Cl2 by forming first AlCl3 (gaseous, TS = 180°C) which is not
thermodynamically stable in the presence of Mg or other alkali impurities. AlCl3 then
will convert for example Na to NaCl. All the chloride salts formed are less dense than
liquid aluminum, and will float to, and accumulate at, the dross layer on top of the melt.
Similarly they also coat the sidewalls of the vessel [36]. Additionally, flotation of the
chlorides and also other inclusions present in the melt takes place [21]. If Mg is the
most abundant of these species, as in Al-Mg alloys, AlCl3 will react with dissolved Mg
to form MgCl2. MgCl2 will form a thin molten film on the bubble surface. Both of these
steps occur very rapidly. The MgCl2 salt is then sheared off the bubbles surface to form
a dispersion of minute magnesium chloride droplets within the melt. The majority of
these are below the current detection limit for LiMCA equipment, i.e. 1-15Pm, but
account for a significant degree of alkali removal such as Ca. In this case the problem is
a loss of Mg. A solution might be fluxing with a MgCl2 containing salt instead [37].

Fig. 2.3:

Illustration of industrial furnace gas fluxing events (Al-Mg alloys) [35]

MgCl2 is molten at aluminum refining temperatures and thermodynamically
unstable in the presence of alkali impurities, and will react to form the insoluble
chloride salts [38]. In turn these salts to some extent contaminate the aluminium melt.
Figure 2.4 shows the stability of alkali and MgCl2 salts relative to AlCl3 (gas) [39]. In
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essence, the lower the Cl2 pressure required to form a salt, MCl, the more stable the salt
is, and the easier it is to remove, M, by fluxing. It can be seen that CaCl2 is the most
stable, followed by Na, Li, Mg, and finally aluminium chlorides. Thus, when using Cl2
as a fluxing agent, Ca will be the element removed first. If chlorine is used in amounts
exceeding what is required for Li removal, Mg levels will start to be reduced. Finally, if
the Mg level has been reduced to its thermodynamic minimum concentration,
aluminium itself will be consumed. The given order of removal is only true from a
thermodynamic point of view for equal concentrations of the named elements.
In general, in multicomponent refining processes, a great number of elements
and simultaneous chemical reactions have to be considered. Computer-based
equilibrium calculations for the refining of liquid Al indicate that the impurity elements
Na, K, Li and Ca are removed simultaneously from Al by the refining agents AlF3 and
MgCl2 [40]. The advantage of using a thermodynamic computer program in the
calculation of the progress of aluminium refining is that the influence of temperature,
amount of fluxing agents and alloy composition on the final metal composition can be
studied. [41]
Table 2.1 gives the minimum realizable concentrations of solute elements when
fluxing with reactive gases at 1000 K [16]. It should be noted, however, that these
concentrations are determined solely by thermodynamic calculations, and that
practically, the minimum concentration achievable will be somewhat higher due to
kinetic constraints that become rate controlling at very low concentrations [38]. The
bubble size here is of particular importance. Ideally, the Cl2 carried in a gas bubble
should be completely consumed when the gas bubble reaches the bath surface.
Otherwise elementary Cl2 will be released into the environment. This condition will be
met by small bubles and for low contents of chlorine (15vol%) [21]. Figure 2.5 shows
the same type of information for the fluoride salt stability in liquid aluminium [39].
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Table 2.1:

Approximate minimum impurity levels attainable in aluminium by
reactive gases (T = 1000 K) [39].

Content remaining in p.p.m.
Element
Be
Ca
Li
Mg
Na

chlorine
65
3 x10-5
0.01
1.4
3 x10-5

fluorine
85
5.7 x10-4
0.05
4.9


Fig. 2.4:

Calculated equilibria for ternary Al-M-Cl systems at 1000 K [39]

Fig. 2.5:

Calculated equilibria for ternary Al-M-F systems at 1000 K [39]
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On the basis of thermodynamic calculations Radin [42] explains the refining
action of AlF3 by the presence of the gaseous subfluoride AlF(g) which is formed in
contact with aluminium abundant in the melt. The gaseous AlF(g) formed is volatile but
may be dissolved as well in liquid halide salts present. The existence of this gaseous
mono-fluoride was shown by Klemm and Voss [43] in 1943. AlF is only stable in the
gas phase [22].
Generally, molten aluminium is more likely to form single valency bonds
instead of three valency bonds in the presence of halide salts which can be explained by
the low ionizing potential of the first valence electron of aluminium. The reaction of
aluminium with halide salts may be described by Reaction 2.1:
1/k Al + 1/n MeYn = 1/k AlYk + 1/n Me

(2.1)

where Me may be an alkali or earth alkali metal, Y can be fluorine or chlorine, n is the
valence of the metal, k = 1 for the formation of the subfluoride or subchloride of
aluminium, and k = 3 for the formation of aluminium fluoride or chloride. To asses the
reactivity of halide salts in contact with molten aluminium one may compare the
equilibrium pressures of the halide or subhalide gases (AlYk) formed. For the pressures
given in the same reference, which increase with increasing temperatures, for AlF3 in
equilibrium with molten Al is the highest. It must be mentioned that AlF3 is more
thermodynamically stable than the subfluoride AlF(g) at the considered temperatures.
First, this means that an alkali or earth alkali metal will preferably react with the
gaseous subfluoride rather than with the solid AlF3. Second, due to the slow
degradation, AlF3 can steadily release AlF (g) over a longer period when in contact with
the Al melt. According to Radin [42] the removal of for example Na may be described
by the following two consecutive Reactions 2.2 and 2.3. Sodium in reaction 2.3 may be
replaced by K, Ca, Mg, Li and Ba for example. However, NaF and LiF may react
further forming more stable compounds such as Na3AlF6 (cryolite), Na5Al3F14 (chiolyte)
and Li3AlF6 when in contact with AlF3.
2/3 Al + 1/3 AlF3 = AlF (g)

(2.2)

AlF (g) + Na = Al + NaF

(2.3)

Refining operations are carried out at much lower temperatures than in the Hall-Heroult
cell, which complicates the discussion of the chemistry.
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In Radin’s opinion the gaseous subfluorides and subchlorides also contribute to
the removal of hydrogen from melts similarly to volatile chlorides or inert gases by
diffusion into the gaseous phase. This view is shared by Pimenov [44] degassing melts
when filtering out finely dispersed oxides in a bed of active lump fluxes. He points out
that the separation of these suspended oxides, which act as nucleation sites for
hydrogen, made it easier for the hydrogen to diffuse into the gaseous phase. This took
place at a rate somewhat higher than achieved with bubble separation. Contrary to
Radin, Morozov and Gokhshtein [5] explain the separation of the fluorine containing
gas phase with the formation of complex compounds rather than with the reaction of
fluorides with aluminum. The possibility that, when heated to melt temperature, vapours
will form on the solid fluorine containing salts without any interaction with molten
aluminum was confirmed by their tests. Kvande [45] assumed that the total pressure of
the gaseous phase is given by the sum of these mechanisms: the pressure of the volatile
species formed by the reaction of the liquid aluminium with the fluoride salt, and the
vapour pressure over the fluoride salt in absence of the liquid aluminium. Kvande found
that AlF (g) formed by reaction 2.2 is the major gaseous contribution in the AlF3-Al
system, whereas AlF3 (g), being the main component of the vapour pressure over AlF3
in absence of aluminium, constitutes only a minor amount. Adding NaF to the AlF3-Al
system, at 1027°C the main constituents of the vapour above the melt are NaAlF4 (g)
and AlF (g), both of about equal magnitude for AlF3 contents ! 50%. If the NaAlF4
vapors are cooled slowly, a solid phase transformation occurs [46]:
5 NaAlF4 (g) = Na5Al3F14 (s) + 2 AlF3 (s)

(2.4)

The refining effect of fluoride salts (AlF3, NaF, KF, CaF2) is associated with exchange
reactions which involve both the melt (Al) as well as the salts themselve. The release of
AlF (g), Na, K, Ca which are all more or less surface active is a result of these reactions.
This will be treated further in section 2.2. These surface active substances gather at the
melt/oxide interface both at the melt surface and in the bulk melt. This is accompanied
by a thin layer of dry, dusty slag forming on the melt surface [5]. Such a dry oxide layer
indicates a better separation of the two phases or a decreased wetting of melt and oxide,
respectively. Then, the oxide can be picked up by the flux/filter more easily. As a side
effect of the improved oxide removal, the rate of hydrogen diffusing out of the melt into
the flux is much higher than it would be in the presence of a “wet” oxide layer.
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According to some lab experience with AlF3 the salt must not necessarily be in direct
contact with the oxide. It may be as well immersed in the melt or coat the side walls of
the vessel to achieve both the degassing and de-wetting effect. As a consequence, it
must be the gaseous subfluoride AlF(g) that facilitates the latter two effects.
In 1973, Huggins evaluated lithium titanates as possible lithium host materials
and studied the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of lithium insertion into several
lithium titanium oxides. This kind of hosting also referred to as intercalation is the
reversible insertion of a guest or chemical species into a solid compound or phase, that
exists over a range of stoichiometry, usually without change of structure and minimal
change in lattice parameter. It was found that it was possible to insert lithium into the
structure to form Li(2.3+G)Ti3.4O8 and to cycle it within the spinel phase region, 0  G  1,
with no noticable change in the lattice parameter [48]. Increase in lattice parameter
actually is the reason for cathode swelling in the Hall-Heroult cell which is caused by
the intercalation of sodium [49]. Hardeman and Fray [50] demonstrated that lithium
could be removed from aluminum-lithium alloys and intercalated into lithium titanate
pellets. It was shown that the lithium content of aluminum could be reduced
significantly. The lithium in the pellets could be extracted by applying an anodic
potential to the bed of pellets, held in a fused salt. Although measurements were
performed on a single pellet, calculations showed that by using a packed bed of pellets,
significant currents would be expected to flow, permitting rapid removal of the lithium
[50]. All these operations would be silent, energy efficient, and pollution free. In 1995,
Riley and Jong [51] extended this work to the removal of lithium from solid aluminumlithium or aluminum-magnesium turnings and lithium titanate pellets held in a LiCl-KCl
or MgCl2 melt, respectively. Depending on the electrolyte, both lithium and magnesium
could be removed from aluminum melts and the titanates discharged to produce clean
metals. Overall, early estimates show that considering the price of chlorine and
pollution abatement equipment, there would be significant economic benefits as well as
environmental gains by purifying aluminum in a non-polluting way. The intercalation
purification method has recently been extended to the removal of sodium and
magnesium from molten aluminum using manganates as the host material [52]. It
should be stressed that this process produces valuable metals rather than worthless salts
with disposal problems and may be applicable to the refining of other metals and alloys.
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2.3

Removal of Suspended Particles - Thermodynamics
In physico-chemical systems it is possible to distinguish clearly between the

conditions governing mechanical equilibrium, and those relating to equilibrium in
physico-chemical changes such as chemical reactions and phase changes. In the
particular case of capillary systems, mechanical equilibrium is determined not only by
those factors such as hydrostatic pressure and gravitational attraction common to all
systems, but also by forces associated with surface tension. Among the physicochemical changes which must be considered are modifications of the chemical
composition at the boundaries between bulk phases, that is, adsorption (i.e. transition of
some part of the substance into the surface or back but not through the interface) [11].
The term capillary system will be used to des cribe any system in which the surfaces
separating the various bulk phases play a significant part in determining the physicochemical state of the system. The surface energy depends not only on the composition
of the surface layer, but also on the composition of the bulk phases. Therefore, one must
distinguish between the contributions from the bulk phase and that which is truly a
surface property. Also interactions between molecules on the surface and those in the
bulk phases have to be taken into account [53].
Adsorption phenomena may be related to a geometrical surface by supposing
that each of the two bulk phases it separates remains homogeneous up to this surface
(Gibbs dividing surface). There are two cases in which the Gibbs model does give a
complete description of the system. The first, and most important, is that in which the
system is in equilibrium. The second is that of a freshly formed liquid surface, when the
surface has the same composition as the underlying liquid [53]. Wether in equilibrium
or not, there are interfaces and interfacial energies that may be attributed to such a
system [11]. An “interface” is a boundary between phases. In most cases it is only a few
molecular diameters thick. However, the rapid change in density and/or composition
across the interface gives them their most important property, an excess free energy or
lateral stress which is usually called interfacial energy, V, or interfacial tension, J,
respectively [54]. The force acting upon the interface between two phases (liquid-liquid,
liquid-solid, or solid-solid) is called interfacial tension. It is the result of the attraction of
the molecules at the interface to the bulk of the two phases [55]. Surface tension in turn
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refers to the interfacial tension of either a solid or liquid being in contact with a gaseous
phase. In creating a surface, atoms or molecules must be transferred from minimum
potential energy positions in the interior of the bulk phase to an interface with
asymmetrical potential energy field. Since the surface species are in a state of higher
Gibbs energy than those in the bulk, the tendency of the system is to reduce the number
of atoms in the surface, i.e., to minimize the surface area [55].
The work needed for reversible creation of additional surface of a liquid L in
contact with a vapour V, identified by the term V LV , was defined by Gibbs [56] as:

V LV

§ wG ·
¨
¸
© w: ¹ T ,v ,ni

(2.5)

where G is the total free energy of the system, : the surface area, T temperature, v
volume and ni the number of moles of component i . However, this definition is not
sufficient to describe the work needed for creation of a solid surface S.
For monoatomic solids, V SV is proportional to the difference in potential energy
between an atom of the surface and an atom of the bulk solid. This difference does not
remain constant when a solid creates new surface without increasing the number of
surface atoms by purely elastic strain of the solid. Because surface atoms are bonded
weakly compared to those in the bulk, the work needed to stretch the surface is less than
for the bulk material. The extra stress due to the surface, called by Gibbs “surface
tension”, is denoted J SV . For solids, V SV and J SV are therefore different quantities.
Moreover, V SV is always a positive quantity (breaking bonds needs work to be done)
while J SV can be either positive or negative [57] since it also depends on the orientation
along the face. For liquids, V LV and J LV are equal because a reversible stretching of a
liquid surface is identical to a reversible creation of new surface. In both cases, the
liquid can increase its surface area only by the addition of new atoms to the surface.
[58].
Surface, V SV , and interfacial energies, V SL , are given in dimensions of energy
per unit area [J/m2 ] (or mJ/m2). For the reasons explained above these units will
exclusively be used for S/V and S/L boundaries. For L/V surfaces, both the surface
tension, J LV , and the surface energy, V LV , may be used interchangeably depending on
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the context. J LV is measured as a force per length [N/m] (or mN/m). Note that , from a
dimension point of view, an energy per unit area is aquivalent to a force per unit length
and the values are numerically equal. [58]
The contact systems under consideration are usually characterized by developed
interphase surfaces, a highly dispersed state of the solid phase, cavities, channels and
spaces of small cross-section (capillaries) present in the solid phase. In such systems,
the velocity and the direction, as well as the properties of the product obtained, depend
on the state and properties of the interface, the degree of wettability of the solid phase
by the liquid metal and the contact adhesion strength [11].
Several well-known formulae are considered [11]:
- capillary pressure
p

2J LV  cosT
,
r

(2.6)

- the height of the liquid in the vertical capillary
H

2J LV cos T
rgU

(2.7)

- the velocity of the movement of the liquid along the horizontal slot
L2

DJ LV  cos T
W
6K

(2.8)

- the adhesion strength of the liquid and the solid body (Dupré equation)
WSL

J SV  J LV  J SL

(2.9)

where J SV is the surface tension at the interface of the solid and gaseous phases (Fig.
2.6 inclusion and purge gas), J LV is the surface tension at the interface of the liquid and
gaseous phases (Fig. 2.6 melt and purge gas), J SL is the interfacial tension between the
solid and one of the fluid phases (Fig. 2.6 inclusion and melt), T the wetting angle of
the solid substance wettability by the liquid, r the capillary radius, D the capillary slot
width, K the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, g the acceleration of gravity, and W the
time.
Generally, wetting is governed by interfacial tensions as drawn in Figure 2.6. If
it is assumed that the interfacial tensions can be taken as forces even for the solid-fluid
interfaces, a force balance along the solid surface gives Young’s equation [17], [54]:
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cosT

J SV  J SL
J LV

(2.10)

which is valid for a flat, undeformable, perfectly smooth and chemically homogeneous
solid surface in contact with a non-reactive liquid in the presence of a vapour phase.
Both the solid and the liquid surfaces are assumed free of any adsorbed species. If the
liquid does not completely cover the solid, the liquid surface will intersect the solid
surface at a “contact angle” T . The equilibrium value of T , used to define the wetting
behaviour of the liquid, obeys this classical equation of Young [59] and [58].
Considering wetting two extreme cases may be distingiushed by the following
expressions 2.11 and 2.12. When no value of T can be found to satisfy Equation 2.10,
and the liquid covers the whole area of the solid: the liquid is said to wet the solid
perfectly;

J SG ! J SL  J LG

(2.11)

J SL ! J SG  J LG

(2.12)

or, alternativly,

in which case the liquid/solid surface is displaced completely by the gas/solid surface
[53].

J LV

gas

melt

JSV T SV TSL

J SL

inclusion
Fig. 2.6:

Inclusion satisfying the wetting condition for removal by flotation (TSL
melt – inclusion ! 90°)

Real solid surfaces never satisfy completely the conditions for the Young
equation to be valid, namely chemical homogenity and perfect smoothness. This may
explain the considerable spread of experimental contact angle values, T , reported for a
given liquid/solid system [58].
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Combining Equations 2.9 and 2.10, the following fundamental equation of
wetting, known as the Young-Dupré equation [60], is obtained:
cosT SL

WSL

J LV

1

(2.13)

The work of adhesion is equal to the decrease of free energy associated with the
capillary process [53]. For example, liquid inclusions must physically wet the filter in
order to lower their interfacial energy in the melt (increase the work of adhesion to the
filter) [12].
Alternatively to Young’s equation (2.10) the interfacial tension may be
expressed as in Equation 2.14 [61]:

J SL

J S  J L  I J SJ L

0.5

(2.14)

where J SL is the interfacial tension between a solid and a liquid phase (e.g., oxide and
melt), J S

and J L the surface tension of oxide and melt, respectively, and I is the

interaction coefficient which is given by the ratio ( Wasl / Wcs Wcl ) where Wa and Wc are
the work of adhesion and cohesion, respectively.
According to Naidich [62] wetting phenomena should be discussed in terms of
equilibrium systems and non-equilibrium systems. If the chemical potentials of all
components are equal in both phases P iS

P iL the system is in equilibrium. Equations

2.9 and 2.10 are valid for thermodynamic equilibrium. The interfacial energy V sl in
equilibrium systems depends on nature and structure of the contacting phases and
decreases as their properties become increasingly similar. Instantaneous adsorption is
assumed and any non-equilibrium of the system is due to the kinetics of a simple
adsorption process and is ignored. Factors determining the variation of tension under
equilibrium conditions are adsorption and temperature change. For non-equilibrium
systems one usually considers the case where the system is in thermal and mechanical
equilibrium but not in chemical equilibrium. However, due to the tendency to attain
chemical equilibrium the interfacial energy V SL , T and Wa will change with time and
depend on irriversible processes of chemical interaction at the interface, which are
characteristic features of non-equilibrium systems. The action of these processes can
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result in a substantial interfacial tension change. This may be expressed in terms of the
Dupre equation [11]:

J SL

J SV  J LV  WSL

(2.15)

From Equation 2.15 follows directly that a change in binding energy of the liquid and
the solid, WSL , results in a change of the interfacial tension V SL .
Eustathopoulos and co-workers [58] apply the term “reactive wetting” in the
context of a system which is not in chemical equilibrium. They distinguish between the
case of simple dissolution of the liquid in the solid and the case of formation at the
interface of a 3D compound by reaction between the solid and the liquid. For
dissolution two extreme cases may be considered. In the first one, dissolution of the
solid into the liquid is assumed not to change significantly the surface and interfacial
energies V LV and V SL . Therefore, dissolution modifies only the geometry at the triple
line (Figure 2.7a). In the second case, the interfacial energies are modified due to
dissolution of small quantities of tensio-active species of the solid, but the solid/liquid
interface is assumed to remain nearly flat, i.e. the equilibrium contact angle is still given
by the Young equation (Figure 2.7b). In case of formation of a 3D compound it has
been observed that the reaction product may be either more wettable or less wettable
than the solid subtrate.

L
S
a)

Fig. 2.7:

b)

Two extreme cases of dissolutive wetting. (a) Dissolution of the solid
modifies the geometry at the triple line. (b) A slight dissolution is enough
to modify the surface energies of the system while the S/L interface
remains macroscopically planar. [58]
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During the last few decades, the change in Gibbs energy, 'G t , of the system
has been considered the driving force for reactive wetting. This was first proposed by
Aksay et al. [63], both for dissolution reactions and for reactions with formation of a
new phase at the interface. Accordingly, it has been concluded that the higher the
reactivity in a system, the better the wettability. However, by varying the 'G t term
but keeping the surface energy term constant, Espie et al. [64] and Landry et al. [65]
could show experimentally that wetting in reactive systems is governed by the final
interfacial chemistry at the triple line rather than by the intensity of interfacial reactions.
The model of Aksay et al. predicts that the T t curve passes through a minimum before
reaching the equilibrium contact angle. However, as a general rule, existing data for

T t in reactive couples show that T decreases monotonically with time to a steady
value.
The removal of non-metallic and intermetallic particulate suspensions is
influenced by the wetting conditions between inclusion, melt and flux or filter [66]. The
poor wetting of non-metallic inclusions by the Al melt ( T ! 90q ) is a prerequisite for
their removal from the melt by a third phase (gas bubbles, filter). In addition, such
conditions favour the agglomeration of suspended particles. With a high degree of
wettability (strong adhesion of the melt to the inclusions) adherence of suspended
particles to the bubbles or the filter would be stopped or at least hampered [11].
Inclusion capture occurs when the de-wetted particles hit the filter material thereby
being ejected by the melt due to the liquid metal’s high surface tension and repulsive
force, respectively. But there is little sign of adherence of the inclusions to the filter
medium. To maintain the contact with the filter the forces of adhesion holding the
particle in place must exceed the drag forces excerted on the captured particle by the
flowing melt. One has to bear in mind that particle size, particle shape, and contact area
affect adhesion. For example the contact area may be 1/10000 of the apparent area [17].
For this reason “active filtration” methods aim to increase wettability and forces of
adhesion ensuring better and permanent particle capture in this range.
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The drag force [67], FD , is given in Equation 2.16,
FD

C D UX 2 2 S i

(2.16)

where C D is the drag coefficient, S i the projected surface area of an inclusion [m2], X
the molten aluminum flow velocity [m/s] and U the molten aluminum density [kg/m3].
The force, FSL , necessary to separate the liquid from the solid body was given
approximately by Ibe [68] and is given in Equation 2.17,
FSL | 2 

WSL
'A
a

(2.17)

where a is the average distance between atoms for the two materials and 'A is the
contact area. From Equations 2.9 and 2.17 it is apparent that the force necessary to
separate the solid and the liquid will increase when the solid – liquid interfacial tension ,

J sl , is reduced. Frisvold [17] calculated the force that holds a particle in place at the
filter wall due to the surface tension of the melt. The force of adhesion for a particle of
10 Pm is larger by a factor 104 compared to the drag force acting upon the particle.
Industrial particle releases may be explained then by the considerable transit time of a
particle through the melt boundary layer established in the viscous flow regime in such
filters. Before adherence the particle is only loosely captured and may be re-entrained
by virtue of changing flow conditions.
Wetting is closely related to the nature of the melt oxides. The wetting behaviour
may be assesed in sessile drop experiments under carefully controlled conditions. The
protective nature of the melt oxide that is present on the molten aluminium droplet has a
large effect on the magnitude of the contact angle that is measured in these experiments
[58], [69], [70]. As temperature is increased, the intervening oxide film is eventually
penetrated and the molten aluminium wets the substrate with a contact angle less than
90°. The wetting transition temperature is strongly dependent on the details of the
experiment (thickness of oxide film, temperature, local oxygen partial pressure) [71].
Unfortunately, many of the alloying elements of commercial aluminium alloys (Ca, Li,
Mg, Zn) are volatile. They interact with the oxide layer breakdown in a poorly
understood fashion making it difficult to isolate oxide film behaviour from the effect of
alloying on wettability. The few wetting results that have been published for
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multicomponent aluminium alloys have been conducted under ultra-high vacuum [72] [74].
The laboratory measurement of the surface tension of liquid aluminium alloys is
subject to some of the same shortcomings. Nakae [75] reviewed what is known about
the surface tension of aluminium and binary alloys. One factor which distinguishes
surface and interfacial properties from bulk properties (e.g., viscosity) is that small
concentrations of surface active components (e.g. S, O in metals, CaF2 in slags) can
cause a dramatic change in both the surface (or interfacial) tension and its temperature
dependency ( dJ / dT )(). Surface activity in metals can be ranked in the hierarchy [61]:
1. Group VI elements > Group V > Group IV
2. Within any group the heavier elements are more surface active than lighter
elements e.g. Te > Se > S  O.

Na, Bi, Ba, Li, and Pb are known to be surface active. Dewing and Desclaux
[76], Utigard and Toguri [77], proposed that surface active elements like sodium are
adsorbed, and hence, concentrated on the molten aluminum surface. To calculate the
excess surface concentration of these elements, Gibbs’ adsorption equation [55] is often
used
RT* xs

where J

 dJ d ln a solute

(2.18)

is the surface tension of the liquid mixture, * xs is the excess surface coverage

and a solute the activity of the surface active element, respectively. Only a very small
amount of surface active atoms is needed to form a monolayer to cover the aluminum
surface and to reduce the interfacial tension. The activity of such a metal (Me) is
governed by the following reaction:
Al + 3/n MeXn = 3/n Me + AlX3

(2.19)

where X is a fluoride or chloride anion and n is an integer. The surface tension of liquid
mixtures is generally not expected to be an additive quantity as given by the relation
2.20

J

F AJ A  F B J B

(2.20)

where F A and F B are the mol fractions and J A and J B are the surface tension of the
pure components, respectively. The commonly observed negative deviation from
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relation 2.20 is explained by the surface enrichement of the component of lower surface
tension. In this respect, Utigard and Toguri argue that the surface tension of liquids is a
measure of the excess surface chemical potential of the surface atoms relative to the
bulk atoms. [55]
It has also been shown that there is a large difference in the surface tension of an
oxygen free surface and one that is oxygen saturated [78]-[81]. Consequently, those
alloying elements that have a high affinity for oxygen (Be, Ca, La, Li, Mg, Zr) are
surface active through their interaction with oxygen [71]. It should also be noted that it
is the soluble O and not the combined O (e.g., oxides) which affects surface tension
[61]. Mills and Keene [82] pointed out that certain elements such as Ca, Al and Mg
react strongly with O and reduce the soluble O (denoted O) to very low levels (e.g., a
few ppm) and form stable metallic oxides. The total O is not a measure of the soluble O
in such cases. Thus very low concentrations of these reactive elements (e.g., Ca) can
have a marked effect on the process because of their effect on the surface active
elements present. Data on the surface tension of commercial aluminium alloys is scarce
[81].
Despite these shortcomings, carefully evaluated, labscale wetting or surface
tension experiments can yield valuable information of chemical compatibility and the
capillary tendencies of molten aluminium alloys with solids of interest [12].
The wetting of different ceramics by aluminium is summarized in Table 2.2
taken from the literature [58], [70]. Large obtuse contact angles are generally observed
on all of the materials at low temperature. The value of 90° shown for aluminium oxide
is the intrinsic angle (free of oxide film effects) that has been obtained by the
experiments of many researchers [70]. The contact angles observed at high temperature
reflect the influence of the ceramic substrate. The final equilibrium contact angle tends
towards the value observed for the ceramic phase that is in chemical equilibrium with
aluminium (Al2O3, AlN, Al4C3). The morphology of the reaction product exerts an
influence on the final stable contact angle that is observed on those ceramics that react
with aluminium [12].
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Table 2.2:

The wetting of ceramic materials by molten aluminium, after Li [70].

Material Contact angle (°) at 700°C Contact angle (°) at 1100°C Reference
Al2O3

90

80

Li [65]

SiO2

150

50

Li [65]

ZrO2
AlN
BN
Si3N4

150
160
140
160

87
50, 45
0 - 60
60

Li [65]
Li [65], Sobczak et al. [78]
Eustathopoulos et al. [53]
Li [65]

Al4C3
SiC
TiB2

160
140 - 160

54
51, 43
0

Eustathopoulos et al. [53]
Asthana & Tewari [79], Li [65]
Eustathopoulos et al. [53], Weirauch et al. [80]

The molten aluminium does not readily wet the filter material but rather flows in
its own oxide skin. The presence of an oxide layer is likely because of the low partial
pressure of oxygen required to form the oxide [86], [87]. This oxide skin may keep
breaking up mechanically due to the tortuous flow and the surface roughness and/or by
the chemical heterogenity on the surface of the flux/filter material changing contact
angles all the time. For this reason we also speak of a dynamic nature of wetting [88]. A
similar case concerns the (unwanted) wetting of refractories by aluminium alloys. The
presence of an oxide film protects the refractories from the aggressive attack of molten
aluminium. The degree of protection depends to a large extent upon the alloy and the
nature of its oxide film [12]. A.M. Levin [89], who had studied the stability of
refractories in liquid steel, formulated conditions for vigorous wetting of the solid phase
by the liquid metal. He considered that it is necessary for the liquid and solid phases to
be as far as possible from equilibrium contact conditions.
In metallic systems, wetting is easily achieved because of mutual solubilities or
the formation of intermetallic compounds. On the other hand, wetting in metal-nonmetal
systems is often poor for the basic reason that oxides are ionic or covalent in nature, and
therefore, are not compatible with metallic species [90].
Several recent reviews [91], [92] give methods to enhance the wettability and
work of adhesion in metal-nonmetal systems. Basically, wettability and work of
adhesion between liquid aluminium and a flux or filter material may be increased both
by increasing the overall surface energy of the latter, and using wetting agents such as
alloying elements that can promote the wettability of the liquid aluminium with the flux
or filter material by four mechanisms: 1) reducing the surface tension of the liquid
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metal, 2) increasing the surface energy of the solid 3) decreasing the liquid metal –
flux/filter interfacial energy, and 4) chemical reactions at the liquid metal – flux/filter
interface. NaF, KF, LiF, CaF2, BaF2, Na3AlF6 and KNO3 in the flux or filter material
decrease the interfacial tension [34]. The same effect can be observed for increasing
temperatures of the system. Mass transport taking place on the metal surface may as
well change the interfacial tension [93]. A dramatic decrease in the interfacial tension
has been reported [94], [95] for high mass transfer rates between metal and slag.
Numerous alloying additions have positive effects on the wettability by reacting with a
reactive flux/filter material such as AlF3 (Na, K, Mg, Ca, Li), by modifying the
characteristics of the oxide layer (Mg, Li) and by lowering the surface tension of
aluminium (Li, Mg, Ca). The effect of the flux/filter – melt composition on the
interfacial properties is the direct result of interaction between metal cations and halide
anions at the flux/filter – melt interface. This also includes the formation of the surface
active subfluorides by molten aluminium being in contact with AlF3.
According to Kozakievitch and Olette [96] the change in the interfacial energies
at constant temperature and pressure can be related to a change in the Gibbs free energy,

'G , of the system. For a thin oxide layer of area S stripped away from the metal
surface as illustrated in Figure 2.8,
Salt Flux
S

Oxide Coated Metal Drop

Fig. 2.8:

Oxide

Schematic of oxide film removal [93]

leaving an area of metal S in direct contact with the flux/filter, the change in the Gibbs
free energy, 'G Stripping , may be expressed as in Equation 2.21:
'G Stripping

S J metal / flux  J oxide / flux  J metal / oxide

(2.21)

Here J metal / flux , J oxide / flux , and J metal / oxide stand for interfacial tension between molten
metal and flux, interfacial tension between oxide and flux, and interfacial tension
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between molten metal and oxide, respectively [93]. Equation 2.22 then gives Sully’s
wetting criterion which can be attained by applying Young’s relation (Eq. 2.10 in terms
of J metal / oxide

J oxide / flux  cos T metal / oxide  J metal / flux ) into Equation 2.21.
'G Stripping

S  J metal / flux 1  cos T metal / oxide

(2.22)

T in Equation 2.21 is the contact angle between metal and oxide when in contact with
the flux/filter. A simple illustration of this which also satisfies Equation 2.23 and 2.24 is
given in Figure 2.9. Larger contact angle, lower interfacial tension between metal and
flux, and smaller area of oxide film being removed will promote oxide film removal
[93]. However, it is seen that 'GStripping in Equation 2.22 is positive for all values of

Tmetal/oxide except for Tmetal/oxide=180°.
In the process of interaction between flux, oxides and molten alloys, oxides are
absorbed by the flux due to the absorption capability of the salt system. Because of the
high chemical stability of aluminum oxides, there is no chemical interaction between
flux and oxides. The physical interaction is determined by the interfacial tension, J , at
the boundaries between metal – flux ( J metal / flux ) , metal – oxide ( J metal / oxide ), and oxide –
flux ( J oxide / flux ). Any physical movement – stirring, plunging, gas purging, filtering – of
the melt increases the kinetic energy of the oxide particles which may help them pass
through the boundary layer. For removal of oxide film from the metal surface into the
flux Sully et al. [66] suggested that the following interfacial tension criteria given by
Equation 2.23 and 2.24 must be satisfied.

J oxide / flux  J metal / flux < J metal / oxide

(2.23)

J oxide / flux + J metal / flux  J metal / oxide

(2.24)

J metal/flux

flux / filter

melt
J oxide/flux

T

J metaloxide
/

inclusion
Fig. 2.9:
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Flux/filter should wet oxide better than it wets the aluminum alloy. For the
flux/filter design, it is important to understand that the thermodynamic conditions of
oxide removal also improve if the interfacial tension at the boundary metal – flux/filter
is reduced (wetting angle T  90q ). This enables the melt also to enter and flow through
very fine pores, thus depositing small inclusions [21]. However, filter materials which
are non-wetting with respect to the metal have til now been found most efficient [99].
These findings are shared in [100] and [101] where solid inclusion separation is
considered to require that both the inclusion and filter are non-wetted by the molten
metal so the metal can withdraw from the filter leaving the inclusion behind.
Oosumi et al. [102] suggested to consider compounds (e.g. Na3AlF6+AlF3,
Na3AlF6+NaCl, Na2B4O7, NaBr, Bi2O3) having melting points similar to the molten
metal temperature when selecting an adhesive. Questions regarding the selection of flux
materials for active filters are expatiated in the work of Kljagina and Spasskij [103]
also. For the flux to remain in the solid state during filtration, the flux melting
temperature is recommended to be at least 20 – 30°C higher than the temperature of the
melt. According to their investigations, the following fluxes exhibit best wetting
properties with respect to oxide inclusions: (1) eutectic mixture of 52.7 % CaF2 and
47.3 % NaF (Tm = 810°C); (2) eutectic mixture of 51 % MgF2 and 49 % NaF (Tm =
820°C); (3) borax (Tm = 741°C). Similar wetting conditions can be obtained by mixtures
of (1) 66 % NaCl and 34 % NaF (Tm = 750°C), and (2) 60 % Na3AlF6 and 40 NaF (Tm =
890°C). With their relatively low surface tension, fluxes containing fluorides wet the
high energy surfaces of both the molten aluminium and solid aluminium oxide film. In
this way, a film of flux moves in between the metal and the oxide and separates the two.
Grafas and Beljajew [104] confirmed the decrease in the metal/flux interfacial tension,

Jmetal/flux, by fluorine additions to molten chloride fluxes (NaCL-KCl), but at the same
time found Joxide/flux to increase strongly with those additions. Therefore, they conclude
that the way these molten fluorine containing chloride fluxes act, can not be explained
by surface effects. Data on salt-metal interfacial energies between molten Al and a
NaCl-KCl flux containing NaF, KF, LiF or Na3AlF6 can be found in [105].
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The separation of the oxide from the metal involves both chemical dissolution
and interfacial factors [106]. Marangoni interfacial motion due to non-uniform
adsorption of sodium and potassium has been cited as a stripping force that separates
the oxide layers from liquid aluminium [107]. Marangoni flow always occurs from a
region of low surface tension to a region of high surface tension. Surface tension
gradients can arise from (i) temperature differences along the interface which cause
thermo-capillary flow; (ii) composition differences along the interface which cause
diffuso-capillary flow; (iii) electrical potential differences along the interface which
cause electro-capillary flow [61]. In fluxes with low aluminium oxide solubility,
electrochemical attack of the interface may lead to film detachment [107]. Fluxes
containing such fluorides as cryolite, sodium fluoride, or fluorspar do not dissolve
appreciable aluminium oxide at normal foundry temperatures. Consequently, the
solubility of alumina in fluorides is not a major factor in the fluxing process. The
detached oxides are suspended in the molten flux and produce a gradual thickening.
Even a thick flux is capable of stripping oxide. Lithium chloride can be added to
increase the life of these cleaning fluxes, since this ingredient prevents flux thickening
by dissolving suspended oxides into the flux [108]. On the other hand, experimental
results regarding coalescence of aluminum droplets obtained by Peterson [28] and
solubility data for aluminum oxide are in accordance, hence, suggesting the solubility of
alumina being the determining factor.
To be effective, the flux must come into contact with the suspended oxides. A
tortuous passage in addition to a large collision area favours the contact. One method of
accomplishing this is by pouring molten aluminium into a salt melt or to stir or plunge a
molten flux below the surface of the molten aluminium [108]. When molten aluminum
droplets pass through a molten flux layer without stirring, the inclusions on the surface
of the droplets can be removed. However, the inclusions inside the larger aluminum
droplets may not come into contact with the molten flux. In this case as well as in the
context of filtration, the probability of inclusions being at the melt/flux interface is
higher for smaller droplets than for bigger droplets, and for smaller filter pores (voids)
respectively. This is due to the shorter distance a randomly distributed inclusion has to
cover for small cross sections to reach the interface [9]. Pouring the melt through a bed
of lumps of salt flux or either inert filter grains or rigid filter media with coatings based
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on salt fluxes disperses the melt into fine molten streams. Thus, the contact area
increases which in turn increases the probability of contact. This is an advantage
compared to the liquid flux applications. The salt fluxes form an adhesive layer on the
filter surface. Compared to inert filter media the filtration efficiency is much higher, and
therefore many more and also smaller inclusions are removed. BACO (British
Aluminium Corporation) filtered molten aluminium with a packed bed of aluminium
oxide spheres coated with flux, but the flux was run off easily. Therefore, research is
being carried out on coatings applied to ceramic filters that are viscous at molten metal
temperatures to help capture the non-metallic inclusions and which can resist corrosion
of molten aluminium. Haim et al. [109] emphasize the fairly good wetting and adhesion
of glass melts in contact with oxidized metal surfaces. Results indicate that enamels
with high B2O3-P2O5-AlPO4 content are resistant to the corrosion of molten aluminium
[110].
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2.4

Resume
Today, “passive” filter materials exist in industrial filtration technology like

packed bed, rigid media and ceramic foam filters. The idea of “active filtration” is a
consequence of limitations in filtration technology. Down to a particle size of about
30Pm the capture mechanism is more or less mechanical, whereas surface forces are
believed to play a decisive role in holding back the smaller particles. The surface forces
are often not strong enough and the release of already captured particles can not be
excluded. Therefore, filtration efficiencies are difficult to controll in the range of 1 30Pm. To maintain the contact with the filter the forces of adhesion holding the particle
in place must exceed the drag forces excerted on the captured particle by the flowing
melt.
For this reason “active filtration” methods aim to increase wettability and forces
of adhesion, ensuring better and permanent particle capture in this range. How to
determine the different forces was discussed in chapter 2.3. This may help to select
suitable materials. Adhesive coatings based on NaBr or glassy enamels are currently
investigated to enhance surface forces.
A different way to look at “active” filtration is to employ chloride or fluoride
salts or fused mixtures in a packed bed for fluxing out dissolved impurities and also
suspended particles. The dissolved impurities chemically react at the filter surface and
may be deposited instantly upon reaction or at sites downstream in the same filter. The
wetting conditions may support the separation of the suspended particles out of the melt
onto the filter surface with more success than in a “passive” filter.
From time to time such filter materials, originally for the removal of suspended
particles, have been in operation. Even though the contact area in such a filter is much
larger compared to other fluxing technologies, the operational flexibility is not
sufficient for many applications. This may explain the advent of the rotary injection of
powdery or granular refining agents. As with every salt fluxing practice the occurrence
of liquid salts poses an other problem. In the future this problem might be solved by
porous salt filter media presently developed by SELEE.
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Chapter 3

PREVIOUS WORK - INDUSTRIAL WORK AND
TRENDS
3.1

Metal / Flux
An early reference regarding the fluxing of aluminium [1] dates back to 1944. At

that time, a process for “degassing” molten aluminum alloys was by pouring the latter
into a molten salt containing MgCl2 in excess of 50 percent.
In 1961 Foseco announced [2] a continuous method for treating large quantities
of molten metal with a liquid flux to remove non-metallic inclusions called “Flux
Washing”. Metal and flux intimately mix by pouring the metal onto a horizontal plate
submerged in the flux, which breaks up the metal flow and reduces the vertical
momentum of the impinging stream. This technique has been in use in several
companies all over the world. The so-called flux-washing process was first developed
from a method which was intended to degas the metal. Suspended oxides are often also
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the carriers of entrapped gas, therefore getting rid of the one problem, will also help to
eliminate the other [3].
A more elaborate process of the previously mentioned “Flux Washing” was
reported by Yudkin and Dubodelov [4] in 1974. There, in a closed system metal at
sufficient superheat (720 – 730°C) is forced through an aperture subsequently deviding
the thin metal streams into single droplets. In a sealed chamber the drops of metal fall
onto a flux surface and sink to the bottom of the molten flux layer (75 – 80 mm thick)
which rests on a head of metal. A batch of 120 kg needs about 2.6 min to pass through.
The optimum refining period for metal circulating in the system was found to be 10iip –
12 min. Refining fluxes of two different compositions were employed: (1) a mixture of
30 % NaCl, 47 % KCl and 23 % Na3AlF6, and flux (2) consisting of 50 % NaCl, 10 %
each KCl and Na3AlF6, and 30 % NaF. Inclusion (0.22 o 0.08 wt % Al2O3/melt) and
hydrogen levels (0.49 o 0.22 cm3 H2/100g melt) in the melt were lowered substantially
thereby increasing tensile strength (18.1 o 20.2 kg/mm2) and elongation (0.8 o 2.3 %).

3.2

Metal / Gas Purging / Injection
One of the weak points of the filtration process in [5], [6] (see paragraph 3.3)

was the necessity of having a continuous supply of smelter metal. Therefore, another
simple and economical process for the elimination of lithium and other alkali metal
contaminants from primary aluminium has been developed by Arvida Laboratories,
Alcan International Limited. The treatment is done directly in the crucible, before
furnace transfer, and does not require additional operations or holding capacity. In the
process, aluminium fluoride powder is intimately mixed with the metal, using a
specifically designed rotor. High alkali removal occurs through the formation of stable
fluoride compounds. Removal rates depend on rotor speed and AlF3 additions. The
removal efficiency initially increases almost linearly with the amount of AlF3 and
reaches about 93% at a saturation level of almost 2.5 kg AlF3/m.t. after 10 minutes at
760°C. Contradictory to the bed filter described in [5], [6] (see paragraph 3.3), the
lithium removal rate is inversely proportional to metal temperature. An additional
benefit is the reduction of Al4C3 inclusions from an average 14 ppm down to 4 ppm.
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Routine production operations with the TAC system (Treatment of Aluminium in
Crucibles) [7] began in Arvida during mid 1982 [8].
Introduced about 10 years ago, in 1993 so-called rotary flux injection machines
became generally available. These machines combined rotary degassing with the ability
to inject a measured amount of specially developed flux into the melt. They increased
the efficiency of flux treatment by up to tenfolds in terms of flux usage, with significant
improvements in oxide removal, the environment and reduction in treatment times.
Since that time, new treatment technology has evolved with the introduction of
combined melt treatments such as sodium modification and phosphorus refinement,
calcium removal and grain refinement [9]. A further reference [10] confirms the
claimed advantages and adds that the favoured injection regime is jetting rather than
bubling.
In a patent specification for Na and Li removal from Al-Mg alloys by injecting
AlF3 with the help of a carrier gas, E. Maier [11] claims a low consumption of the
refining agent. The reduction of the Na level from 29 ppm down to 2 ppm by mass
requires an addition of 18g AlF3 per tonne treated melt. However, stoichiometrically
33g of AlF3 are required to remove 27ppm Na what corresponds to 27 23 mole of Na
according to the reaction 3 Na + AlF3 = 3 NaF + Al.
A typical example of an injection process is Hydro’s RAM – process (Removal
of Alkali Metal) [12], [13] where the melt is fluxed by introducing AlF3 together with
argon through a spinning rotor head into the tapping crucible. A half-life period for Na
of two minutes is attained and Na contents are typically reduced to 1-5 ppm. The
process has caused a reduction of the amount of dross in the cast house of 23 %. In
addition, the number of Al4C3 inclusions is halved by the treatment.
A completely new range of fluxes in granular form was launched by Foseco in
1995 [14]. Moving from a powder flux to a granular flux reduces the required amount
by 50 % to 0.125 % of weight of the melt. Total chlorine savings account for 50% and
are in accordance with the flux savings, furthermore the reductions for particulate and
fluoride emissions exceed the flux savings and are 75 % and 85 %, respectively. As a
logical supplement Foseco presented equipment for injection of its own granular fluxes
in 1998 [15]. The agent is added using argon or nitrogen in an injection/stirring system
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that achieved equivalent or better metal cleanliness compared to standard lance chlorine
fluxing in research carrried out by Alcan. The study also concluded that emissions were
reduced by factors of 10-25 compared with standard lance chlorine fluxing. This yields
emission levels well below regulatory targets and negates the need for stack abatement
equipment.
Near pollution-free demagging of aluminium is accomplished with the help of
the gas injection pump. Demagging efficiencies with this device have been reported to
be virtually 100 % when the molten metal bath temperature is kept at 760°C or slightly
above [16], [17], [18]. Another benefit is the valuable by-product MgCl2.
An alternative way of demagging by submerged injection of reactive SiO2
particles, was presented by Escobedo et al. in 2003 [19]. The main attraction of such a
process is the non-pollutant nature of the reagents employed. At a temperature of
750°C, a powder to gas flow rate of 18.5g SiO2/min to 12 Nl N2/min, and a particle size
of –70+140 mesh, the magnesium content was reduced from 1.2 wt% to less than 0.1
wt% in about 40 minutes in a laboratory batch of 20 kg aluminium. The main reaction
product produced by first order kinetics was the MgAl2O4 spinel. Kinetics generally
improve with increasing temperature, decreasing particle size up to a certain value, and
good contact/mixing provided. Argon is preferable to nitrogen as a carrier gas due to the
possible formation of aluminium nitrides.

3.3

Active Filtration
In 1961 Spasskij et al. [20] studied the replacement of granulated refractory filter

material by more chemically active materials such as fluorides. They are wetted by
aluminium, what very much improves the removal of suspended particles. The fluorides
are also more effective in absorbing aluminium oxide compared to the inert materials. A
mixture of equal parts of calcium and magnesium fluoride produced a particularly
effective filter material.
In the late 1960’s tighter pollution control was demanded by the federal
government of the USA. This induced rising costs during metal processing, especially
when fluxing with chlorine or chloride bearing compounds, which made fume
elimination increasingly more desirable. Alcoa’s answer was the so-called Process 469
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for continuous metal treatment without fume or furnace fluxing. This process
simultaneously reduced hydrogen, inclusions, and undesirable trace elements to very
low levels without fume. Argon gas containing 1-10% chlorine is bubbled
countercurrent to metal flow through two types of packed refractory particle bed filters
in series. The fluxing gas mixture de-wets inclusions and back-flushes the filter bed
continuously. Chloride reaction products are simultaneously swept to the metal surface
by the same purging action, thus extending the life of the filter bed appreciably. The
reported life-time of the filter bed was between 3200-4550 tonnes of metal treated [21].
Foseco came up with a continuous method for removal of inclusions from
molten metals in 1968. The method passed the molten metal through a bed of granular
material consisting preferably of a mixture of 52% calcium fluoride and 48%
magnesium fluoride. This mixture is made by first fusing the two components together
and crushing and sieving the cold fused material afterwards. The granular material may
have a grain size of 3 – 6mm, the particular choice of grain size depending on the metal
to be treated, the treatment temperature and the flow rate of the molten metal required.
Best results were obtained at molten metal temperatures of 720°C. The improved
removal was believed to be due to an increased “wetting” action on the inclusions by
the active granular materials [22].
M.V. Brant et al. presented a fumeless process for in-line degassing and cleaning
of liquid aluminum in 1970. The metal first enters a degassing chamber for hydrogen
removal where it is treated with nitrogen under a liquid flux cover. It then passes
through a bed of flux-coated coarse refractory granules to remove oxide inclusions. The
flux consisted of approximately eutectic composition of KCl and NaCl with a small
addition of CaF2. Finally, the melt takes an upward passage through coarse uncoated
“dry” balls to strip out any residual flux carried over in the metal [23].
Based on U.S. Pat. No. 3,305,351 granted in 1967 [5] work started in Alcan in
1974 to develop a process for removing Li, and other alkali contaminants from smelter
metal prior to furnace transfer. In the process, metal is transferred directly from tapping
crucibles and passed through a bed of particles of material containing aluminum
fluoride. The particles are made by treating alumina particles with hydrofluoric acid gas.
To prevent a carry over of liquid reaction products into the melt, alumina balls wetted
by molten fluoride salts form the layers downstream the AlF3 particles. Removal
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efficiencies as high as 90-95 percent can be achieved with increasing efficiencies for
rising temperatures in the range of 700-900°C and efficiencies decreasing with filter
aging. The removal efficiency was almost independent of the inlet concentration (it
increased by 5% with an increase in cin from 20 to 200 ppm of Na, Ca and Li). The
consumption of AlF3 is in the order of 0.8 kg AlF3/m.t. Al for a Li filtration efficiency
cut-off at 80 percent. No fumes or fluoride dust are generated during operation since the
filter bed is always submerged in molten aluminum. Only combustion products may be
found around the filter box during operation. An attractive feature of the process is that
the bed materials can be readily recycled with recoveries of 85-90 percent for the active
material [6].
Swiss Aluminium Ltd. was granted a patent [24] on a process for the removal of
impurities from aluminium melts in 1979. A process is claimed where AlCl3 (gas) is
formed in the melt by supplying reactive chlorine diluted by argon into the melt. The
gaseous aluminium chloride is “taken up” on a granular bed filter which contains one or
more solid chlorides of the group of chlorides formed by alkali and alkaline earth
elements. The melt passed through the filter should be between 690 and 750°C which is
below the melting point of the solid chloride or chlorides. In order to prevent salt
particles from being swept along by the flowing melt, it is useful to cover the filter with
a second filter which physically holds back such particles.
In 1981, Sivaramakrishnan et al. [25] claimed the development of a special
ceramic filter for aluminium alloys that is (1) reactive with the molten metal to cause
grain refinement and (2) reactive to preferentially remove sodium, oxides etc. Oxides
and sodium levels had been consistently reduced by more than 50 % with several values
reaching up to 90 %. An effect of grain refinement was validated also. However, the
composition of the filter media was not specified.
A deep bed filter made up of flux particles, employed at Péchiney in 1985, was
reported to decrease reject rates in production of telephonic wire and foil stock [26].
The experience over 15 years with a petrol coke filter bed for the removal of
alkali like sodium and lithium since the early 1970’s has been reported by Bornand and
Buxmann [27] in1986. The mechanism of sodium removal is explained by sodium
diffusing into the carbon lattice [28], [29]. For hydrogen removal the coke bed which is
ballasted with corundum is flushed with argon counterflowing to the melt. Efficiencies
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for a bed filled with 300kg of pure petrol coke increase with temperature, and are
around 90 % and 80 % at 860°C for flow rates of 25t/h and 50t/h, respectively. A
decline in the efficiency of the process of 5 % for approximately every 100 tons of
transferred metal was ascertained as the petrol coke became saturated. A drawback of
the process is the disposal of the contaminated petrol coke [6].
A similar process relying on a coke bed was patented by Nikitich and
Yakovenko [30] in 1982. The filter bed should be maintained at a temperature between
900°C and 1400°C. The melt will not start oxidizing before a filter temperature of
1500°C is reached. The melt temperature prior to filtration should be maintained at
720°C to 730°C and will not change during filtration. Removal rates were in the range
of 97% - 99% of the sodium. The removal mechanism is by burning the sodium at the
melt – filter interface, thereby preventing saturation of the filter.
An approach to remove liquid salts originating by chlorine gas fluxing has been
made by SELEE [31]. Salt filtration is achieved by the use of a microporous media
designed to absorb the liquid salt.
Oosumi et al. [32] coated conventional filters with NaBr as an adhesive and
published their results in 2000. The technology has made it possible to remove
inclusions as small as 10-20 Pm from the molten metal, which have been impossible to
remove by the uncoated filter. An inclusion removal rate of up to 90 % has been
attained. However, Br is a toxic substance.
Zhou et al. [33] showed in 2003 that enamels with high B2O3-P2O5-AlPO4
content containing Na3AlF6 are resistant to the corrosion of molten aluminium, and at
the same time can actively remove Al2O3 inclusions as small as 6 Pm in size. The
captured inclusions may be dissolved in the molten borophosphate enamel by
converting them into AlO4 which becomes a part of the enamels structure.
The most recent approach [34] dates from 2006 and describes a ceramic foam
filter (CFF) coated with a salt flux that consists of equal parts of NaCl and KCl, 5%
LaF3 and 5% others not specified. Reported is the removal of virtually all inclusions
larger than 6Pm. This removal is associated with an increase in tensile strength and
elongation of about 6% and 66.7%, respectively, compared to samples treated by an
uncoated CFF.
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Chapter 4

PRODUCTION OF FILTER GRAINS FROM AlF3
POWDER
4.1

Introduction
AlF3 powder can not be employed directly in a packed bed for filtration of

aluminium. The melt can not penetrate the small interparticle voids. A grain size in the
order of a few milimeters is necessary to form voids that are large enough to be
penetrated by the molten aluminium. The procedure for producing the filter grains is
given in detail for several reasons. The properties of the filter such as surface area and
void fraction must be known accurately in order to precisely describe and study filter
behaviour. Production of filter material based on powder has important industrial
applications. Particles of sufficient size may be produced by agglomeration and
subsequent sintering of the powder compact to give mechanical strength. An advantage
of this procedure is that there is less surface exposed during sintering. The filter media is
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finally obtained by crushing the sintered powder compact giving irregular shapes. In
fact, these irregular shapes favour the capture of suspended particles compared to
spheres. Irregular shapes also increase the tortuosity of the packed bed which may
improve mass transfer and hence, removal of dissolved elements.
Powders exhibit a fluid-like character that allows shaping over a wide range of
stresses. A variety of shaping processes prove to be applicable to powders, including die
compaction, slip casting, tape casting, extrusion, injection molding, isostatic pressing,
and rolling [1].
Applicable to all materials, sintering is a thermal treatment for bonding particles
together into a coherent, predominantly solid structure via mass transport events (see
Table 4.1 [1]) that occur largely at the atomic level. Two factors are important for mass
transport in sintering: stress (or force) and mobility. The sintering stress is larger with
smaller particles and higher surface areas, and the mobility increases with higher
temperatures. Sintering lowers the surface energy by reducing surface area (i.e., the
curvature of the neck surface [3]) with concomitant formation of cohesive interparticle
bonds. Such bonding improves the strength, and other engineering properties of the
compacted particles. Most materials exhibit sintering at temperatures between 0.5 – 0.8
times the absolute melting temperature. [1]

Table 4.1:

Mass transport mechanisms [1].
Mass Transport Mechanisms
Surface Transport
Bulk Transport
surface diffusion
evaporation - condensation
volume diffusion

plastic flow
grain boundary diffusion
volume diffusion

The sintering mechanism may be described by the path of mass flow as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Surface transport processes produce neck growth without a
change in particle spacing (no shrinkage or densification) due to mass flow originating
and terminating at the particle surface. Only bulk transport mechanisms are responsible
for densification during sintering. For most inorganic powders, diffusion mechanisms
are dominant, including flow over free surfaces, along grain boundaries, or through the
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crystal lattice. Other mechanisms include vapour transport, plastic flow, viscous flow,
and dislocation climb. For most materials, sintering usually occurs through the
simultaneous action of several processes, although one is usually dominant. [1]

Fig. 4.1:

Six distinct mechanisms can contribute to the sintering of a consolidated
mass of crystalline particles: (1) surface difusion, (2) lattice diffusion
from the surface, (3) vapour transport, (4) grain boundary diffusion, (5)
lattice diffusion from the grain boundary, and (6) plastic flow. Only
mechanisms 4 to 6 lead to densification, but all cause the necks to grow
and so influence the rate of densification. [3]

The stages of sintering may be referred to geometric categories for the mass flow
process as outlined in Table 4.2 [1].
The diagram in Figure 4.3 helps to relate the key sintering techniques. Basically,
the techniques are divided in pressureless and pressure-assisted sintering processes. To
understand the evolution of a final microstructure, attention must be given to particle
size, initial density, and pore microstructure, heating rate, maximum temperature, hold
time, and atmosphere. With such understanding it is possible to evaluate processing
alternatives. Table 4.3 outlines some of the key processing changes and their effects. [1]
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Table 4.2:

Classic stages of sintering [1].

An illustration of a typical sintering sequence is given in Figure 4.2. [1].

Fig. 4.2:

Sintering stages start with a loose powder and subsequently sinter in each
of the three stages. The initial open pore structure and high porosity are
consumed by interparticle neck growth, grain growth, and pore
shrinkage, with eventual formation of closed, spherical pores in the final
stage. [1]
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Fig. 4.3:

Map to sintering processes and the subdivisions in terms of key
processing parameters [1]

Table 4.3:

Sintering processing effects [1].
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4.2

Precursor
The raw material for the production of the “active” filter media is technically

calcined AlF3 powder of 94 % purity supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. It is formed when
hydrogen fluoride is passed over red hot aluminium or aluminium oxide:
2 Al  6 HF o 2 AlF3  3H 2 ;

Al 2 O3  6 HF o 2 AlF3  3H 2 O .

AlF3 plays an important role in the primary production of aluminium metal through a
reaction with NaF forming cryolite used in the Hall-Heroult cell. It is a white powder
which is insoluble in water, acids and bases, with melting point 1290°C and sublimation
point 1272°C ('Hf = 1498 kJ mol-1). It forms complex salts M > AlF4 @ , M 2 >AlF5 @ and
M 3 >AlF6 @ with alkali and other metal fluorides. [2] Its density is 2880 kg/m3.
The equilibrium vapour pressure of AlF3 was obtained using FactSage
Thermochemical Software and Databases. The equilibrium constant, K , was calculated
for temperatures in the range of 700°C to 1000°C. K is equal to the vapour pressure
above solid AlF3 ( a AlF3

1 ) according to Equation 4.2.

p AlF3
a AlF3

K

(4.1)

A semi-logarithmic plot of this vapour pressure versus the inverse temperature is
shown in Figure 4.4.

Fig. 4.4:
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The particle size distribution of the AlF3 powder (as received) given in Figure 4.5
was determined at SINTEF Materials Technology using a Coulter “LS Particle Size
Analyzer”. Figure 4.5 is summarized in Table 4.4. The mean particle size based on
volume was found to be 63Pm.

Table 4.4:

Summary of particle size distribution of AlF3 powder (as received)

Volume % <
Size Pm

Fig. 4.5:

4.3

10
10.16

25
32.65

50
62.19

75
90.32

90
115.7

Particle size distribution of AlF3 powder (as received)

Green Powder Preparation
As outlined previously, the characteristics of the powder have a remarkable

effect on subsequent processing, such as consolidation of the powder into a green body
and firing. Hence, powder synthesis is very important to the overall fabrication.
Desirable characteristics that a powder should possess are listed in Table 4.5. [3]
Powder synthesis methods may be divided into two categories: mechanical
methods and chemical methods. Chemical methods include synthesis by solid-state or
vapour-phase reactions, as well as from liquid liquid solutions. However, in this work
an approach was chosen that commonly is referred to as mechanical comminution. This
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is a process in which small particles are produced by reducing the size of larger ones by
mechanical forces. It involves operations such as crushing, grinding, and milling. [3]
Typically, machines such as jaw, gyratory, and cone crushers are used for coarse size
reduction of the raw material, to produce particles in the size range of 0.1 – 1 mm [4],
[5], [6]. The most common way to achieve further size reduction is by milling. A
variety of mills may be used, including high-compression roller mills, jet mills (also
referred to as fluid energy mills), and ball mills [6], [7].

Table 4.5:

Desirable characteristics for advanced ceramics [3]

Powder characteristic
particle size
particle size distribution
particle shape
state of agglomeration
chemical composition
phase composition

4.4

Desired property
fine (< ~ 1 Pm)
grain boundary diffusion
spherical or equiaxial
no agglomeration or soft agglomerates
high purity
single phase

Milling – Adjusting Particle Size Distribution
A lower sintering temperature is beneficial in some materials, especially those

that evaporate or decompose at high temperatures like AlF3. For small particle sizes the
high surface area/volume ratio ensures that surface forces are relatively large , which
promotes faster sintering. Surface diffusion and grain boundary diffusion are very
sensitive to particle size. These interfacial diffusion processes are favored at smaller
particle sizes due to the higher interface content per unit volume. Less sensitive is
volume diffusion, and least sensitive is viscous flow. Evaporation-condensation is
intermediate in sensitivity to particle size changes. An important consequence of the
particle size effect on solid-state sintering is evident in examination of possible
temperature reductions with smaller particles [1]. Hence, smaller particles may be able
to compensate for the reduced mobility at lower temperatures due to an increased
dominance of surface diffusion and grain boundary diffusion, and a decreased effect of
evaporation-condensation, respectively.
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The pre-cursor material had a mean particle size of 63Pm. Further reduction in
particle size was achieved by using a Comex jet mill of the JMX-200 type located at the
department of geology and mining at NTNU. Comminution with jet mills is mainly
based on the principle of introducing solid particles into high velocity gas or vapour
streams, accelerating them and reducing their size by impact and attrition against other
particles or targets [8]. The Comex jet mill used is a autogenous grinding unit where the
material is comminuted by the repetitive collisions of the same kind of particles, so
contamination is not a problem. The grinding principle of a jet mill is illustrated in
Figure 4.6 [9].

Fig. 4.6:

Jet mill grinding principle [9]

Fig. 4.7:

Process design of Comex JMX-200 jet mill [9]
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In Comex jet mills the feed material enters the mill chamber by gravitation,
through a diagonal inlet pipe. Also feed material enters the grinding area where the air
nozzles are located. The air nozzles inject the pure compressed air such that the material
will be exposed to the air stream dragging the particles along with high velocities [9].
The air nozzles are aligned so that two or more gas jets are focused at a central point
[8]. The accelerated particles collide at that point in the mill chamber being ground to
finer sizes. The decompressed air lifts the ground particles to the upper part of the mill
chamber, where the particles are trapped in an air classifier. There, size separation takes
place. The fine particles leave the mill but the coarse particles fall back to the mill
chamber [9]. The feed particles remain in the grinding zone until they are reduced to a
sufficiently fine size. An advantage of jet mills combined with a particle classification
device is their ability for rapid production of a powder with a narrow size distribution.
Particle sizes obtained may be as small as ~ 1Pm [3]. Monosized powders can be
packed to high densities with minimal inhomogeneities, thereby supressing grain
growth during sintering, unlike powders having a wide initial particle size distribution
and a lower final density, respectively [10], [11]. The process design of this jet mill is
outlined in Figure 4.7 [9].
The average particle size and the particle size distribution of the milled powder
depend on a number of factors, including the size, size distribution, hardness and
elasticity of the feed particles, the pressure at which the gas is injected, the dimensions
of the milling chamber, and the use of particle classification in conjunction with the
milling [3].
The mean particle size (63Pm) and particle size distribution of the feed material
(AlF3 powder) was given in section 4.2. The throughput was in the order of 10 – 20
kg/h which is much below the capacity (40 – 500 kg/h) specified by the manufacturer
[9]. This is due to the mechanical strength of the AlF3 crystal structure. The jet mill was
operated at a pressure of 6 bar and 7000 rpm for the air classifier. This was a
compromise made between mean grain size to be expected and a throughput that was
still reasonable. Running the jet mill for maximum fineness (2 Pm) would have
increased treatment times disproportionately. After milling, the particle size distribution
of the AlF3 powder (milled) was determined at SINTEF Materials Technology using the
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Coulter “LS Particle Size Analyzer”. Figure 4.8 is summarized in Table 4.6. The mean
particle size was found to be 6.6 Pm.

Fig. 4.8:

Particle size distribution of AlF3 powder (milled)

Table 4.6:

Summary of particle size distribution of AlF3 powder (milled)

Volume % <
Size Pm

10
2.83

25
4.37

50
6.37

75
8.43

90
10.54

The milling reduced the mean particle size by a factor 10 compared to the
feedstock. In addition, a particle size distribution was obtained that is much more
narrow relative to the supplied AlF3 powder.

4.5

Powder Consolidation
The flow chart in Figure 4.9 shows the process steps that are necessary prior to

sintering of a powder compact. The consolidation of powders to produce a green body is
commonly referred to as forming. The main forming methods include (1) dry or semidry
pressing of the powder (e.g., in a die), (2) mixing of the powder with a fluid, as for
example water, alcohol, or organic polymers, to produce a plastic mass that is shaped by
pressing or deformation (referred to as plastic forming), and (3) casting from a
concentrated suspension or slurry (e.g., slip casting, pressure casting and tape casting.
[3]
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Powder

Mixing

Consolidation

Debinding

(e.g., with binder or additives)

(e.g., die pressing, slip casting,
plastic forming, injection molding)
(binder burnout)

Shaped Powder Form
(green body)

Fig. 4.9:

Process steps necessary prior to sintering

The latter of the forming methods introduced, pressure casting to be more
precise, was applied to the milled AlF3 powder. This method is capable of producing a
fairly homogeneous and dense particle packing in the green body. A homogeneous
packing of the green body is important since deviations will lead to a heterogeneous
microstructure during firing [3]. Also green density is an important factor in sintering.
Higher green densities give more initial particle contacts, smaller initial pores, with less
densification needed to obtain final density [1].
AlF3 was dispersed in alcohol using a laboratory blender. Adherence occurs due
to weak forces, including van der Waals forces and agglomeration forces from liquids
[1]. The slurry obtained was composed of 3 parts AlF3 powder and 1 part of liquid
binder (by mass). Alcohol was used instead of water even though AlF3 is insoluble in
water. However, AlF3 is not inert and halide oxides, AlOF, are known [2]. The
suspension was then forced to settle with help of the filter press shown in Figure 4.10.
The filter press basically consists of a cylindrical chamber where top and bottom
are inlet and outlet, respectively. The inlet may be locked. The outlet is open but
covered with a filter cloth. A pressure in the range of 0.4 to 0.7 MPa was applied
through a valve built in the lid of the filterpress. The alcohol is drained due to the
overpressure. The AlF3 powder remains in the filterpress as a dense “cake” on top of the
cloth. The filter cake may be also called green body. Green density is an important
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factor in sintering. A thickness of 20 – 30 mm was realized for filter cakes in this work.
However, filter cakes could not be recovered in a single piece due to cracks remaining
from the high pressure applied. The formation of cracks may be explained by the fact
that the density of the cake is increasing with decreasing content of liquid. Hence, the
pressure drop across and the forces acting upon the cake increase considerably. At a
certain density the compressed air only may find its way out by forming channels
finally tearing apart the filter cake. Subsequent drying for 24 hours at 105°C in a drying
cupboard removes any remaining alcohol or binder, respectively. No loss in strength
and no cracks were observed after drying. Prior to sintering the green powder compact
shown in Figure 4.11 just holds together by forces of cohesion.

Fig. 4.10:

Filter press used in making the AlF3 filter grains

100 mm
Fig. 4.11:

Green powder compact prior to sintering
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4.6

Sintering
Atom diffusion processes lead either to densification of the body (by transport

matter from inside the grains into the pores) or coarsening of the microstructure (by
rearrangement of matter between different parts of the pore surfaces without actually
leading to a decrease in the pore volume). Coarsening reduces the driving force for
densification. Whether densification or coarsening will dominate depends on the
material and key processing parameters such as temperature, applied pressure, and
gaseous atmosphere. [3]
As a practical guide, materials that exhibit weight loss during sintering (beyond
adsorbed impurities) may give vapour transport. Higher temperatures give a higher
vapour pressure and more vapour phase transport, since the flux depends on the
evaporation rate. Evaporation – condensation dominates the sintering of low stability
materials like NaCl, PbO, TiO2, H2O, Si3N4, BN, and ZrO2 [1]. Also AlF3 has a
relatively high vapour pressure.
Introductory experiments were carried out to monitor sample weight and sample
porosity as a function of time and temperature during sintering of AlF3. Spherical
samples had been made in a pelletizing drum from AlF3 powder with a mean particle
size of 63Pm as given in paragraph 4.2. The porosity was obtained from volume and
weight of the sample, and the density of AlF3. This approach allowed the evaluation of
the relative dominance of the vapour phase transport as well as the definition of a
sintering cycle for the AlF3 powder compacts.
A resistance heated tube furnace was used to carry out these experiments. The
furnace allowed control over temperature and atmosphere. The holding temperatures of
700°C, 800°C, and 900°C were chosen regarding the temperature range for sintering
which is typically between 0.5 and 0.8 times the melting temperature of the material.
The temperatures correspond to different vapour pressures of AlF3 which increase
considerably above 800°C. The samples were exposed for 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, and
8 hours at the aforementioned temperatures. The heating rates were low enough to avoid
thermal shock and stress gradients that could have weakened the powder compact.
Sintering is also highly dependent on the process atmosphere, with potential oxidation
or reduction reactions dictated by the temperature and process gas purity [1]. Therefore,
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30 liters of argon per hour were flushed through the furnace. The experimental
conditions and results are summarized in Table 4.7.
The changes in mass ('m.%) and porosity (%) during sintering are shown in
Figure 4.12.

(a)
800 °C

700 °C

900 °C

25
20
15
10
5
0

Porosity (%)

'm (wt. %)

700 °C

(b)
800 °C

900 °C

80
60
40
20
0

0

2

4

6

Exposure (h)

Fig. 4.12:

8

10

0

2

4

6

8

10

Exposure (h)

Changes in mass (a) and porosity (b) during sintering

For the first hour exposed the samples at 900°C experienced a mass loss
decreasing exponentially with time. The mass loss was twice as high at 900°C (9.5 m.%)
compared to the temperatures in the range of 700°C (4.3 m.%) to 800°C (4.9 m.%).
Between 1 hour and 8 hours exposure the mass loss is proportional to the exposure time
for temperatures of 700°C and 800°C. The mass loss is 0.1 m.% and 0.4 m.% per hour
for temperatures of 700°C and 800°C, respectively. The mass loss reaches 5.1 m.% and
7.6 m.% after 8 hours exposure. At 900°C the mass loss of the sample decreases
exponentially with time also during 8 hours exposure and is 22.5 m.% after that period.
The absence of densification and the actual increase in porosity in addition to the weight
loss experienced point towards a considerable contribution of vapour transport during
sintering of AlF3, in particular at temperatures above 800°C. The conclusion drawn was
that a temperature of 700°C and an exposure between 1 hour and 2 hours are sufficient
to establish reasonable strength in a AlF3 powder compact during sintering. It is believed
that the sintering temperature could be reduced further by 50°C to 100°C.
A low vacuum furnace at the department was used for a small scale production of
sintered filter cakes. The furnace chamber has a net volume of 190 liters. The furnace
may be operated at temperatures up to 1700°C (by super cantal heating element) and
internal pressures as low as 0.1 milibar. Argon was flushed through the furnace at a rate
of 10 – 15 liters per hour. An image of the furnace is displayed in Figure 4.13.
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0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
0 (green)
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1
2
4
8
1
2
4
8
1
2
4
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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700
700
700
700
800
800
800
800
900
900
900
900

room
room
room
room
room
room
room
room
room
room
room
room

Temperature (°C)

4.287
3.072
4.477
4.332
3.232
2.862
3.538
2.473
3.047
3.626
3.266
2.555

4.479
3.204
4.673
4.567
3.4
3.029
3.759
2.675
3.368
4.231
4.084
3.298

Mass (g)

4.3
4.1
4.2
5.1
4.9
5.5
5.9
7.6
9.5
14.3
20
22.5

-

' Mass %

Summary of experimental conditions and results in sintering of AlF3

Sample

Table 4.7:

43.9
42.5
42.5
45.3
46
47.2
45.2
50.7
51.3
48.5
48.3
58.4

35.4
37.2
27.3
36.9
46.4
44.5
25.8
32.3
27.1
33.5
35.6
37

Porosity (%)

-

34.9 ± 6.4

Porosity (%)
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Fig. 4.13:

Low vacuum furnace

The plot in Figure 4.14 shows the temperature evolution versus time (h) in the
low vacuum furnace both for the furnace chamber (dashed line) and the filter cakes to be
sintered (solid line). During heating the temperature was ramped at 2.5°C per minute.
The temperature in the furnace chamber was put on hold for two hours at 700°C. After
the holding period the furnace was turned off and cooled naturally, the chamber being
closed. Probably most of the sintering was performed in the range of 600°C to 700°C.
The temperature of the cakes to be sintered reached 700°C only towards the end of the
holding time. However, the reduced temperature seemed to give as good results as at
700°C. As suggested, a further temperature reduction (<700°C) may be therefore
possible.
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- - -Furnace chamber (°C)

Temperature (°C)

Sample temperature (°C)

Time (h)

Fig. 4.14:

Temperature evolution versus time during sintering in the low vacuum
furnace both for the furnace chamber (dashed line) and the filter cakes
(solid line)

4.7

Post processing - Comminution
The filter grains attained their final shape by comminution. Comminution of

solids takes advantage of the brittle fracture behaviour of many raw materials. In
practice, comminution machines and comminution processes are characterized according
to (a) the size range of the grained product, and (b) the hardness and the fracture
behaviour of the feed. The most important machines for crushing of (hard) lumps are jaw
crushers and cone crushers. A jaw crusher, which may produce a top size < 12 mm, was
used to reduce the sintered filter cakes to small pieces. Crushing of the sintered filter
cakes gave irregular shapes, whose faces have the typical appearance of a brittle fracture
surface, as shown in Figure 4.15.
A jaw crusher is basically built of a frame that holds a fixed (a) and an oscillating
jaw (b). A gap opens and closes between the two jaws during operation. The lumps, A,
enter upon opening and are crushed due to the pressure applied while the gap is closing.
The product, P, may be released both when the gap closes or opens depending on gap
length and size of the product. The functional principal is sketched in Figure 4.16. In the
laboratory the jaw crusher was run at a gap length, s, of zero millimeter (close side
setting). [12]
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45mm
Fig. 4.15:

Filter grains acquiring their irregular shape from crushing of sintered filter
cakes.

b

s

Fig. 4.16:

Functional principle of a jaw crusher [12]

The product was screened after crushing. Screening or classification (separation
based on the fall velocity in a fluid) means the separation of dispersed solids (usually >
1 mm for screening and < 1 mm for classification) [13] according to their grain size [12].
Therefore, a column of sieves was used having decreasing mesh sizes from top to
bottom (9.52 mm, 6.68 mm, 4.76 mm, 3.36 mm, and 2.38 mm mesh size). Particles
passing through the 2.38 mm grid were considered as fines. The fraction of fines was
always less than 1/3 of the feed stock.
The intermediated separated size fractions were mixed to give a filter bed of AlF3
grains with the following size fractions: - 3.36 + 2.38mm (25wt%), - 4.76 + 3.36mm
(38wt%), - 6.68 + 4.76mm (37wt%). Only smaller size fractions were desired since they
have a larger surface area per volume. Size fractions of - 2.38 mm (fines), - 9.52 + 6.68
mm, and + 9.52 mm were excluded from further investigations.
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4.8

Characterization

4.8.1 Specific Surface Area

The knowledge of the filter’s interfacial area is a prerequisite for
characterization of the reaction kinetics and their subsequent modeling. Filter material
should be characterized in terms of a specific surface area per mass [cm2/g] or volume
[cm2/cm3].
The filter grains are irregular in shape and they are assumed to be ordered
randomly throughout the filter bed. In this case, a single section, if extensive enough to
contain a statistically significant number of features, may be sufficient to obtain valid
results [14]. This so-called statistico-geometrical approach as described by Underwood
[14] allows us to determine the filter grain’s interfacial area, and also the void fraction
in a packed bed, from a two-dimensional image.

4.8.1.1 Metallography

The images were obtained applying a routine method used for metallographic
examinations. A loose fill of filter grains was placed in a mould for metallographic
sample preparation and cast in resin (Struers “EpoFix”, 25 parts of resin + 3 parts of
hardener). Subsequently, the mould was evacuated to release entrained air. After
hardening (8h) the samples were bisected either horizontally or vertically. In addition,
samples were cut from filter grains that had been used in filtration experiments where
the melt remained in the filter bed and had solidified.
The specimens were ground mechanically by hand on a rotating disc using
grinding paper of fineness 80, 120, 300, 500, 800 and 1000/1200 grit from coarse to
fine. A step is regarded as finished when every stripe remaining from the step before has
vanished. Ethanol instead of water was used as an agent for cooling, greasing and
draining
Further preparation like polishing is necessary to obtain clear images. This was
automated to some extent using Struers’ “TegraSystem” which is a modular system for
metallographic sample preparation. The system consists of a polishing machine
(TegraPol – 31), an automatic sample mover to be mounted on the polishing machine
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(TegraForce – 5), and a dosing system (TegraDoser – 5) for polishing
suspensions/lubricants. The polishing went in 3 steps: (1) three minutes of fine grinding
at a force of 30 N using Struers’ “MD Largo” composite disk together with a diamond
suspension (DP, A - 9Pm grain size); (2) two and a half minutes of polishing at a force
of 25 N using Struers’ “MD Mol” polishing cloth together with a diamond suspension
(DP, A - 3Pm grain size); and (3) two minutes of final polishing at a force of 15 N using
Struers’ “MD Nap” polishing cloth together with a diamond suspension (DP, A - 1Pm
grain size). Struers’ “DP – Suspension, A” is a water-free diamond suspension for
preparation of water sensitive materials like AlF3.

4.8.1.2 Image Analysis

The prepared samples were placed on an ordinary scanner to acquire images of
the samples. Image analysis requires binary images to perform the measurements in
mind. The transformation into a binary image was carried out using Adobe’s Photoshop.
An example of an image taken with a scanner and its transformation into a binary image
are shown in Figure 4.17. Buoyancy effects caused by the metal melt or by infiltration
of resin may give a reorientation of some of the particles but would not be expected to
change the void volume fraction.
Twenty six cross sections of both types of samples with all together 1954 grains
were examined. The following features have been determined with the Zeiss Kontron
KS 300 image analysing system: frame area (total area of the image), field area (area
covered by filter grains), field area percentage (area covered by filter grains in relation
to the total area of the image), field count (number of grains per frame), and field
perimeter (addition of perimeters of all the grains measured). The measurements are
performed on a pixel basis. A pixel converts to a square of 42.3 x 42.3 (Pm) taking the
original size of the image into account. The data may be compared in Table 4.8. Frame
area not covered by filter grains is considered as voids. The voids fraction, VV0 , is easily
obtained from the difference of hundred percent and the field area percentage. The mean
voids fraction for all images was determined to be VV0
resin infiltrated samples (image 1 – 12) is VV0

45 r 3.5% . The mean value for

44.7 r 3.1% , and VV0

45.3 r 4% for
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samples taken from grains where the melt had solidified in the filter bed (image 13.1 –
17.5).

20m

20m
(a)
Fig. 4.17:

20m
(b)

(c)

Two-dimensional image of a random cross-section through a packed bed
of AlF3 grains cast in metal (a) or resin (b), and the transformation of the
latter into a binary image (c)

The surface area per unit volume (property in three-dimensional space), SV ,
may be calculated by Equation 4.3 [14]

SV

4 S LA

(4.2)

which relates to a length of lineal elements per unit area, L A , that can be measured on
the two-dimensional section plane during image analysis. It is important to mention that
Equation 4.3 is exact, in the sense that no simplifying assumptions are required as to
size, shape, spacing, etc., of features in the image. There is the requirement, however,
that the measurements be made randomly or with statistical uniformity and that the test
sections be representative of the entire sample [14]. Here, L A is a measure of the sum of
perimeters determined for all grains in the two-dimensional image. It should be noted
that the perimeter measured by the automatic image analyzer includes the part of the
image frame intercepted by filter grains. This contribution equals the total frame
perimeter multiplied by the field area percentage and must be substracted from the
measured perimeter in order to obtain L A [15]. The surface area of the AlF3 filter grains
SV [m2/m3] ( later called a* ) was determined with surface to volume 1140 ± 106

m2/m3.
The apparent density was estimated to be 850 kg/m3 by determining the weight
of a defined volume of filter grains using a measuring glass. The porosity of the filter
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grains was derived from the same measurements taking the voids fraction in the packed
bed (45%) and the bulk density of AlF3 (2880 kg/m3) into account in addition to the
apparent density. The filter grains consist of 35% voids, what is the difference of 100
minus the product of bulk density, voids fraction in the packed bed and the inverse of
the apparent density. The porosity of the filter grains must not be compared with the
data given in paragraph 4.5 Figure 4.12b. The filter grains were made from AlF3 powder
which was an order of magnitude finer (6.6Pm, see paragraph 4.3) and had been
compacted at much higher pressures. The result is about 20 % less in porosity compared
to the spherical samples characterized in paragraph 4.5.
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Frame area (Pm2)

748323534.3
726403488.1
750137977.3
1108179116
1348220621
717918193.5
623581472.5
443455953.8
214157956.1
385399145.9
319422491.1
1456493123
1093872931
1361573060
1327198849
790612224.1
492798425
904968657.4
602901474.7
1014495523
570058982.7
974012329.3
482241015
225391756
357735153
315770343

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
81
82
10.1
10.2
11
12
13.1
13.2
14.1
14.2
15.1
15.2
16.1
16.2
17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4
17.5

438030518.7
436259021.1
416033528.7
595239300.2
709620785.1
379780456.5
374056193
231609891.6
107519168.4
212889277.5
179291662.3
782200294.6
631835935.6
809592300
747364420.4
409629296.5
275176207
488256949.3
301367530.7
527249580
326603319.3
492132771.4
243874381.1
115752158.7
218210927.9
192293381.1

Field area (Pm2)

Image analysis data

Image

Table 4.8:

58.53
60.06
55.46
53.71
52.63
52.9
59.99
52.23
50.21
55.24
56.13
53.7
57.76
59.46
56.31
51.81
55.84
53.95
49.99
51.97
57.29
50.53
50.57
51.36
61
60.9

Field area (%)
820885.86
696091.46
816925.95
1123905.2
1540866.21
645366.69
679336.23
391655.31
200854.03
347942.66
315710.3
1562136.64
1103494.16
1396328.16
1244731.85
701131.27
495341.4
877090.08
565240.65
1032590.84
569607.9
900768.67
486468.59
213596.74
322133.04
332326.81

Field perimeter (Pm)
85
63
95
116
159
63
61
33
21
31
32
152
92
130
135
76
53
83
64
115
53
98
52
27
29
36

Field count
0.001011277
0.000868667
0.001008035
0.000947684
0.001085029
0.000815783
0.000985154
0.000782949
0.000800423
0.000790162
0.000862016
0.001015827
0.000936919
0.000959357
0.000874009
0.000809981
0.000894919
0.000894046
0.000848588
0.000952092
0.000902454
0.000859978
0.000897429
0.000799037
0.000766608
0.000909503

LA (Pm/Pm2)
1287.597474
1106.021417
1283.470537
1206.628832
1381.501805
1038.687524
1254.33647
996.8822455
1019.130561
1006.065194
1097.552536
1293.390667
1192.922445
1221.491788
1112.822482
1031.300264
1139.446235
1138.335199
1080.455842
1212.241694
1149.040249
1094.958177
1142.641648
1017.365538
976.0757699
1158.015143

SV (m2/m3)
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Chapter 5

EXPERIMENTAL
This chapter presents the design of the experimental set-up and the experimental
conditions. Further, chapter 5 comments on the experimental proceedure regarding melt
preparation, sampling and subsequent analysis.
Batch experiments were carried out to get a first impression of how AlF3 would
behave in the environment of molten aluminium and the presence of alkali or
magnesium. These experiments were later extended to study the fading of fluorine from
AlF3 when exposed to an aluminium melt.
However, the focus was on designing and building an AlF3 filter on a laboratory
scale that could be used to reveal the kinetics of the filter material. Changing one
parameter at a time, pure aluminium melts as well as two different AlMg –alloys
containing different levels of Na or Ca were filtered through a bed of the AlF3 grains.
Chemical reaction products produced when dissolved impurities go out of solution may
be deposited instantly upon reaction or at sites downstream in the same filter. The
deposits together with the release of fluorine as AlF (g) and AlF3 (g) may cause a
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deactivation of the AlF3 filter grains. On the other hand, if surface active, the deposits
may improve the capture of suspended particles in the melt.
A study of the removal of suspended particles did not give reproducible results.
This may be explained by the design of the laboratory scale AlF3 “active” filter as well
as by the sampling technique. A filter outlet diameter of 2mm creates a thin stream of
metal which has a large ratio of surface to volume and, therefore, is expected to
generate an uncontrollable amount of oxide inclusions before and during sampling.
Also, the melt sampled in crucibles could not be processed directly but was left to
solidify and remelted later. Thus, a conclusion is that experiments should be carried out
in an industrial setting to ensure proper sampling conditions for the study of the removal
of suspended particles.

5.1

Batch Experiments

5.1.1

Introductory Experiments
Figure 2.1 shows that in the presence of fluorine alkali or Mg will form stable

metal fluorides. The effect of molten aluminium and high temperature on the
degradation of AlF3 are illustrated by Equation 2.2 and Figure 4.4. A batch experiment
was carried out to get an impression of the behaviour of the Al-F-Me system compared
to the Al-O-Me system where Me may be an alkali metal or magnesium. Thus, 0.5 kg
melt of a commercial Al7Si0.3Mg alloy was prepared. Alumina balls (industrial filter
material) and AlF3 pellets of equal size ( ~18mm) were placed in small graphite
crucibles. The melt was poured into the crucibles which had been preheated together
with the samples in a small resistance-heated furnace. The crucibles were put into the
furnace heated to 780°C and covered with a thin insulating plate. The experimental setup is sketched in Figure 5.1.

Fig. 5.1:
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The mass of the samples was determined before the experiment as well as after 7
hours and 63 hours exposure, when recovered from the melt to record possible mass
losses. A second sample was taken out of the furnace at these times but kept immersed
in the melt for metallographic sample preparation and subsequent analysis by electron
microprobe. The metal cylinders with the cast-in AlF3 pellets were cut into halves to
obtain a cross-section of the pellet. The halved cylinders were molded in resin. The
specimen were ground with SiC papers up to a fineness of 2000 grit and polished on a
hard and a soft cloth with diamond paste of grade 6 and 1Pm, respectively. A prepared
metallographic sample is shown in Figure 5.2. Chemical analysis by optical emission
spectroscopy was carried out to record changes in the composition of the melt.

10mm

Fig. 5.2:

Metallographic sample of the cross-section of a cast-in AlF3 pellet

5.1.2 Time Dependence of Deactivating AlF3 Pellets
The experiments described in the previous section indicated that after a certain
time of exposure of AlF3 to molten aluminium all fluorine will be lost from the filter
material. For the reasons explained in chapter 2.1 it is believed that the contact with the
molten aluminium alone is responsible for the fading of fluorine. The presence of alkali
or magnesium does not seem to play a role. Therefore, samples of AlF3 were exposed to
pure molten aluminium for 10h, 20h, 40h, 50h, and 60h at 780°C furnace temperature.
Metallographic samples have been prepared for a quantitative analysis of the fluorine
concentration by electron microprobe mapping (for 10h and 50h exposure) as well as
point measurements. Point measurements were taken from the surface towards the
center of the sample at a step width of 2mm.
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5.2

Filtration Experiments

5.2.1 Experimental Setup
The AlF3 filter was designed and built with the following in mind: Design and
dimensions had to be compatible with the facilities available in the laboratory; and an
experimental run should last as long as possible to obtain data on how the efficiency of
the filter changes with time. A technical drawing is presented in Figure 5.3.
Ø 230

330

350

Ø 190

M75x1.5-6g
Ø 45

15

60

20

60

Fig. 5.3:

Ø 1.6

Ø 75

Ø 20

Ø 105

Filter setup including reservoir, AlF3 and Al2O3 filter unit, and outlet
tubes
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90

211

M20x2.5-6g
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All the parts are machined from graphite. They have a “fibrefrax” coating
outside to minimize high temperature oxidation of carbon and provide mechanical
protection. Carbon may remove Na as reported in the literature [1]. To passivate the
surface and minimize Na absorption by carbon the walls inside the filter units were
coated with boron nitride (B3N2). Another experimental challenge was the loss of
especially Na due to surface oxidation, which makes it difficult to evaluate accurately
the contribution of AlF3 to the Na removal. The solution was to employ a reference
dummy filter. Therefore, the setup consists of two filter units fed with melt from a
single reservoir. The filter unit contains AlF3. The Al2O3 dummy filter provides similar
flow conditions as in the AlF3 - filter. This makes it possible to quantify the fraction of
Na, Ca or Mg removed due to the AlF3 filter media compared to the Al2O3 filter.
The complete filter setup in the cast shop as well as the AlF3 and Al2O3 filter
unit can be seen in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.

Fig. 5.4:

Complete filter setup in
the cast shop

Fig. 5.5:

left – passive filter unit
(Al2O3), right – active
filter unit (AlF3)

The filter set-up is placed in a furnace for preheating to prevent the melt from
freezing upon filter priming. This furnace stands in front of a melting furnace with
150kg capacity (Al). Both furnaces are resistance heated. A steady supply of melt is
ensured by tapping melt from the melting furnace into the reservoir which may contain
20kg of melt. After filtration the metal is collected in ingots underneath it. The whole
setting is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Experimental setting consisting of furnace for melting and cylindrical

Fig. 5.6:

furnace for preheating

The melt velocity is mainly controlled by the flow resistance in the outlet tube.
The pressure drop over the filter and tube is equal to the metal head. The residence time,

W , of the melt in the filter was chosen to be 20 seconds what corresponds to a volume
flow of V

0.021 kg s . V and m are calculated

8.91  10 6 m 3 s or a mass flow of m

as follows:
V

SR 2 H F H W

m VU

(5.1)
(5.2)

where U is the density of molten aluminium at 750°C, R the radius, H F the height,
and H the void fraction of the filter bed, respectively. The pressure drop, 'P , is equal
to the sum of the metallostatic pressure in the filter and outlet tube and given by
Equation 5.3

'P

L  H F gU

HM  g  U

(5.3)

where L is the length of the outlet tube, H M the metal head, and g the gravitational
acceleration. The inner diameter that will give the necessary flow resistance may be
estimated by the Hagen – Poiseuille [2] law given by Equation 5.4
V

S  'P  R04
8 P  L

(5.4)

where P is the dynamic viscosity of the melt and R0 the inner diameter of the exit
pipe. Strictly, 'P in the Hagen – Poiseuille equation should be slightly less than given
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by Equation 5.3. There is a slight pressure drop in the filter due to the metal flow. The
parameters and their respective values employed in the calculation are summarized in
Table 5.1. A radius of 0.8mm was calculated for R0 according to the Hagen – Poiseuille
equation. There was a variation of ± 0.1mm of the inner radius of the outlet tube which
was due to machining tolerances in the workshop. However, the variations in melt flow
velocity were larger than could be explained by these tolerances.

Table 5.1:

Parameters and their respective values employed in the calculation

W

20s

P

1.85  10 3 Pa  s [3]

U

2350 kg m 3

g

9.81 m s

H

0.45

R

0.0375m
L

5.2.2

2

0.1m

HF

0.09m

HM

0.455m

R0

0.8mm (calculated)

Melting – Alloying – Sampling
The melt was prepared from pure russian Al 99.7 (~ 0.12wt% Fe) with additions

of metallic Na (| 0.8g Na/kg Al) or Al10Ca master alloy (0.5g Al10Ca/ kg Al). The
amount of Na and Ca added is in the range of concentrations typically met in the
primary (Na) and secondary sector (Ca). Furthermore, aluminium alloys containing
0.2wt% Mg and 4.7wt% Mg were filtered to study the selective removal of Na from AlMg alloys. 0.1 grams of Na per kilogram Al were added to obtain Na levels experienced
after alloying Mg in the industry. The complete analysis of the Al-Mg0.2 and the AlMg4.7 alloy is given in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2:

Chemical composition of Al-Mg0.2 and Al-Mg4.7 alloy before adding
Na or Ca

Alloy

Element
Mg

Mn

Cu

Fe

Si

Ti

Na

Ca

Sr

0.2159 0.7943 0.5989 0.4482 0.1919 0.0854 0.00019 0.0003 0.0002

AlMg0.2

4.6109 0.3435 0.0680 0.2653 0.1150 0.0204 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000

AlMg4.7

After melting the Na or Ca additions were submerged and stirred into the melt at
a temperature of 800°C using a small perforated steel basket welded on a rod. The
recovery of Na added was | 0.2g Na/kg Al or 25%. The recovery of Ca added was |
0.4g Al10Ca/ kg Al or 80%. The melt was tapped at a temperature of around 800°C.
Figure 5.6 presents a typical example of the temperature evolution in the melt reservoir
during the experiment. The temperature peaks are when melt is tapped from the melting
furnace. The temperature drops with time and decreasing level of melt in the reservoir.

Temperature [°C]

780
760
740

Temp

720
700
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Time [s]

Fig. 5.6:

Typical temperature evolution in the melt reservoir during the course of
one experiment
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Melt was sampled in crucibles held below the exit pipes two times during each
filtration experiment. The melt flow velocity was determined from sampling time and
sample mass. For chemical analysis disc samples have been taken at regular intervals
from the melt reservoir and at the two filter outlets. Deposits at the filter grains that
result from alkali or Mg reacting with AlF3 will be called filter residues in the
following. Filter residues and filter grains from the used AlF3 filter and crushed alumina
from the reference filter have been picked for further analysis. The residues as well as
the alumina and AlF3 grains were ground to fine powder in a mortar. Further, AlF3
grains were molded in resin. The specimens were ground with SiC papers up to a
fineness of 2000 grit and polished on a hard and a soft cloth with diamond paste of
grade 6 and 1Pm, respectively. Figure 5.7 shows some spent material from the AlF3
filter. The metal runs off completely when the filter is drained. The residues may tend to
flake off at room temperature.

10mm

Fig. 5.7:

5.2.3

Spent filter material from the “active” AlF3 filter

Analysis
The chemical analysis to quantify the effect of the AlF3 filter on the level of

alkali or Mg in the melt was carried out by optical emission spectroscopy. Two different
ways of X-ray analysis have been used to look at the AlF3 filter residue and exposed
filter grains of both the AlF3 filter and the Al2O3 filter. Ground filter residue and grains
of both filters were subjected to a XRD analysis in a Philips PW 1730/10 to identify the
various compounds present. The distribution of elements in the “active” filter media
itself was determined by point measurements and mappings using a JXA-8900 EPMA
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(electron probe microanalyzer). Temperature versus time was recorded once a second
using the Campbell CR23X Scientific Micrologger together with a Type – K
thermocouple.

5.2.4

Experimental Conditions
The concentrations of alkali and Mg, the melt temperature and the mass flow

was varied in addition to the surface area of the filter. These data for the experiments
performed are presented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

RESULTS
6.1

Batch Experiments

6.1.1 Introductory Experiments
Table 6.1 lists the mass of the Al2O3 and AlF3 pellets and shows how the mass of
the AlF3 pellets changes with time exposed to aluminium melt at 780°C furnace
temperature. There was no measurable mass loss for the Al2O3 pellets. Figure 6.1 shows
the changing mass of the AlF3 pellets in mass percent versus time. The mass loss is
proportional to the exposure time.

Results

Table 6.1:

Mass of Al2O3 and AlF3 pellets in air dependent on time exposed to
molten aluminium (TFurnace = 780°C)
Mass (g) at time (t)
Material
Al2O3
Al2O3
Al2O3
Al2O3
AlF3
AlF3
AlF3
AlF3

0h

7h

63h

12.38
14.14
16.32
15.16
5.18
4.87
4.96
4.91

±0
±0
±0
±0
5.09
-

±0
±0
±0
±0
4.24
-

Mass loss (mass%)

20
15
10
5
0
0

20

40

60

80

Time (h)
Fig. 6.1:

Changing mass of the AlF3 pellets in air in mass percent versus exposure
time (TFurnace = 780°C)

The extraction of Mg from the bulk melt was followed up quantitatively by
chemical analysis. The evolution of the Mg content with time for crucibles containing
either Al2O3 or AlF3 filter media is shown in Table 6.2. Figure 6.2 illustrates graphically
the dependence of the Mg content on holding time and filter media. The content of Mg
in the bulk melt decreases linearly with time for crucibles containing Al2O3. In contrast
the level of Mg initially seems to drop exponentially with time in crucibles where AlF3
had been immersed in the melt. The decrease in Mg initially exceeds the loss obtained
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in the case of Al2O3. However, in both cases the concentration of magnesium seems to
approach the same value at long times.
Table 6.2:

Mg content in bulk melt depending on holding time and filter media
(TFurnace = 780°C)
wt% Mg
Time

Content of Mg (wt%)

0h
7h
63h

Al 2 O 3

AlF 3

0.38929
0.34827
0.03318

0.38929
0.21924
0.02275

0.5
0.4
0.3

Al2O3
AlF3

0.2
0.1
0
0

20

40

60

80

Time (h)
Fig. 6.2:

Dependence of Mg content on holding time and filter media (TFurnace =
780°C)

The pictures in Figure 6.3 and 6.4 are taken by electron microprobe and show a
qualitative mapping of the AlF3/melt (top/bottom) interface with respect to F, Mg, O
(6.3) and Al (6.4) concentration (area %) as well as possible compounds of these
elements. A certain colour is assigned to each element as well as compound as can be
seen in the scale bar. The brightness indicates the concentration of the single elements
or compounds and increases with increasing concentration. Figure 6.3 shows the
interface after 7h holding time. There is a large excess of F compared to the Mg present.
Both elements accumulate at the interface forming a distinct layer of MgF2. The
accumulation of F and Mg proceedes, thus, after 63 hours this effect is even more
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pronounced as shown in Figure 6.4. The formerly continuous layer is broken up and
irregular in shape. Some MgF2 can be even found in the bulk AlF3. This may well be a
result of sample preparation. In addition, almost all F has vanished.

Fig. 6.3:

Electron microprobe mapping of AlF3/melt (top/bottom) interface with
respect to F, Mg and O concentration after 7h holding time of
Al7Si0.3Mg at 780°C

Fig. 6.4:

Electron microprobe mapping of AlF3/melt (top/bottom) interface with
respect to F, Mg and Al concentration after 63h holding time of
Al7Si0.3Mg at 780°C
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6.1.2

Time Dependence of Deactivating AlF3 Grains in Filter exposed to
Aluminium Melt
Discrete (point) measurements performed at a step size of 2mm from the surface

towards the center of the sample by electron microprobe (see paragraph 5.2.3 chapter 5)
are summarized in Table 6.3. The analysis of a crystal surface is difficult due to its
topography and the take off angle changes from point to point because of the facetted
crystal surface. This gives different intensities for the same element and quantity.
However, the ratio of two elements (const. quantity) should be independent of the take
off angle. Therefore, Table 6.3 lists the ratio of F/Al and O/Al including standard
deviation versus time. The ratios have been calculated from the mean value of the
respective element given in mass percent. A mean value represents four single
measurements taken across each sample from the surface towards the center. The F/Al
ratios as well as the O/Al ratios change insignificantly during 50 hours of exposure.
Between 50 hours and 60 hours of holding time the F/Al ratios and the O/Al ratios
change dramatically and decrease or increase by 1400%, respectively. The results
presented in Table 6.3 are plotted in Figure 6.5 to illustrate the behaviour of the F/Al
and O/Al ratios in dependence of time. The presence of oxygen in the AlF3 pellets at
long times may be explained by the fact that the samples are not entirely covered by the
aluminium melt (see Figure 5.2). The samples had contact either with the melt surface
or the porous wall of the graphite crucible. This may have enabled the oxygen to diffuse
into the AlF3 pellet taking over sites left vacant by the fluorine released.

Table 6.3:

F/Al and O/Al ratios including standard deviations at times of 10, 20, 40,
50, and 60 hours of exposure for AlF3 grains (TFurnace = 780°C)

Time
10h
20h
40h
50h
60h

Ratio
F/Al
16.2 ± 1.1
17.2 ± 1.2
13.7 ± 6.6
14.1 ± 3.4
0.4 ± 0.1

O/Al
0.8 ± 0.5
0.9 ± 1
0.9 ± 0.7
1.0 ± 0.9
15.1 ± 6.4
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Fig. 6.5:

F/Al and O/Al ratios in dependence on exposure time for AlF3 grains in
filter exposed to aluminium melt (TFurnace = 780°C)

Figure 6.6 shows an electron microprobe mapping with respect to the
concentration of F across a sample from its centre to the left towards the surface at the
right. The sample was exposed to molten aluminium at a furnace temperature of 780°C
for 50 hours. A mapping of a sample taken after 10 hours looks the same as the
mapping shown in Figure 6.6. The average concentration of F appears to be the same
for both mappings and does not change across the sample. However, there are local
concentration gradients which are shown by the changing colours in the scale bar.

Fig. 6.6:

Electron microprobe mapping with respect to the concentration of F
across an AlF3 sample exposed for 50h (TFurnace = 780°C) from its centre
towards the surface (left to right)
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6.2

Filtration Experiments
Table 6.4 gives a review of the experiments.

Table 6.4:

Experimental conditions in AlF3 filter

Exp. No

Addition

Height of filter bed
[z]

Contact Area
[Aavz (1-H @

Mass flow
[time - s]

Rep

1

Na

0.09m

0.248 m2

18g/s (1200s), 17.1g/s (3300s)

18.8; 17.9

2

Na

0.09m

0.248 m2

13.6g/s (700s)

3

Na

0.09m

0.248 m2

18.3g/s (500s), 17.3g/s (2200s) 19.1; 18.1

4

Ca

0.09m

0.248 m2

11g/s (700s), 10.2g/s (2500s)

5

Ca

0.09m

0.248 m2

14.4g/s (500s), 11.7g/s (2800s) 15.0; 12.2

6

Ca

0.09m

0.248 m2

5g/s (1400s)

7

Ca

0.045m

0.124 m2

20g/s (600s), 17g/s (3200s)

8

Ca

0.045m

0.124 m2

21.2g/s (400s), 23.2g/s (1800s) 22.1; 24.2

9

Ca

0.045m

0.124 m2

21.3g/s (600s), 19.2g/s (1500s) 22.2; 20.1

10

Ca

0.0225m

0.062 m2

20.8g/s (500s), 17g/s (1800s)

11

Ca

0.0225m

0.062 m2

13.6g/s (800s), 11.3g/s (2900s) 14.2; 11.8

12

Ca

0.0225m

0.062 m2

9.7g/s (500s), 9.5g/s (2000s)

13

Mg0.2Na

0.045m

0.124 m2

10.3g/s (1100s)

14

Mg4.7Na

0.045m

0.124 m2

9.4g/s (1500s), 10.1g/s (3300s)

6.2.1

14.2

11.5; 10.7
5.2
20.9; 17.8

21.7; 17.8
10.1; 9.9
10.8
9.8; 10.6

Evolution of Alkali and Mg in Molten Aluminium before and after
Filtration
The graphs in Fig. 6.7a-c show the change with of the respective Na

concentrations at the filter inlet and the outlet. The contact area is high 0.248m2. Melt
flow rates are between 18 and 14 g/s. Sodium inlet and Al2O3 outlet concentration drop
roughly linearly with time. Outlet Al2O3 is somewhat lower than the inlet concentration
of initially 200 to 250 ppm. Outlet Na from the AlF3 filter is very low.
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Fig. 6.7a-c:

Outlet AlF3

Outlet Al2O3

Experiment 3

Na – concentration – time curves for filtration experiments 1–3, flow rate
14 to 18 g/s, contact area 0.248m2.

Figures 6.8a-c present the results for the same filter contact area as in Figure
6.7a-c but for a melt with Ca addition. Melt velocities are between 14 and 5 g/s.
Calcium inlet and Al2O3 outlet concentration change very little with time. The contact
area is high 0.248m2. Outlet Al2O3 is somewhat lower than the inlet concentration of
initially 30 to 40 ppm. Outlet Ca from the AlF3 filter is very low, in the range 1 to 5
ppm.
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Fig. 6.8a-c:

Outlet AlF3

Outlet Al2O3

Experiment 6

Ca – concentration – time curves for filtration experiments 4–6, flow rate
5 to 14 g/s, contact area 0.248m2.

The data plotted in Figure 6.9a-c are for high flow rates, 17 to 23 g/s. Calcium
inlet and Al2O3 outlet concentration change very little with time. The contact area is
lower 0.124m2. Outlet Al2O3 is somewhat lower than the inlet concentration of initially
45 to 55 ppm. Outlet Ca from the AlF3 filter is in the range 10 to 15 ppm.
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Fig. 6.9a-c:

Outlet ALF3

Outlet Al2O3

Experiment 9

Ca – concentration – time curves for filtration experiments 7–9, flow
rate17 to 23 g/s, contact area 0.124m2.

Ca – concentration – time curves at 0.062m2 contact area and mass flow rates of
10 to 21 g/s are shown in Figure 6.10a-c. Calcium inlet and Al2O3 outlet concentration
change very little with time. The contact area is low 0.062m2. Outlet Al2O3 is somewhat
lower than the inlet concentration of initially about 50 ppm. Outlet Ca from the AlF3
filter is between 15ppm and 25 ppm.
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Fig. 6.10a-c: Ca – concentration – time curves for filtration experiments 10–12, flow
rate 10 to 20 g/s, contact area 0.062m2

The Refining of an AlMg0.2 alloy at low input Na levels is shown in Figure

60
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6.11a-b. The flow rate was 10 g/s and the contact area was 0.124m2.
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Fig. 6.11a-b: Concentration of Na (a) and Mg (b) with time for filtration experiment
13, flow rate 10 g/s, contact area 0.124m2
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Refining of an AlMg4.7 alloy with respect to low Na levels is shown in Figure
6.12a-b. Flow rates were between 9 to 10 g/s and the contact area was 0.124m2.
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Fig. 6.12a-b: Concentration of Na (a) and Mg (b) with time for filtration experiment
14, flow rate 9 – 10 g/s, contact area 0.124m2

In Figure 6.11a and 6.12a sodium inlet and Al2O3 outlet concentration drop
linearly with time. Outlet Al2O3 is somewhat lower than the inlet concentration of
initially 40 to 45 ppm. Outlet Na from the AlF3 filter is about 10 ppm.
In Figure 6.11b and 6.12b magnesium inlet levels are high around 1900 and
44000 ppm, respectively. The scatter around these levels looks considerable but is
actually less (d 1%) than for Na or Ca.

6.2.2. XRD Analysis of spent Al2O3, AlF3 and Filter Residues
The XRD analysis gave graphs which are made up of superimposed single
diffraction pattern characteristic of each compound identified. A diffraction pattern for a
single compound shows the number of counts (y-axis) in relation to the angle of
incidence “theta” (x-axis). The peaks of each pattern identified are designated by the
compounds’ name and the colour assigned by the XRD analysis software.
Figures 6.13 – 15 show diffraction patterns obtained from spent Al2O3, AlF3 and
filter residues taken from the AlF3 filter, respectively. The analysis of the alumina gave
a composition of mainly Al2O3 containing traces of sodium aluminium oxide which is
illustrated by Figure 6.13. Figure 6.14 shows the compounds identified in the AlF3 filter
grains which are named in the order of decreasing peak intensity: AlF3, Na5Al3F14, and
Al2O3. AlF3, BN (boron nitride), SiO2, NaOCN (sodium cyanate), Al2O3 (corundum),
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MgF2, FeBO3 (iron borate), Al3.8Mg3.15Fe1.05(Si1.75Al4.25O20) (Sapphirine 1Tc),
Na5Al3F14 (chiolite), and NaF is the respective order for the compounds identified in the
residue shown in Figure 6.15.
The intensity of the peaks forming the different diffraction patterns of this XRD
analysis can be regarded as a trend but not as a quantitative measure with respect to the
concentration of each compound present in the filter residue and grains of the AlF3
filter. This is because the equipment was calibrated only for the analysis of the Al2O3
grains. The Al2O3 filter grains contained 0.26 % sodium aluminium oxide which is in
the lower range for such impurities typically found in industrial smelter alumina [1].
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6.2.3 Electron Microprobe Measurements
The electron probe microanalyzer mappings in Figure 6.16 and 6.17 show a cross
section of an AlF3 filter grain that has been exposed to a melt bearing Na or Ca, respectively.
The mappings cover the elements Al, F, Na, and Ca as well as possible combinations of these
elements. However, this method does not give the stoichiometry. Mg is not included here the
reason being that the mappings of the filter grains gave only poor evidence with respect to Mg
and possible Mg containing compounds. Therefore, the reader may refer to paragraph 6.1.1
and 6.2.2 in this chapter. Figure 6.16 and 6.17 reveal the distribution of Na or Ca throughout
the filter grain after being removed from the melt. Na and Ca in Figure 6.16 and 6.17,
respectively, show different distribution patterns. The difference is both qualitative and
quantitative. In contrast to Ca in Figure 6.17, where Ca barely has been detected, Na and its
compounds cover a much larger surface area of the filter grains’ cross section. Na in Figure
6.16 is enriched throughout the bulk AlF3 and in a layer covering the surface of the filter
grain. Parts of this layer were lost during sample preparation. In this layer, Na has been found
as elemental Na and as part of fluorine bearing compounds (NaF and NaAl). The flake-like
Na spots throughout the bulk AlF3 and its surface belong to a (NaAlF) compound determined
as Na5Al3F14 (chiolite) previously. Figure 6.18a-c shows the variation in Na concentration
detected at points in the bulk of the grains moving from top (a) to middle (b) and bottom (c)
of the filter bed. Most of the Na is detected close to the inlet of the AlF3 filter. The
concentrations in the middle (b) and bottom (c) of the filter bed decrease slightly towards the
outlet and are by far lower compared to the concentrations met close to the inlet of the AlF3
filter. Ca (Fig. 6.17) could be detected only in a layer at the surface and in the bulk AlF3 close
to the surface of the filter grain. There is a steep gradient in concentration of Ca from the
surface towards the centre. At the surface mainly elemental Ca can be found whereas in the
bulk Ca is part of a fluorine bearing compound (FCa).

FNaAl

NaAl

Na
FNa
Fig. 6.16:

Electron probe mapping tracing Na over the cross section of an AlF3 filter grain
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Ca

FCa
Fig. 6.17:

Electron probe mapping tracing Ca over the cross section of an AlF3 filter
grain.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6.18a-c: Electron probe mapping showing how Na levels vary in the filter bed moving
from top (a) to middle (b) and bottom (c)

Mappings obtained for Ca as shown for Na in Figure 6.18a-c have been omitted. There
was so little Ca detected already in the bulk grains at the inlet that the mappings were not
illustrative.
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The removal of dissolved elements Na, Ca or Mg in the “active” AlF3 filter is
controlled by thermodynamics and kinetics. The framework is the chemistry and
thermodynamics of AlF3 together with the fluid flow of molten aluminium in the filter.
Therefore, the first two paragraphs are dedicated to theoretical considerations regarding
the mass transfer coefficient as a function of the flow regime and phase diagrams /
equilibria for the system under investigation. This will give the basis for the discussion
of the results in the subsequent paragraphs. A model that can predict the results obtained
experimentally will be derived from first principles at the end of the chapter.
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7.1

Chemistry and Thermodynamics of AlF3 in Molten Aluminium

7.1.1

Phase Diagrams
In the following, the phase diagrams for the systems under investigation, NaF –

AlF3, CaF2 – AlF3, and MgF2 – AlF3, show the formation of possible phases depending
on composition and temperature of those systems. Figures 7.1 to 7.4 display the phase
diagrams for the systems CaF2 – AlF3, and MgF2 – AlF3, NaF - MgF2, and NaF – AlF3,
respectively.

Fig. 7.1
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Phase diagram for the CaF2 – AlF3 system [1]
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Fig. 7.2

Phase diagram for the MgF2 – AlF3 system [1]

Fig. 7.3

Phase diagram for the MgF2 – NaF system [1]
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Fig. 7.4

Phase diagram for the NaF – AlF3 system as given by Solheim and
Sterten [2].

The evaporation of Na, Ca, and Mg is included due to their high vapour pressure
compared to molten aluminium. Figure 7.5 shows the vapour pressure of pure Na, Mg,
and Ca in dependence on temperature. Molten aluminium in comparison exhibits
vapour pressures of 10-14 to 10-9 atm in the range of 550 to 800°C, respectively. Alkali
metals and Mg can vaporize as follows [4]:
Na o Na (g); Ca o Ca (g); Mg o Mg (g)
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Vapour pressure of pure elements calculated using Fact Sage [1]

According to Waernes et al. the overall reaction for sodium is the following [3].
AlF3 (g) + 3Na = 3NaF (l) + Al (l)
According to the NaF-AlF3 phase diagram, a liquid phase coexists with AlF3 in the AlF3
rich part at a temperature above 694°C. Chiolite (Na5Al3F14) and AlF3 are the stable
products at equilibrium for the temperatures below 694°C [3].

7.1.2

Equilibrium Concentrations
The equilibrium concentrations for contents of Na and Ca in liquid aluminium in

contact with NaF-AlF3, CaF2-AlF3, and NaF-AlF3-5%CaF2 fluorides have been
calculated using Fact Sage [1]. Those concentrations define the lowest level attainable
by AlF3 filtration. The results are presented in Figures 7.6 – 7.8.
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Fig. 7.6

fluorides [1].
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Fig. 7.7

Equilibrium Ca contents in liquid Al in contact with solid CaF2-AlF3
fluorides [1].
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Fig. 7.8

Equilibrium Na contents in liquid Al in contact with molten NaF-AlF35%CaF2 fluorides [1].

It is seen from Figures 7.6 – 7.8 that at equilibrium with AlF3, Na and Ca are far
below the lower limit for their measurement in aluminium. The equilibrium
concentrations for Na and Ca generally increase with increasing temperature as well as
for increasing concentrations of NaF and CaF2, respectively. However, the presence of
small amounts of CaF2 has virtually no effect on the equilibrium concentration of Na in
liquid Al in contact with molten NaF-AlF3-5%CaF2 fluorides as shown by the
calculations in Figure 7.8.

7.1.3 XRD Analysis of spent Al2O3, AlF3 and Filter Residues in the AlF3 Filter
A metallographic investigation of the exposed filter media and the filter residues
by X-ray analysis can provide an insight into the behaviour of AlF3 in a liquid metal
environment, kind and distribution of reaction products and possibly the capture of
suspended particles. The elements identified by the XRD in the AlF3 grains and residue
could be divided into two groups “a” (active = AlF3, MgF2, Na5Al3F14, NaF) and “p”
(passive = BN, SiO2, NaOCN; Al2O3, FeBO3, Al3.8Mg3.15Fe1.05(Si1.75Al4.25O20)).
The active group contains compounds which are involved in reactions of the AlF3 filter
material with dissolved Na or Mg in the melt. The electron probe mappings can possibly
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explain the higher levels in MgF2 compared to NaF found in the residues by the XRD.
Both MgF2 and NaF form at the grains surface. But NaF is probably not stable and
therefore reacts further to Na5Al3F14. Chiolite then can be found throughout the filter
grain as well as at the grain surface. According to the NaF-AlF3 phase diagram, a liquid
phase coexists with AlF3 in the AlF3 rich part, i.e. at a low concentration of NaF and a
temperature above 694°C. Chiolite (Na5Al3F14) is the stable product at equilibrium for
the temperatures in the NaF-AlF3 phase diagram. [3] The compounds in the passive
group may be solids suspended in the melt and captured mechanically or due to
adsorption and adhesion phenomena. NaOCN has probably formed in contact with air
after the melt had drained off the filter bed.
The level of sodium aluminium oxide found by the XRD in the Al2O3 filter
grains after filtration was 0.26%. This amount is in the lower range for such impurities
typically found in industrial smelter alumina [7]. Sodium can dissolve in, or react with
any alumina present [8]. The possible reaction is given by Motzfeldt [9]
3Na (g) + 2Al2O3 (s) = 3NaAlO2 (s) + Al (l)
According to the results, the removal of Na by Al2O3 appears to be negligible in
comparison to the amount removed by AlF3.

7.1.4

Microprobe Measurements of spent Filter Grains
The distribution pattern for Na, Ca, and Mg was given in Figures 6.16, 6.17, and

6.3 – 4, respectively. Figure 6.16 may leave the impression that Na and/or its reaction
products are transported away from the melt-filter interface much faster in comparison
to Ca (Figure 6.17) and Mg (Figure 6.3 – 4). Therefore, one could expect different
transport mechanisms in the grains for Na and Ca as well as Mg. One explanation could
be the diffusion of the intermediate NaF into the bulk filter material to form the more
stable Na5Al3F14 (chiolite), thereby enhancing diffusion speed. This is in contrast to the
much slower penetration of Ca and Mg which aparently form a stable product directly,
possibly CaF2 and MgF2. However, according to the NaF-AlF3 phase diagram, a liquid
phase coexists with AlF3 in the AlF3 rich part, i.e. at a low concentration of NaF and a
temperature above 694°C. Chiolite (Na5Al3F14) is the stable product at equilibrium in
the NaF-AlF3 phase diagram [3].
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The concentration of the fluorine remaining after the contact with the aluminium
melt is the same throughout the filter and does not depend on the removal of Na and Ca.
However, the concentration of those elements drops from the inlet towards the outlet of
the filter as shown for Na in Fig. 6.18a-c. A large portion of the Na entering is removed
already at the inlet. Such a distribution is typical for concentration dependent first order
kinetics and is in line with Figure 7.10 which can be interpretet to say that about one
half of the impurity load is removed in the first quarter of the filter going from inlet to
outlet.

7.1.5 Deactivation of AlF3 Pellets
7.1.5.1 Introductory Experiments
The mass loss proportional to time confirms that there is a steady release of one
or more gaseous Al-F compounds when AlF3 is in contact with molten aluminium. This
shows already that AlF3 is not only suitable for refining operations such as powder
injection; AlF3 is also useful for more continuous operations like filtration in a packed
bed. There, the operational times are much longer. The vapour pressure may be high
due to the elevated temperature.
Before running into laborious experiments the chemistry of AlF3 reacting with
an element dissolved in molten aluminium was studied. Magnesium as the element to be
removed was chosen because of its good addition yield. This allows for better detection
and makes magnesium suitable for long-lasting experiments compared to sodium or
calcium. Even though the concentration of magnesium is similar at the beginning and
end of the experiment for crucibles either containing Al2O3 or AlF3, magnesium is lost
at different rates as can be seen in Figure 6.2. This points to a difference in kinetics. In
the case of AlF3 extraction is mainly by chemical reaction to form MgF2 particularly
during the first seven hours. It looks like a first order reaction where rates are decreasing
with decreasing concentration of magnesium in the aluminium melt. The low removal
of magnesium towards the end of the experiment may be explained by the degradation
of AlF3 which is accompanied eventually by the loss of all fluorine originally contained
in the AlF3. Fluorine was present in excess of the stoichiometric amount necessary to
form MgF2. This may indicate a loss of F without being utilized. In turn, this could
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confirm that the degradation of AlF3 in molten aluminium is independent of the
presence of dissolved alkali or magnesium. In the case of alumina, which is considered
to be inert with respect to magnesium, magnesium is expected to be lost via surface
oxidation of the melt. The formation and distribution of MgF2 has been qualitatively
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The fact that the product phase forms and deposits at the
solid-liquid interface shows the potential of AlF3 to be used as a filter material.

7.1.5.2 Time Dependence of Deactivating AlF3 Pellets
The AlF3 filter grains deactivate with time. It is believed that deactivation is
caused due to the contact with the aluminium melt and the exposure to an elevated
temperature. This process is slow compared to the removal of the elements disolved in
the melt. It is in the order of magnitude of days (holding experiment) compared to the
removal of the dissolved elements which can be measured in seconds. This allows for
simplifications to be made in the treatment of the kinetics. [20] With respect to mass
transfer this case may be treated as a heterogeneous reaction since mass is transported
from one phase to a second phase. During heterogeneous reactions diffusion and
reaction are separated. The reaction occurs at a reaction interface only (e.g. at the
catalyst surface) and the mass transfer coefficient is not influenced by the chemical
reaction [16].
As mentioned, over several days the concentration of AlF3 does change as
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. However, the sampling frequency was not sufficient to
indicate when the depletion for fluorine is complete and at which rate it proceeds. In
6.1.1 it was shown that after 63 hours all fluorine had vanished from the AlF3 pellet.
Electron microprobe mappings showed a decrease of fluorine concentration with a
slight decrease of 17 percent between 10 hours and 50 hours. The remaining 83 percent
have been lost during the last 10 hours of the experiment reaching zero percent after 60
hours. This result (Figure 6.6) agrees with the qualitative electron microprobe mappings
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. However, the result does not support that the change of mass is
proportional to time as indicated in Figure 6.1. This may be explained by the fact that
the point measurements in atomic percent do not properly reflect the stoichiometry of
the AlF3 pellet investigated. Increasing standard deviations of the F/Al ratios between
10 hours and 50 hours may indicate an increase in local concentration gradients, and
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hence, a stronger decrease in the average fluorine concentration than suggested by the
F/Al ratios in Table 6.3.
A second mechanism for deactivation not due to depletion of fluorine may be
due to the adsorption of reaction product on the surface as well as the absorption inside
the AlF3 filter grains. This may hinder or eventually prevent the release of fluorine as
well as the contact of the reactants. However, this mechanism is not indicated by the
experimental data obtained.

7.2

Kinetics
To develop a mathematical model that can describe the removal of dissolved

elements from an aluminium melt data regarding the thermodynamics and the kinetics
of the considered system have to be supplied, i.e.
-

the equilibrium behaviour, hence the lowest concentration attainable

-

the removal rate which is controlled by the resistances at the melt/filter
boundary layer and interface

There are two possible rate limiting steps to mass transport for reactions to
remove unwanted dissolved elements. In the case of zero order reaction when the rate of
the chemical reaction is controlling there is an excess of impurity (vs refining agent) at
the reaction interface and the removal of the impurity will be independent of its
concentration. In the case of a first order reaction when the rate of the chemical reaction
is rapid compared with the rate of diffusion, the removal of the impurity will be
dependent on its concentration. [24], [25]

7.2.1

Diffusion Model
First order kinetics controlled by the resistance in the melt boundary layer is

assumed. A concentration gradient exists across this thin boundary layer at the
melt/filter interface. Applying Fick’s first law of diffussion, the flux of species, n i
[kmoles/sm2], across the boundary layer is [24]

n i

D

G

ci*  ci

k c ci*  ci

(7.1)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, G the boundary layer thickness, ci* and ci are
concentrations of the diffusion species at the interface and in the bulk, respectively. The
term D /G is used seldom; instead, the mass transfer coefficient, kc , is used to represent

D /G. For a fluid phase G is a function of the fluid’s velocity along the interface, thereby
decreasing with increasing velocity. Thus, kc is a function of the fluid dynamic
condition. ci* is difficult to determine experimentally. The equilibrium concentrations
for Na and Ca in the presence of Al, AlF3, NaF and CaF2, respecively, are far below
1ppm as illustrated in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. Therefore, the concentrations of Na and Ca at
the melt / filter interface can be considered to be zero and Equation 7.1 reduces to [24]

n i

 k c ci

(7.2)

Now, the amount of impurity being removed from the melt equals the amount of
impurity being transferred to the filter. A mass balance for a differential slice of the
packed bed in the vertical direction gives

 Vdci

k c ci Aav 1  H dz

(7.3)

where V is the flow rate [m3s-1], A is the cross sectional area of the packed bed [m2], av
[m2/m3] the specific surface area of the filter grains given as surface to volume, H the
void fraction, and z the hight of the packed bed [m]. Integration over the height, of the
packed bed yields*
ciout

§ k Aa 1  H H ·
exp ¨  c v
¸
V
©
¹

ciin

(7.4)

ciin and ciout = ci(z = H) being the inlet and outlet concentrations, respectively of the

element i. The exponent may be regarded as a dimensionless contact area, A*. [6]
A*

kc Aav 1  H H
V

(7.5)

It should be pointed out that the integration should be along the flow path
through the filter. Equation 7.6 gives the efficiency, E, as the ratio between the amount
removed and the inlet concentration.
E
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The efficiency, E, can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless contact area, A*.
E 1  exp  A *

(7.7)

As an exponential function Equation 7.7 may be approximated by a power series
expansion as follows [22].
e  A* | 1  A * 

1
1
2
3
A *  A *  ...
2
6

For values of A* << 1 the second term containing A* can be neglected and the series
reduces to e  A* | 1  A * and E | A * .

7.2.2

Mass Transfer as a Function of Velocity

The removal rate is controlled by the thickness of the boundary layer which in
turn is governed by the velocity of flow past the filter grains [6]. For film resistance, the
rate is rather temperature insensitive but is dependent on particle size and relative
velocity between filter grains and melt [10].
Liquid-solid mass transfer coefficients are often expressed by the dimensionless
Sherwood number, Sh, that [11] is a function of the dimensionless Peclet number, Pe,
Schmidt number, Sc, and the void fraction, H. The Peclet number is a measure of the
ratio of transport by convective forces to transport by molecular diffusion [12]. This is
expressed in Equation 7.8 as the product of dimensionless Reynolds number, Re, and
Schmidt number, Sc,
Pe

Re Sc

where
Re

with

and

D p u0 U

Re p

u0

Sc

P
uH

V
A

P
UD

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

with D p being the effective particle diameter [m], u 0 the superficial velocity of the
melt [m/s], u the relative velocity of the melt vs. the particles in the filter bed [m/s], P
the viscosity [kg/ms], U the density of molten aluminium [kg/m3], H the void fraction
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of the filter bed, and D the diffusion coefficient for mass diffusion of the solute
element [m2/s]. The Reynolds number gives an indication of the relative importance of
inertial (convective transfer) and viscous (molecular transfer) forces, whereas the Sc
number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity (kinematic viscosity X

P U ) to mass

diffusity in the fluid system. [13] The superficial velocity is obtained by assuming that
the same flow rate is passed through an empty column which means that the flow rate
must be devided by the cross sectional area of the packed bed. Alternatively, when the
relative velocity is known it may be multiplied with the void fraction to give the
superficial velocity. In this work the superficial velocity by the void has been
determined experimentally by measuring the mass flow rate of the melt. From the mass
flow rate and the volume of voids in the packed bed one can calculate the residence time
of the melt in the filter. Dividing the superficial velocity by the void fraction H the
relative velocity of the melt in the filter is obtained.
For a packed bed of nonspherical particles, the effective particle diameter D p is
defined as:
6
Dp
(7.12)
av
which is the diameter equivalent to a spherical particle having the same volume as the
nonspherical particle [14]. The specific surface area of a particle, a v [m-1], is defined as
Sp

av

(7.13)

Vp

where S p is the surface area of a particle [m2] and V p the volume of a particle [m3]. For
a spherical particle,
av

SD p2
SD p3

6
Dp

(7.14)

6
where D p is the diameter in m. The specific surface area of a particle, av [m-1], is
related to the surface area per unit volume of packing, Am [m2/m3] [13],
av

Am
1 H

(7.15)

According to Engh [6] [29] the mass diffusivity given by the diffusion
coefficient D [m2/s] can be calculated as follows:
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1

D

kT § m1  m2 · 2
¸
¨
2SP d © 2m2 ¹

(7.16)

where k [1.38 10-23 J K-1] is the Boltzmann constant, T [K] absolute temperature, P
[Nsm-2] the viscosity of the solvent, d [m] 2 times the metallic radius of the solvent
atom, m1 the atomic weight of the solvent and m2 the atomic weight of the solute,
respectively.

P Al
m Al

1.3 u 10 3 Ns / m 2 ; d

26.98 ; m Na

22.99 ; mCa

286 u 10 12 m ;
40.08 ; m Mg

24.31

At 1000 K Equation 7.16 gives the following diffusion coefficients for Na, Ca, and Mg:
DNa = 6.16 10-9 m2/ s ;

DCa = 5.4 10-9 m2/ s ;

DMg = 6.07 10-9 m2/ s .

As mentioned earlier, an expression for fluid flow that represents the ratio of
total mass transfer by all mechanisms (including turbulence) to molecular mass transfer
is the dimensionless Sherwood number [15]
Sh

kc D p
D

(7.17)

Now, particularly if Rep > 10, the mean transfer coefficients that may be attained in
packed beds can be calculated from [16]
Sh

C Re mp Sc n

(7.18)

where C and m depend on the porous medium and the range of Reynolds numbers
investigated [17]. The factor C is determined experimentally. The exponent n of Sc is
equal to 1/3 according to theoretical considerations [16]. However, experimental
correlations have been compiled by Seguin et al [17] where Schmidt number exponent
vary in a range of Sc1/4 to Sc0.58. The Sc number itself has an order of magnitude of Sc |
1 in gas – solid systems and Sc >> 1 in liquid – solid systems, respectively [18]. 1000
is often referred to as a typical value for Sc in latter systems [15], [19], [20]. The Sc
number decreases with increasing temperature. From Equations 7.11 and 7.16 it is seen
that Sc is inversely proportional to the mass diffusivity which in turn increases with
increasing temperature.
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The following equation may be employed for engineering estimates [21]

jM

kc 2 3
Sc
u0

§ DpG ·
¸¸
1.17¨¨
© P ¹

0.415

10 < Re < 2500

(7.19)

where jM is the Colburn j-factor for mass, kc [ms-1] the mass transfer coefficient, G the
mass velocity [kgs-1], and u0 [ms-1] the superficial velocity. The Reynolds number is
based for convenience on the superficial velocity, but the average mass velocity is G/H,
and the local velocity at some points in the bed is even higher [19]. This kind of relation
is based on empirical correlations and is also known as the Colburn analogy for heat and
mass transfer [15]. Equation 7.19 is equivalent to the equation
Sh 1.17 Re 0p.585 Sc 1 3

(7.20)

Equations 7.19 and 7.20 are recommended for spheres or roughly spherical solid
particles that form a bed with about 40 to 45 percent voids [19].
To account for varying flow conditions the mass transfer coefficient kc in
Equation 7.5 has been replaced by an expression derived from Equations 7.17 and 7.20
to become a function of the flow conditions.
kc

7.3

1.17 Re 0p.585 Sc1 3 D
Dp

(7.21)

Filtration Experiments
A study was carried out of the various parameters that effect the removal. The

contact area has been varied while initial concentration of the element dissolved, melt
temperature and residence time of the melt were attempted to be kept constant.
However, fluctuations in melt temperature and residence time as well as initial
concentration of the dissolved elements were inherent in the experimental procedure.
The removal of dissolved elements seemed to be insensitive to temperature fluctuations
of r 15°C as the concentration – time curves show. The variations in initial
concentration and residence time extended the range of investigated parameters that
otherwise would have been necessary to cover with additional experiments.
The concentrations of Na, Ca, and Mg have been chosen in accordance with
levels typically met in industrial operations. That gives a variation in concentration at
the inlet which does not allow a direct comparison of the data obtained for the removal.
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Also the selective removal of Na from the Al-Mg alloy may be not compared directly to
the removal of Ca from pure Al even though the concentrations of Na and Ca are
comparable. Since Mg is removed also, the interaction of Na and Mg has to be
considered as well.
Comparing inlet and outlet concentrations of AlF3 and Al2O3 filter units to
determine the contribution of AlF3 to the removal of alkali / Mg may be a problem. This
is because the driving force for surface oxidation is much reduced in the AlF3 filter due
to the removal of those elements in this filter. In the Al2O3 filter in turn all incoming
alkali / Mg will still be there when the melt exits this filter. Hence, the melt passed
through the Al2O3 filter posesses a larger driving force for surface oxidation. Therefore,
the contribution of AlF3 to alkali / Mg removal requires a correction that takes surface
oxidation into account. This is especially true for sodium which exhibits the highest
vapour pressure of the elements studied. However, in practice a correction for surface
oxidation is not important for several reasons.
For experiments 1-3 (Na) and 4-6 (Ca) exit levels have been low such that the
contribution of surface oxidation can be neglected. Secondly, the procedure of
calculating the removal efficiencies, which was applied to all experiments, already
includes a reasonable estimate of surface oxidation to the removal of the considered
elements in the AlF3 filter. Each case will be illustrated by a numerical example given in
Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
Table 7.1 compares the removal efficiencies determined for experiments 1-3
(Na) and 4-6 (Ca) either neglecting the contribution of surface oxidation to the removal
or taking into account its estimate by defining the removal in the AlF3 filter as the
difference of the outlet concentration of the Al2O3 filter and the AlF3 filter. The removal
efficiencies taking into account surface oxidation are insignificantly lower compared to
the removal efficiencies neglecting surface oxidation. The difference is within the
narrow standard deviations. This shows that surface oxidation can be neglected for exit
levels that are low compared to the levels at the inlet. To show the impact of surface
oxidation on the removal efficiency in the presence of higher exit levels in comparison
to the case that neglects surface oxidation experiments 7 – 12 (Ca) and 13 – 14 (Mg-Na)
have been included.
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A correction for surface oxidation may be based on the fact that the losses are
proportional to the concentration of the element lost. On average about 27.6%
(r12.9%), 10.5% (r8.8%), and 22.6% (r6.5%) have been lost of the inlet concentration
upon exiting the Al2O3 filter and sampling for chemical analysis via surface oxidation
during experiments 1-3 (Na), 4-12 (Ca), and 13-14 (Mg-Na), respectively. As a
consequence, the surcharge of the former losses to every outlet concentration
determined for the AlF3 filter should account for the reduced effect of surface oxidation.
In Table 7.2 this case of calculating the removal efficiency as the difference of the inlet
concentration and the corrected outlet concentration of the AlF3 filter is compared to the
procedure that was the base for calculating the removal efficiencies throughout this
work. This was the difference of both the outlet concentration of the Al2O3 filter and the
AlF3 filter. The difference in removal efficiency between the two cases is within the
standard deviation of each experiment.

Table 7.1

Removal efficiencies for experiments 1 - 14
E (outletAl2O3 - outletAlF3)
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E (inlet - outletAlF3)

Experiment

E%

STD E %

E%

STD E %

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

88.6
96.7
96.1
97.0
94.5
95.3
73.1
72.5
64.7
46.2
55.4
61.7
65.5
70.1

1.1
1.1
0.4
1.0
2.0
2.7
2.2
1.7
2.3
3.3
3.5
3.8
7.2
2.6

90.1
98.2
97.2
97.4
95.3
97.1
75.7
73.7
67.3
49.9
58.1
64.9
76.1
75.6

1.3
0.5
0.2
0.8
1.7
1.3
2.0
1.6
2.4
2.9
3.7
3.7
5.1
2.3
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Table 7.2

Comparison of removal efficiencies for experiments 1 - 14
taking into account losses due to surface oxidation
E (outletAl2O3 - outletAlF3)

E (inlet - outletAlF3, corrected)

Experiment

E%

STD E %

E%

STD E %

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

88.6
96.7
96.1
97.0
94.5
95.3
73.1
72.5
64.7
46.2
55.4
61.7
65.5
70.1

1.1
1.1
0.4
1.0
2.0
2.7
2.2
1.7
2.3
3.3
3.5
3.8
7.2
2.6

86.4
97.5
96.1
97.1
94.8
96.7
72.8
70.6
63.5
44.0
53.2
60.8
69.1
68.4

1.8
0.7
0.3
0.9
1.9
1.5
2.3
1.8
2.7
3.2
4.1
4.1
6.6
3.0

The data leaves the impression that filter ageing does not have an effect over the
course of one experiment since the exit levels remain more or less constant. Referring to
paragraph 7.1.5, the assumption of no filter ageing should be allowed since the supply
of fluorine does not cease noticeably in the time frame of an experimental run (~1h).
Also deposition of the reaction product at the surface of the filter grain or the absorption
throughout should be low.

7.3.1

Dependence of Efficiency on Residence Time and Contact Area

For experiment 1–3 shown in Figure 6.7a-c the amount of Na removed increased
with increasing Na concentration at the inlet. Removal was from 6% to 59% for the
conventional filter and from 87.5% to 99% for the AlF3 filter. Variations in melt flow
velocity seem to have little effect on Na removal. Probably, little or no Na or Ca is
removed in the conventional filter. Removal is by free surface oxidation only at the
outlet stream and during sampling due to a large ratio of surface to volume of the melt
exposed. The contribution of free surface oxidation to the removal of Na in the AlF3
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filter is low compared to the Al2O3 filter due to a much lower Na concentration in the
melt leaving the AlF3 filter. The driving force for removal at the free surface is much
reduced.
For Figure 6.8a-c (experiment 4–6) Ca removal was from 5% to 47% for the
conventional filter and from 91% to 99% for the AlF3 filter. Due to the low output
values in the AlF3 filter, losses or removal due to free surface oxidation are hardly an
issue. Melt flow velocities differ from the values in the previous series by a factor 3.5 as
well as they vary within this series by a factor 3. Again, these variations seem to have
little effect on the removal rates. The removal efficiencies for experiments 4 – 6 are in
line with the efficiencies determined for experiments 1 – 3.
Removal of Ca for the AlF3 filter in Figure 6.9a-c is from 66% to 78% with
efficiencies decreasing with increasing inlet concentrations for Ca. The net removal
seems to be independent of the inlet concentration as Figures 6.9a-b are compared to
Figure 6.9c.
The graphs in Figure 6.10a-c show the removal of Ca in the AlF3 filter
increasing from 50% (experiment 10) over 60% (experiment 11) to 70% (experiment
12). With melt mass flows being between 20 and 10g/s and a contact area of 0.062m2,
this increase may be explained by a decrease in melt flow velocity which eventually
doubles the contact time. A comparison of the removal pattern given in experiment 7
and experiment 10 yields a similiar observation. Using only half the contact area causes
the efficiency to decrease by approximately 20%. The same observation with respect to
contact area can be made comparing experiments 4-6 and experiments 7-9. This shows
that the influence of the velocity is not as straightforward as it is in case with contact
area. An increase in velocity reduces the contact time but at the same time mass transfer
is improved for the reasons explained in 7.2.2.
The outcome of filtration experiments to study the selective removal of Na from
Al-Mg alloys has been plotted in Figures 6.11a – 12b. The removal of Na from the alloy
with low Mg content (0.2wt%) and 0.124m2 contact area at a melt velocity of 10g/s was
in the order of 65% in the AlF3 filter and 30% after the Al2O3 filter which is shown in
Figure 6.11a. The loss in Mg which is shown in Figure 6.11b was 1.1 % in the AlF3
filter (excluding surface evaporation from Al2O3 filter) and 1.4 % after the Al2O3 filter.
The graph in Figure 6.12a shows the removal of Na from the alloy with high Mg
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content (4.7 wt%) and 0.124m2 contact area at melt velocities between 9 and 10g/s
increasing from 68% to 72% in the AlF3 filter but remaining unchanged at 18% after the
Al2O3 filter with Na concentrations decreasing at the inlet. The loss in Mg for
experiment 14 which is shown in Figure 6.12b was 1.5 % for the AlF3 filter (excluding
surface evaporation from Al2O3 filter). The amount of Mg lost after the Al2O3 filter was
0.5 % or 242ppm (vs. 26ppm in experiment 13). The removal of Na in an AlF3 filter
with 0.124m2 contact area seems comparable to the removal of Ca from a pure
aluminium melt at the same contact area with respect to amount originally contained vs.
amount removed. Also the removal efficiencies obtained for Na seem not to be affected
by the considerable increase in Mg concentration going from low Mg content to high
Mg content in the Al-Mg alloy. Mg in turn needs about 75 times the concentration of Na
to achieve the same net removal as has been achieved for Na in the AlF3 filter when
both elements are present in the aluminium melt at low Mg content.
The variation of the removal efficiency for Na and Ca in dependence of
residence time and contact area in the AlF3 filter is illustrated in Figures 7.9 – 12.
Figure 7.9 shows that for a “small” contact area the removal efficiency is increasing
with increasing residence time. An increase of ~50% in removal efficiency obtained for
a 100% rise of the residence time points to first order kinetics.
Figure 7.10 shows the removal efficiency versus the contact area for
experiments 1 – 14 including all cases of “small”, “intermediate”, and “large” contact
area. The removal efficiency increases with increasing contact area such that doubling
the contact area causes the original efficiency to rise by ~ 50%. To illustrate that for a
case of 100ppm of impurity entering the AlF3 filter, removal would increase from
50ppm to ~ 75ppm, doubling the contact area again would further increase the removal
to approach 100ppm. Figure 7.10 can be also read in the way of tracking the evolution
of the removal efficiency from inlet to outlet in a filter having a “large” contact area.
This picture together with the demonstrated example let the concentration dependence,
and hence, first order kinetics of the removal become apparent also from the point of
contact area. The larger error bars in Figure 7.10 for experiments at “small” contact area
(~ 0.062m2) in comparison to experiments at “intermediate” contact area (~ 0.124m2)
and “large” contact area (~ 0.248m2) reflect the sensitivity of the removal efficiency to
fluctuations in melt velocity during those experiments (10 – 12).
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Figures 7.11 – 12 show that for “intermediate” contact area and “large” contact
area the removal efficiency becomes independent of the residence time and hence,
velocity.
Exp. 10.1-12.2 (Ca 0.062m2)
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Fig. 7.9

Removal efficiency for Ca in dependence of residence time for
experiments with “small” contact area (~ 0.062 m2).
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Fig. 7.10
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Exp. 7.1-9.2 (Ca 0.124m2)
Exp. 14 (AlMg4.5_Na 0.124m2)

Exp. 13 (AlMg0.2_Na 0.124m2)
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Fig. 7.11

Removal efficiency for Ca in dependence of residence time for
experiments with “intermediate” contact area (~ 0.124m2)

Exp. 1-3 (Na 0.248m2)
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Fig. 7.12

Removal efficiency for Ca in dependence of residence time for
experiments with “large” contact area (~ 0.248m2)

7.3.2

Comparison of Experiments with Fluid Flow Calculations

Given the knowledge of mass transfer coefficients, bed characteristics, and flow
rate Equation 7.4 may be used to predict filtration efficiency. Yet unknown, the mass
transfer coefficient kc has to be determined experimentally or from the theory of
diffusional exchange between flowing fluids and surfaces. Figure 7.13 shows a plot of
Equation 7.21 (lines) for Na as well as for Ca together with the experimental data (dots)
as mass transfer coefficient versus superficial velocity to compare expected and actual
flow conditions. Both for experimental and empirical values the mass transfer increase
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with an increase in melt velocity. According to Equations 7.19 and/or Equations 7.20 kc
~ u0 0.585.
Exp.1.1 - 14.2 (Eq.7.22)

Eq.7.21 (Ca)

Eq.7.21 (Na)

0.00012

kc (m/s)

0.0001
0.00008
0.00006
0.00004
0.00002
0
0

0.001

0.002

0.003

Superficial velocity (m/s)

Fig. 7.13

Empirical (lines acc. to Eq. 7.21) and averaged (dots acc. to Eq. 7.22)
experimental mass transfer coefficients vs superficial velocity for every
flow rate determined

Equation 7.22 has been used to calculate a value of kc for every measurement.
kc

 ln c c0 V
Aav 1  H z

(7.22)

Average values of k c have been calculated for every mass flow rate rate determined (1
or 2 for each experiment) including the standard deviation to represent the experimental
data in Figure 7.13. The standard deviation 'kc for every flow rate determined is
between 3% and 20% with an average of 7%.
The kc-values that have been determined experimentally are larger by a factor ~3
compared to the predictions based on Equation 7.21. The high kc values relative to the
theory may be due to the morphology of the investigated packed bed which is
determined by the shape of the filter grains. The surface area of the grains is larger due
to the jagged “ coast of Norway “ effect in comparison to spherical particles. The jagged
grains also give an increased tortuosity compared to spheres. This changes the flow
pattern in a way that the melt has to travel a longer distance. Both increased surface area
and tortuosity are expected to increase mass transfer. Figure 7.14 has been included to
illustrate the morphology of the jagged grains. However, the main explanation for the
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factor 3 may well be the value of the diffusion coefficient DCa which could be erroneus
up to a factor of 10. Since k C v D 2 / 3 this could explain the factor 3.

5mm

Fig 7.14

Morphology of jagged filter grains

Figure 7.15 shows the results of filtration experiments 1 – 14 in terms of
filtration efficiency E versus dimensionless contact area A* to be compared with the
model expression for first order kinetics which is equivalent to Equation 7.7. The actual
mass transfer coefficients are still unknown. Figure 7.15 already gives insight into the
kinetics of the investigated AlF3 filter for both the removal of Na and Ca from a pure
aluminium melt as well as for removing Na from Al-Mg alloys. The rates for the
removal of Na and Ca from a pure aluminium melt are comparable but underestimated
by Equation 7.21.
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Exp. 1-3 (Na 0.248m2)

Exp. 4-6 (Ca 0.248m2)

Exp. 7-9 (Ca 0.124m2)

Exp. 10-12 (Ca 0.062m2)

Exp. 13 (AlMg0.2_Na 0.124m2)

Exp. 14 (AlMg4.7_Na) 0.124m2)

Model E=1-EXP(-A*)
1
0.8

E

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

Fig. 7.15

1
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3

4

5

Results of filtration experiments 1–14 as efficiency versus dimensionless
contact area A* for kc approximated by Equation 7.21 in comparison to
the first order kinetic model

7.3.3 Determining the Mass Transfer Coefficients for the Removal of Ca

A more accurate estimate of kc by Equation 7.21 for the removal of Na and Ca
from pure aluminium requires a correction of C (=1.17) in Equation 7.18 (7.20). A* is
proportional to the contact area which requires the introduction of a proportionality
constant into Equation 7.7. If the contact area is increased then the proportionality
constant increases as well.
A preliminary conclusion in paragraph 7.3.2. was that Equation 7.20 under
estimates the removal of Na and Ca throughout experiments 1 – 14. A more accurate
estimate of kc by Equation 7.21 requires a correction of C (=1.17) in Equation 7.20.
Therefore a regression analysis has been performed on the model function defined by
Equation 7.23 to estimate the value of C. This will give the best description of the
experimental data with respect to the dependence on ReD and Sc. Na is not considered
due to the relatively few measurements taken.
E
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where C is the parameter to be determined and x being the independent variable which
according to Equations 7.5 and 7.21 is
x

Re 0.585 Sc 1 3 Aa v 1  H HD
D V

(7.24)

p

A standard procedure of minimizing the deviations of the model function from
the experimental data is the method of least squares. An expression based on
elaborations by Press et al. [26] that also takes the weight of the experimental error into
account is
F2

ª y i  y xi ; C º
¦
«
»
Vi
i 1 ¬
¼
N

2

(7.25)

where N is the number of data points;
yi

Ei ;

y xi ; C

C

Re 0.585 Sc1 3 Aav 1  H HD
D pV

C  xi

Equation 7.23 is not linear in its parameter and therefore the sum of squares must be
minimized by an iterative procedure. The best fit is obtained when the model gives the
least value for the sum of squared residuals. In the best possible case F 2

0.

The measurements are given as pairs of (xi ± Vx,i ; yi ± Vy,i) and according to
Guest [27]
2

V i2

ª dy x i ; C º 2 ;
» V x ,i
¬ dx ¼

(7.26)

V y2,i  «

The error in E has been taken as its sample standard deviation which for small or
moderately-sized samples of a population can be calculated according to Equation 7.27
V yi

§ 1 N
¨¨
¦ Hi  H
© N 1 i

2 12

·
¸¸
¹

(7.27)

where Ei is a single value and E is the average value of an experiment.
The error V x,i of x defined by Equation 7.24 can, according to Squires [28], be
calculated by the following expression
2

V x,i

2

2

2

§
' Re i · §¨ 'av , i ·¸ § 'H i · § 'H i · § 'ti ·
¸  2
¸ ¨
¸ ¨
¸
¨
xi ¨¨ 0.585
Re i ¸¹ ¨© av , i ¸¹ ¨© 1  H i ¸¹ ¨© H i ¸¹ ¨© ti ¸¹
©

2

(7.28)
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All values that have been used or which are a result of the above calculations are
summarized in Tables B.1 and C.1 which can be found in Appendix B an C,
respectively.
Figure 7.16 shows the result of the regression analysis where Equation 7.23
(solid line) has been fitted to the experimental points including their individual errors
for the removal of Ca throughout experiments 4 – 12. The parameter C has been found
to be 3.21 r0.11 which is larger by almost a factor 3 compared to the original value of
1.17 for C in Equation 7.20. A value of 0.98 for R2 shows that there is a strong
correlation between the independent variable x and the efficiency E [30].

Fig. 7.16

Regression analysis – fitting Equation 7.23 (solid line) to the strongly
correlated experimental points including their individual errors for the
removal of Ca from pure aluminium throughout experiments 4 – 12 [30]

Figure 7.17 shows that also for experiments 1 – 3 the experimental points for
the removal of Na from pure aluminium (red dots) correlate well with the experimental
data obtained for experiments 4 – 12. One might expect that Na has a higher removal
efficiency than Ca since Na penetrates the filter grains, see Figure 6.16 and 6.17.
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Fig. 7.17

Experiments 1 – 3 (removal of Na from pure aluminium) correlate well
with the experimental data obtained for the removal of Ca from pure
aluminum (experiments 4 – 12) [30]

Including also the data of experiments 13 – 14 for the removal of Na from an AlMg alloy (blue dots) in comparison to experiments 1 – 12 as shown in Figure 7.18 gives
a correlation that is less good in comparison to the correlation between experiments 1 –
3 and 4 – 12. That means that the parameter C (=3.21) found can not be applied to
describe the removal of Na from an Al-Mg alloy. A parameter C explicitly determined
for experiments 13 – 14 would be ~2 since the rates for the removal of Na and Ca from
pure aluminium are larger by a factor ~1.5 compared to the rates attained for the
removal of Na from an Al-Mg alloy as stated in section 7.3.2. However, increasing Mg
concentrations leave the removal efficiency unaffected. It is not attempted to speculate
further on the effect of Mg. An exact value of C for those experiments has not been
determined due to the scarce data.
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Fig. 7.18

Comparing the correlation of experiments 1 – 3 (Na removal from pure
Al), experiments 4 – 12 (Ca removal from pure Al), and experiments 13
– 14 (Na removal from Al-Mg alloy) [30]

As a consequence of the regression analysis Equation 7.21 changes to
kc

7.4

3.21 Re 0p.585 Sc1 3 D
Dp

(7.29)

Parametric Study for Industrial Application
As an example the removal of 30ppm Ca from Al scrap at a rate of 10 tonn/hr

with 80% efficiency will be calculated. The determination of kc as well as the
characterization of the filter material with respect to ratio of surface to volume,
equivalent particle diameter, and void fraction of the packing is a pre-requisite to allow
a scale up of the filter to industrial applications.
To illustrate the influence of the equivalent particle diameter, which in this
respect could be called a key parameter, Figure 7.21 shows how contact area and mass
transfer coefficient of a packed bed depend on its grain size. The calulations are based
on a superficial velocity of 0.01m/s. For liquid to solid mass transfer kc depends on the
conditions of fluid flow and therefore is a function of the relative velocity of the fluid
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phase and the grain size and shape of the solid phase. Those properties determine the
ratio of surface to volume and the tortuosity exhibited by the filter bed. kc increases
approximately with the square root of the velocity. The dependence on the particle
diameter is inverse due to the definition of the Sherwood number (Eq. 7.17). This is
despite increasing Re numbers which according to Equation 7.8 represent the increasing
contribution of the forces of convection. As Figure 7.21 shows, both mass transfer
coefficient and contact area per cubic meter of reactor (see Eq. 7.13 and 7.14) decrease
exponentially with increasing particle diameter. The size of the grains may be reduced
to such a degree that the melt will be still able to penetrate the packed bed without
considerable pressure drop. A packed bed made of odd/jagged shapes of grains offers a
larger ratio of surface to volume as well as increased tortuosity compared to spheres.

Contact area per cubic meter

Mass transfer coefficient
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0.002
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0
0.012
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Fig. 7.21

Equivalent particle diameter in a packed bed versus contact area [m2/m3]
and mass transfer coefficient kc

According to equation 7.7 a removal efficiency of 80% corresponds to a value
of dimensionless contact area of ~ 1.6. For the velocity of interest kc may be determined
experimentally or by calculation as demonstrated. The only value unknown is the
necessary thickness of the filter bed which can be calculated with the help of Equation
7.5 introduced earlier.
A*

k c Aa v 1  H z
V
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A throughput of 10t/h is equivalent to a volume flow of 0.00118m3/s. The
chosen superficial melt velocity of 0.01m/s in the launder translates into a cross section
of the filter of 0.118m2 to accommodate this throughput. The corresponding value of kc
will be ~ 0.00021m/s. The calculation gives a thickness of ~0.12m.

7.5

Conclusion
This work has shown that removal of alkali from aluminium melts by means of

filtration is feasible. With concentrations of Na, Ca, and Mg typical for the industry for
a filter of hight 0.09m and a residence time of metal 20 seconds
x

Na removal was from 6% to 59% for the conventional filter (Al2O3) and from
87.5% to 99% for the AlF3 filter.

x

Ca removal was from 5% to 47% for the conventional filter and from 91% to
99% for the AlF3 filter

x

Removal efficiencies obtained for Na and Ca seem not to be affected by the Mg
content in the Al-Mg alloy.

x

The removal rate follows first order kinetics controlled by the resistance in the
melt boundary layer

x

The mass flow rates that have been determined experimentally are larger by a
factor ~3 compared to the predictions based on the use of a diffusion coefficient
DCa

7.6

5.4 10 9 m2/s at 1000 K.

Further work
Further work should proceed concerning diffusion coefficients in molten

aluminium. The efficiency of AlF3 filter beds with respect to removal of inclusions
should be investigated further.
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Appendix

A: PoDFA/PREFIL Evaluation of Melt before and after Filtration
Table A.1 gives an overview of the samples taken for the PoDFA/PREFIL
measurements to assess the removal of suspended particles in the “passive” Al2O3 and
the “active” AlF3 filter. The quantitative assesment including metallographic
preparation of the PoDFA/PREFIL samples was performed at N-Tec Limited (Redditch,
England). The results are summarized in two reports provided by N-Tec Limited (No.
050014 & 040107) which are part of this appendix.

Table A.1:

Designation of PoDFA/PREFIL samples taken including sample mass.

Before Filtration

After Filtration
AlF 3 Filter (Mass) Al 2 O 3 Filter (Mass)

Report No.
50014

111 (1976g)
121 (1645g)

211 (1701g)
221 (3120g)

311 (1260g)
321 (2492g)

113 (not recorded)
123 (not recorded)

213 (2106g)
223 (1825g)

313 (2230g)
323 (2369g)

40107

Appendix

B: Values Employed for Error Calculations
Table B.1:

Values employed for error calculations

Exp.

Re

'Re

Sc

D

av2 / 6

'av

H H

'H

t

't

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

18.38
14.21
18.60
11.25
14.29
5.22
19.52
22.79
21.23
20.03
13.28
10.04
10.76
10.19

0.49
1.51
0.54
0.39
1.29
1.51
1.61
1.00
1.13
2.04
1.22
0.11
2.29
0.39

81.40
81.40
81.40
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
92.78
81.40
81.40

6.16E-09
6.16E-09
6.16E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
5.40E-09
6.16E-09
6.16E-09

216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600
216600

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.22

0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.035

23.82
30.79
23.54
38.92
30.87
83.75
11.28
9.61
10.33
5.52
8.30
10.89
20.33
21.50

0.64
1.45
0.69
1.40
3.07
1.45
0.95
0.41
0.56
0.58
0.79
0.12
0.68
0.81
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C: Uncertainties Calculated for x and E
Uncertainties calculated for x and E

Table C.1:
Exp.

x

'x

cin

'cin

cout

'cout

E

'E

s (E)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0.92
1.03
0.92
1.04
0.95
1.43
0.42
0.39
0.40
0.21
0.24
0.27
0.58
0.59

0.20
0.23
0.20
0.22
0.23
0.39
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.14
0.13

170.91
98.11
156.57
29.62
35.04
26.83
37.52
41.32
47.37
44.71
47.21
41.40
23.28
35.59

12.99
21.91
21.78
2.03
2.33
3.13
2.28
1.97
1.89
1.97
1.95
1.36
2.64
2.77

19.45
3.11
6.14
0.88
1.91
1.20
10.07
11.34
16.73
24.04
21.03
15.86
8.16
10.69

2.07
0.93
1.03
0.28
0.73
0.63
0.66
0.47
1.38
1.56
1.35
1.58
2.54
1.50

88.59
96.67
96.08
97.02
94.53
95.33
73.08
72.50
64.70
46.20
55.37
61.68
65.53
70.05

13.39
41.99
24.80
32.67
37.00
52.50
7.87
5.74
6.48
4.16
4.81
6.80
22.98
12.49

1.12
1.15
0.42
1.02
1.99
2.67
2.24
1.71
2.25
3.32
3.51
3.82
7.16
2.61
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